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'Special' loss

MHS student in running
for Merit Scholarship

Lakers ousted

Play works, shot doesn't fall
as Lady Racers lose OVC finals

See page 2A

Eagles defeat Calloway
59-46 in regional

See page 8A
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Prison farm center changes proposed

WEDNESDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
l
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VOLUME 110 NO. 56

Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low
in the upper 20s. Light northeast
wind.
Thursday: Mostly sunny and
warmer. High 50 to 55.
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WORLD
NATIONAL
WASHINGTON — President Bush is trying to dispel an impression
that "nothing is happening" in his young administration, saying it
hasn't been stalled by his struggle to win confirmation of John Tower
as defense secretary.
President Bush says he's been told by a fellow
from Lubbock, Texas, not to worry about all the inside-Washington
talk about an administration aimless and adrift. "All the people in
Lubbock think things are going just great," the president says.
Confident Democrats are pushing for a vote on
John Tower's bid to become defense secretary, saying "enough is
enough," but Republicans vow to fight on after picking up a second
Democratic vote for confirmation.
Eastern Airlines was appealing a judge's refusal to force
its pilots to cross Machinists' picket lines as the pilots' union reported
a new overture from the paralyzed carrier, which warned it was sliding
toward bankruptcy.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Lyon County officials are unsure if they will have to put up with
an expansion and upgrading of the Western Kentucky Farm Center, but they want to have some
say in the matter.
The Corrections Cabinet on Tuesday gave conflicting signals on the status of a plan to expand
WKFC and make similar changes at the Roederer
Farm Center in Oldham County to help relieve
prison overcrowding.
Early in the day Tuesday, the cabinet released
a statement that indicated a decision had been
made. But after complaints from local officials,
who said they were never consulted, the cabinet
said no such decision had been made.
The cabinet then scheduled a meeting of a
gubernatorial task force on corrections for next
week and said the ultimate decision would be
made by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
"If the cabinet has already nine its decision,
maybe there will be an opportunity for us to at

least have some say about security," said state
Rep. Richard Lewis, D-Benton.
Corrections spokesman Michael Bradley said
the cabinet had dropped its plan to turn Blackburn Correctional Complex in Lexington into a
medium-security prison to eventually house 600
inmates. Fayette County officials hive strongly
.protested the plan and applauded' the cabinet's
decision to shelve it.
"Blackburn is totally out of the picture now,
both in the short-term and the intermediate
plan," Bradley said.
Lyon County Judge-Executive Terry McKinney was not so happy and said area leaders have
abandoned their long-held position in support of
prison expansion in the county. —
"We've kind of shifted our stance to not
wanting to see further prison development in our
county," McKinney said.
Part of the shift is a growing feeling among
Lyon County residents, many of whom work at
the farm center or the Kentucky State Penitenti-

dry, that the jobs are no longer worth the problems that accompany a prison.
"They've (inmates) got more rights than the
people that are out trying to make a living here,"
McKinney said.
Lewis said the cabinet acted unilaterally.
."They haven't consulted with me or anybody
kfCalky," Lewis said. "They've just done it."
Corrections Secretary John Wigginton said
contacts were made.
"We did have people check and talk to people
in the area and the feedback that we got was basically good," Wigginton said.
WKFC would be converted to house 390
inmates — 330 medium -security and 60
minimum-security to continue working the farm
operation. It now houses 330 minimum-security
inmates.
Roedercr would be converted to house 425
inmates, all but 100 of them medium-security.
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WASHINGTON —
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Outlaw movements

Faculty senate
resolution backs
additional funds
for MSU budget

WASHINGTON —

MIAMI —

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ladpr & Times Staff Writer

STATE
FRANKFORT —
LEXINGTON —

Winning Kentucky's lottery when it starts on
April 6 may turn out to be a just a case of "Beginner's Luck."
Kentucky's response to NCAA charges against its
basketball program will not be going to the governor's desk for public
consumption. .
The Martin County school board has suspended Superintendent Glenn W. Prichard pending a hearing on administrative charges
of insubordination and "overall failure to work with the board and
provide adequate leadership."
A Clay County man has pleaded innocent to charges
he killed two Laurel County service station attendants during robberies, and also said he was fired upon first during what police say was a
third hold-up attempt.

INEZ —

LONDON —

SPORTS
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TORONTO — After five days _of testimony about steroid use by
Ben Johnson, the sprinter's coach says it's time to admit that illegal
substances are pervasive in the top levels of international competition.
NFL running back Ronnie Harmon says he didn't
cheat two sports agents when he fired them after receiving nearly
$54,000 in cash and goods in return for a signature that violated
NCAA rules.
The boo birds are pecking away at Jose Canseco this
spring, even at home games.
For his 29th birthday, Ivan Lendl received
some shirts, a collection of Beatles records and what he really wanted
a first-round victory in the $415,000 Eagle Classic.

Buddy Sisk, backhoe operator, and Keith Arthur, employees of Outlaw Contracting Co., of Hopkinsville,
were busy working this morning on repairs to a storm tunnel near the General Services and Physical Plant
buildings on the Murray State Campus. The men noted that they were also working at a site on 16th
Street. Warmer temperatures were forecast today through the rest of the week, but the two men had to
endure a bitter chill this morning while on the job.
Staff photo by Greg Trawls
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By DAN LOUDY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
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union
representing reporters, truck driVers
and janitors at the Los Angeles
Herald Examiner has accepted a
contract offer that includes a 14
percent pay invease over three
years.
The contract also improved
health benefits for families of
employeet ..
.
_
__ . _ _
Under the old contract, top-scale
Herald Examiner reporters received
$563 a week, compared to an $801
weekly salary paid to San Francisco's top reporters.

Sign ordinance highlight of council
Discussion on the proposed sign
ordinance continued Tuesday night
during a rescheduled session of the
Murray City Council.
Dr. Robert Williams presented a
slide show showing examples of
sign ordinaces in Greenville, N.C.
and Gatlinburg, Tenn. Bob Billington presented suggestions for
improving on the propsed ordi-

Horoscope
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports

..

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford, who had been
on a list of a handful of swing votes, said he would vote against confirmation of John Tower, President
Bush's nominee for secretary of
defense.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular (Ace hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

nance. He said that having served,.
on the Planning Commission for'
six years himself, he knows the
time and effort put in on such an
ordinance. However, he said the
proposed ordinance for Murray is
very restrictive, more so than many
cities he has visited.
"If the smaller free-standing
signs, such as the cigarette signs,
were removed, you'd have a totally
different view," Billington said. "I
--got involved in this from a busi-

nesestandpoint and to help the
City of Murray. The ordinance has
the possibility of being a good one,
but it is very restrictive and
improvements would help."
The council will schedule an
open work session in the near
future to further discuss the proposed ordinance.
In other business, bids were
approved for pipe and fittings for

(Cont'd

on

page 3)

After much debate, the Murray
State University Faculty Senate
passed a resolution_ Tuesday supporting the Insurance Benefits
Committee in calling for $150,000
in additional funds from the university's 1989-90 budget in order to
pay for increasing insurance costs
next year.
Committee chairman Joe Chaney
told the Senate insurance costs
beginning Jan. 1 would rise from
20 to 40 percent, a great deal more
than the 12 percent increase allowed in the 1989-90 budget.
To maintain coverage, the committee recommended that at least
S150,000 be added to the 1.4 million dollars earmarked for the medical insurance fund.
The committee further recommended that the $150,000 come
from sources other than the $1.6
million in additional state funds
slated for salaries in 1989-90 or
any other instructional source.
The recommendation was passed
unanimously by the Senate and will
go before the Board of Regents at a
special budget meeting set for
March 13.
A possible source for the funds,
Chaney said, would be the university's S500,000 emergency fund,
which could be replenished later
from departmental budgets.
But according to Chaney, vicepresident for finance and administrative services Ward Zimmerman
told the committee the additional
funds needed for insurance would
either come from the salary
increase or from department
budgets.
: "He did not mince words and
frankly, I appreciated his candor,"
Chancy said. "Sometimes I don't

(Cont'd On page 2)

Kentucky's Sen. Wendell Ford says he would
vote against the confirmation of John Tower
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Sen. Wendell Ford

No vote for Tower

In a news release Tuesday. Ford
cited the former Texas senator's
lucrative consulting ties with leading defense contractors after leaving government service as a U.S.
arms negotiator and as chairman of
the Senate Armed Services
Committee.

"His acceptance of over a million dollars as a consultant to a
number of.defense and aerospace
firms means that Mr. Tower would
have to automatically recuse himself from many high level policy
deliberations and decisions," Ford
said.
"The nation needs a secretary of
defense who is cut from whole
cloth, not one who can fulfill his
duties only part of the time — even
if that part is as high as 90 or 95
percent." the Kentucky Democrat
said. "We must demand from the

start that the nominee — that any
nominee — be a candidate who can
perform his or her job 100 percent
of the time. To accept anything less
is to short-change the nation."
President Bush earlie( called on
Democrats to "put aside partisanship" and support the nominee,
basing their decisions on their personal knowledge of Tower's
24-year Senate career rather than
"rumor and innuendo."
Responding to allegations that

(Cont'd on page 2)
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MHS's Huie
among those
vying for
scholarship
A Murray High School student
has been named among 14,000
finalists being considered for 6,100
National Merit Scholarships.
including 1,800 scholarships valued at $2,000 each.
Yancey C. Huie, son of Eddie
and Lou Huie of Murray. was
named to the list of finalists Sunday based upon his accomplishments and activities during high
school.
Huie is on a winning team in the
,Governor's Cup academic competition in math and quick recall and
was a semi-finalist in Golden 100
competition last year. Huie also
participates with the academic team
and French, math and biology clubs
at Murray High.
Huie was also named a U.S.
Presidential Scholar finalist and a
Jackson Purchase Area Scholar this

WEDNESDAY, MARCH L 1989

Council...

John Brock says improve general
level before considering merit pay
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --Superintendent of Public Instruction John Brock says merit pay for
teachers shouldn't be considered
until the general level of classroom
salaries is 'improved in the state.
Brock's comments eamo in a
written response to a 151 -page
legislative staff report, recommending that lawmakers continue to
look for a way to link teacher pay.
with performance.
The report, "Kentucky's Teacher
Preparation System," notes that
Yancey C. Hale
teachers have opposed merit pay
because it would be based on
!.ear.
The National Merit Scholarship "subjective .or questionable
Progtam is conducted by national assessment."
The idea also drew criticism
Merit Scholarship Corporation
(NMSC), a not-for-profit organiza- from Lloyd May, chairman of the
tion established in 1955 that Council on Teacher Education and
devotes its resources exclusively to s Certification, who said the money
"would be better utilized in fundscholarship activities.
Merit Scholarship finalists repre- ing the educational priorities that
sent less than half of one percent of have been identified by the leadera state's secondary school seniors. ship of the state."

But the legislative staff, in its
report to the General Assembly's
Program Review and Investigations
Committee, pointed out that many
states fund programs that contain
an evaluation system linking compensation and performance.
"It is unlikely that this call for
accountability will be dismissed in
Kentucky," the staff said.
The report noted, too, that the
report does not endorse a specific
compensation system, but urges
research of the concept to continue
"so that if a future policy decision
dictates the implementation of a
compensation system linked to performance, then Kentutky would be
in a position to establish a system
that is most effective based upon
state needs."
The Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence, a citizens
group that advocates education
reform, offered some support for
the legislative staff report.
_
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Fac. Senate...
(Cont'd from page 1)
like what he says but I appreciate
his frankness."
Other Senators expressed problems with Zimmerman's remarks
including James Booth, vice president of academic affairs, who said
if his remarks were true, they were
absurd.
"Believe me, it just will not happen," Booth said. "I don't know if
that's what he said or if that's how
he meant it, but it's absurd."
Several Senators questioned
Chancy about the committee
accepting Zimmerman's proposal
before looking into the situation as
a group, but Chaney said that was
not the case.
"That's why we are recommending this resolution go before the
Board," Chancy said. "We're trying to fight this."
Chaney said the Senate was fortunate that the. Baird has delayed
approving the 1989-90 budget until
March 13 because "these cuts
would have already happened," he
said.
"This gives us a chance to be
heard," Chancy said.
In a related matter, the Senate
heard from faculty Regent Jim
Hammack who outlined his budget
proposals which he will present to
the Board March 13.
Hammack told the Senate priorities were needed in distributing the
$1.6 million in new salaries and
that faculty should be considered

Four chess teams from Murray
City Schools are headed to the
Kentucky State Team Chess
Championships in Bardstown on
March 25. A total of 22 Murray
chess players from grade 2 through
high school traveled to Nortonville
last Saturday to play in the Quad A
Regional chess tournament. Following qualifying rounds in the
Regional Tournament, two teams
from Murray Elementary School
and two from Murray Middle
School won the right to represent
the Quad A Region in the state
play-offs.
The State Chess Tournarrf6nt is
played in divisions based on grade
Hammack proposed a 5.5 percent
placement, and only the top four
salary increase for all faculty leavteams from each of the four regions
ing a great deal of fundsto be dismay advance to the state competition. The team of Peter Johnson, tributed by the vice president of
academic affairs to needy programs
David Chu, Denny Nall and Charbased upon merit.
lie Harrel qualified Murray Middle
The proposal differs from the
School to participate at the state
budget proposal of a 4 perexisting
level in the Junior High Division.
Gary White, Chris Woods, and Ste- cent across-the-board salary
increase to administration, faculty
phen Crouch were successful in
and staff plus 1.5 percent going
in
team
Middle
placing a Murray
into incentive bonuses.
the Elementary Division (grade
5-6). Fourth Graders Josh Mitchell,
Al Plan, Timmy Nall, and Elizabeth Breeding won the right for
Murray Elementary School to parti(Cont'd from page 1)
cipate in the Elementary Division
competition also. The primary team
It would cost $3.2 million this
from Murray Elementary School
year to convert WKFC, according
to a release from the cabinet. Costs
qualified for a trip to the state
would include construction of doubased on the play of Joey Woods,
ble perimeter fencing with guard
Mark Stockton, Stephen Breeding,
towers. An additional 77 staff
David Crouch, Jeff Page, Chad
Delancey and Josh Price. In the
members would also have to be
regional Primary Individual Tourhired at the prison, most of whom
nament, three Murray players tied
would work as security personnel.
for first place, finishing with idenTemporary buildings will be
tical records. When tie breaking
constructed on the farm center
procedures were applied, Stephen
property for use as a gymnasium
Breeding was awarded the 1st
and to house vocational and indusPlace trophy, Josh Price took 2nd
try programs.
Place and David Crouch won 3rd
Bradley said some dormitory
Place.
rooms that now house only one
In addition to the team playoffs, 'prisoner will house two for a time
all the Murray primary students
at Roederer until a new dormitory
won the right to compete in the
under construction opens.
Kentucky State Individual Primary
Little construction will be
Chess Tournament, which will also
needed at Rocdcrer but some addibe played in Bardstown on March
tional staff will be hired, Bradley
25. The Murray City Schools chess
said.
program is coached by Dr. Wayne
The cabinet wants to contract
Bell.
with county jails to house
minimum-security inmates displaced by the changes, Bradley
said.
It was a court ruling that the
cabinet could not force local jails
to hold state prisoners that
A Murray man was arrested
prompted the cabinet's scramble to
Tuesday and charged with third
degree burglary, according to a find space for its prisoners. At one
report from the Calloway County time, more than 1,000 state inmates
were in local cells awaiting space
Sheriff's Department.
in a state prison.
The report stated that William
David Grooms, 44, Route 2, Murray, was arrested around 10:30 a.m.
Tuesday by Sheriff's Department
deputies Dan . Bazzell, Stan Scott --(Coned from. page
and Kenny Collins.
Tower has drinking problems, Bush
The arrest stemed from the
said Tuesday that 25,000 Pentagon
alleged break-in of a shed belong- employees will provide a "fail-safe
ing to Carl Ingram of Snow Rd. in
guarantee" that Tower abides by
the Coldwater community Sunday
his vow to abstain from drinking if
afternoon. Someone entered and
he is confirmed.
took approximately 35 hams and 13
Ford did not base his decision on
shoulders. Grooms was released on
allegations of drinking or ones
the
a S5,000 bond late Tuesday that Tower has indulged in indisafternoon.
._treet chavior toward women,
In other news, two dogs worth
spokesman-4%1 Norman said.
S3,500 together were taken from
"This senator's position is that
the dog pen of Ned Edwards, Route
2, Murray, sometime between 6 this particular problem is enough,"
Norman said. "Those other issues,
a.m. and 11:30 a.m. Tuesday. The
he didn't have to decide on those
dogs,
both
coon
Walker
dogs are
black with white on their stomachs. issues, but those were troubling
and he said they made the situation
Their names are "Radar" and
work.
"Ringo."
Kentucky's other U.S. senator,
A VCR valued at $350 was
Mitch McConnell,
Republican
taken from the trailer of Bobby
planned to speak on behalf of TowLovins, Route 4, Murray, sometime
Friday night. No other information er's nomination in the Senate
today.
was available.

Changes...

,

Jeans, Tops and

the Murray Gas and Water Systems. For the water division, the
low bid was $37,546.11 from
Water Works Supply Co. in Calvert
City. The low bid from the gas
division was for $62,325.00 from
Empire Pipe and Supply Co: in Birmingham, Ala. The city began
accepting bids last week for renovations and repairs to the City Hall
building.

Chess teams
headed for
championship

JCPenney/Murray, Ky.
Customer Appreciation Sale

EN'S

"A program to reward teachers
for demonstrated professional
accomplishment should be implemented because the long-term
health of the teaching profession
will depend on it," said Robert
Sexton, the group's executive
director.
Teacher pay now is tied to
experience and educational
achievement, a system the legislative report said is easy to administer. But, it said, "achievement of a
higher rank is not conditional to a
teacher's performance on an evaluation conducted by the state or the
employing school district." While
it encourages teachers to seek
further educational opportunities,
"it does not promote additional
professional development."
Former Gov. Martha Layne Collins during her administration
pushed for a "career-ladder" system, a four-step advancement plan
with an evaluation and salary
increase at each step.

Wont'd from page 1)

Murray man faces
burglary charge

Ford...
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Tower may go bottoms up

U.S SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
USDA INSTITUTES FINAL irEGULATIONS FOR
HORSE INDUSTRY

I appreciate

PAGE 3A

People across the country breathed a sigh of relief when the
Department of Agriculture announced on February 15th that it had
adopted a final set of regulations for the horse industry. This marked the end of a long-running dispute that was settled in a manner
that made everyone involved a winner.
During the Spring of 1988, the walking-horse industry's exhibitions and show circuit was temporarily shut down due to a lawsuit
that was filed by the American Horse Protection Association
(AHPA). The lawsuit was intended to insure that the horses participating in the events were properly protected from injury. With
the threat of the horse shows closing for the rest of the year, I immediatel convened a meeting with representatives from over 100
major horse organizations. '
After months of negotiations, these talks resulted in a joint
recommendation to the Secretary of Agriculture on behalf of
walking-horse trainers, breeders, horse organizations and the AHPA.
The major provisions of the newly adopted proposal include:
• A new uniform standard for pads which would apply to all
breeds;
• The implementation of a six-once weight limit on chains and
rollers used on show horses; and
• A rule that makes permanent the removal of a I6-ounce weight
limit on horseshoes and procedures for exhibiting horses at
shows.
The USDA based the final regulations on the recomMendations
from close to 2,500 people who are involved in the industry. These
regulations are designed to adequately enforce the Horse Protection
Act passed in 1970.
Now that the final set of regulations have been implemented,
horse shows can take place with the guarantee that the horses will
be protected from injury. These shows are critical to Kentucky's
economy, they contribute millions of dollars each year in revenue
to our state's coffers and are directly responsible for generating
thousands of jobs. With the new rules in place, we can now turn
our attention to watching these magnificent animals perform.

Looking Back
March b.
Thirty years ago
The Lambuth College Choir of
Jackson, Tenn., will sing today at
3:15 p.m. at First Methodist
Church, according to the Rev. Paul
T. Lyles, pastor.
The Rev. Irvan Hulbert, rector of
Grace Episcopal Church, Hopkinsville, spoke March 5 at St. John's
Episcopal Church.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include twin girls to Mr.
and Mrs. G.C. Cain, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Muriel Moore, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Freeman and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Hendricks.
Forty years ago
Twenty years ago
Halene Hatcher has resigned
W.D. N1cCuiston of Calloway
from faculty of Murray State ColCounty won first in Dairy Herd
Improvement Association Efficienlege to take a pbsition with the
U.S. Office of Eoducation in
cy Contest at Sixth annual Dairy
Washington, D.C. Prof. B.J. TillInstitute at Bowling Green.
Army Pfc. Larry R. Stone has
man will take over her position at
been assigned to First Cavalry
MSC.
Division (Airborne) as a radioBirths reported include a boy to
telephone operator in Vietnam.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Pritchett,
Births reported include a boy to
March 1; girl to Mr. and Mrs. Taz
Mr. and Mrs. Ahmad Afzail, Feb. Galloway and a boy to Mr. and
25; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Mrs. John M. Morgan, March 2; a
Roberts, March 3; a boy to Mr. and girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
Mrs. Charles Allen Jeffrey, March
Adams and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
4; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Soli Gley, Bryan Hill, March 3.

Ten years ago
Navy Senior Chief Aviation
Maintenance Administrationman
Joe M. Anderson is serving aboard
the USS Kitty Hawk homeported at
San Diego, Calif.
Calloway County High School
Laker Girls beat Heath in opening
game of First Regional Basketball
Tournament. Mina Todd was high
scorer for Calloway.
Carlisle County High School
beat Murray High School Tiger
Boys in opening game of First
Regional Basketball Tournament.
Mike Bradshaw and Nick Swift
were high scorers for Murray.
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When I saw Slats Grobnik
sniffling, wiping his nose with
his sleeve and dabbing his eyes
with a bar rag,! asked if he had
come down with a cold.
He shook his head and said in
a soft voice: "I just got kind of
overcome with emotion." Ah, you bet too much on a
horse that runs backward.
"No, it's this," he said, jabbing a bony finger at a news
story. "This is one of the most
brave, patriotic things I ever read
about.'
I leaned down the bar and
looked at the story. It had to do
with John Tower, and his waning struggle to be confirmed as
secretary of defense.
"What an unselfish guy," Slats
said. "What a patriot, what selfsacrifice. I don't think I've ever
run across a politician who's inspired me like this. He's my new
hero."
Who was your old hero?
"I didn't have one, which just
goes to show you what a guy
Tower is."
Well, I have to admit to being
surprised. I concede John Tower
has had a long, successful political career. But I had never
thought of him as a figure of
heroic stature. If anything, he's
reputed to have pinched his share
of bottoms and drained a few
doubles on the rocks.
Slats glared and said: "Let me
ask you sump'n. You ever listen
to politicians make promises?"
Of course. That's a regular part
of my work, which sometimes
makes me wish I had become a
tuckpointer.

women from having abortions,
keep interest rates down, lower
inflation, make the dollar
stronger or weaker, make our
borders secure, and be kind to
illegal aliens. And that's just
scratching the surface. At any
given moment,some politician is
promising something new. If
"What do they promise?"
you're short, they'll even
Usually they promise to lower promise to make you taller.
taxes, hold the line on taxes,
Slats nodded. "But nobody in
make no new taxes. But if they my lifetime has ever promised
have to raise taxes, they say *anything like Tower just did."
they'll tax the other guy, not us.
I find that hard to believe.
I don't know why, but when the Nothing in the world is new. If it
tax bill comes, I'm always the appears new, it's only because
other guy.
somelx,dy switched ad agencies.
"Yeah, and what else do they
"No, Tower did something
promise?"
that might be a first. Listen, I'll
To make life better for the poor read it to you. He went on TV
and the middle class, provide and he said:
better schools for the young,
'I hereby swear and undertake
take care of the old, be sensitive
that
if confirmed, during the
to the needs of the great middle
of my tenure as secretary
course
handicapped,
declass, help the
fend us against our enemies of defense, I will not consume
while making friends with our beverage alcohol of any type or
foes fight the war on drugs, the form; including wine, beer or
war on illiteracy., the war on spirits of any kind."
That is unusual.
homelessness, and make this a
"Unusual. It's history. You
kinder; gentler nation, while
throwing all the no-good crimi- ever hear of a politician saying:
nals in prison, frying Bundy and 'If you let me have the job, I
trying to sneak in a few new promise to go on the wagon. I'm
off the hootch for good.—
taxes.
To tell the truth, no. Men usu"Anything else?"
What do you mean, anything ally say such things to their
else? There's nothing they don't wives. Usually while lying on
promise to do. Clean air and the hallway floor.
"Hey, he didn't say it to his
water, fix roads and bridges,
help businessmen, the farmer, wife. That would have been
the worker, the consumer. Put easier. He said it to Sam
prayer in the schools, keep Donaldson and George Will, the
prayer out of the schools, let pit bull and the school principal.
women have abortions, stop And he said it on Sunday

moming TV, and there had to be
at least 2,000 people watching.
So do you ever remember any
politician standing up and
saying: 'I promise to go on the
wagon;?"
No, he must want to be secretary of defense very badly to
make such a promise. Not even
one teeny nip? A sip of wine?
The foam from a stein? Nothing?
"Not a drop. He said, 'I hereby swear...' And there's no way
he can back out if he gets the
job. I mean, he can't walk into
any bar or restaurant in Washington without getting the eyeball
from everybody in the joint."
Did he say anything about
cough medicine?
"No, but you can bet that the
Washington Post will hide
Woodward in his medicine cabinet."
Well, I agree with you. It is
highly unusual. It reflects his
dedication to public service. I
wonder, does it inspire you to
take the same course.
"I've thought about it. But let
me ask you something. If he gets
this job, he's over all those admirals and generals in the Pentagon, right?"
That's right.
"Compared to him, a colonel
or a major is nothing."
Relatively speaking.
"Well, I was never anything
but an enlisted man and I spent
most of my time on KP and
cleaning the latrines."
So?
"When a general calls me sir.
I'll go on the wagon. Bartender,
set up another round."

Letters To The Editor

Senior expresses appreciation for CCHS project
Dear Editor,
Being a senior, I have learned
the value of being a friend and the

importance of having close friends.
As my senior year draws to an end,
I worry more each day what will

Project Graduation applauded
their dates to participate in ProDear Editor
Concerned Citizens for a Dry ject Graduation. We are grateful
Murray (sometimes called the for the leadership of teacher
Karen Helm and students Shane
Dry League) commends Calloway County High School for Black and Patrick Orr
Keep up the good work!
its "Project Graduation." OfferSincerely,
ing an alternative to the traditionGreg C. Earwood
al celebration of graduation is a
Secretary
positive step in decreasing
Concerned Citizens for a
alcohol-related problems. We
Dry Murray
encourage the seniors of Calloway County High School and

Pat Buchanan right on target
Dear Editor;
The article in Saturday's, March
4th, paper by Patrick Buchanan has
a lot of truth in it. I don't always
agree with his articles regarding
our policies in Europe and the
commitment of the U.S. spending
so much money protecting the
countries there against their will.
Also all the static we have to take
about it makes it even more important to get our armed service personnel home.
The countries over there need to
assume their own responsibility.
The money spent over there could
be spent in this country on education, housing, the fight against
drugs, healttr care and the national
debt making this a stronger and
better America.
Our farmers need our help,
because of the lack of rain in parts
of the country and flooding in other
parts. Also pesticides on our fruits
and vegetables which are poisoning

us all. There are needs in America.
If a lot of concerned citizens would
cut this article out of the paper and
send it to our U.S. Congressmen
and Senators in Washington it
would be helpful. Also a letter to
President Bush, might get them
behind this idea and investigate the
possibilities for the EurOpeans and
other countries as well!.
Sincerely,
Concerned Citizen
John Richardson
Rt. 2,
Hazel, Ky. 42049

happen if our senior does not have
a Project Graduation. This year
Calloway County High School does
plan to have another Project Graduation but we still need a lot of help
from the people of our community.
In case some members of our
community do not know what it is,
I will explain a little ,bit about it.
Project Graduation is a drug-andalcohol-free night that is for the
seniors and their dates only. During
the night games are played, a dance
is held and we have a casino where
play money is used. As the night
draws to an end, the money used
during the casino is cashed in for
prizes, which are donated by the
people of the community. And in
the morning the remaining seniors
have a chance to. win a car, which
was won by Lisa Glassco last
year. Many other prizes were won
last year and gift certificatsts for
sports equipment or tickets to be

used for gas purchases.
So, as you can tell. Project Graduation is very important to me and
other members of our senior class.
We want to remember our graduation night as being a night of joy,
not a night of sorrow because one
of our classmates was killed. I
would like to urge every person to
donate their money, time, or anything they can spare to our senior
class to make this night one of the
best nights of our lives. I would
like to thank all the people and
businesses who donated their time
and money last year and wish them
the best of everything.
For additional information,
please contact Karen Helm,
753-5479 or 759-9539.
Thank you,
Julie Ann Bowen
Route 1, Box 111
Farmington, Ky. 42040

WRITE A LETTER — Letters to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's address and phone number must be included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Letters must not be more than 300 words. Longer letters cannot be
published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: Editor: The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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ElAll Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway and
adjoining Counties $54.00 per year.
O All other subscribers $59.50.
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Name
Address
City

Zip

State ____
Phone(

The 10th of each month is a very important date to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier
must receive your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women. They buy their papers
from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before th 10th of each month. They depend on you to write
their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple w,ly to avoid getting caught without the right change and you
avoid the bother of monthly collection.
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DATEBOOK
The Dexter Homemakers Club will meet Thursday, March 9, at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Community Center. June Pritchett will present a lessor' on
"The Advantages of Pasta." Jewell Walston presided at the February
meeting with Elizabeth Puckett giving the secretary's report. Belinda Hale
presented a letton on "Transitions in Life" and also gave the devotion.
Also present were June Pritchett and Pansy Pritchett. A Valentine party
followed the meeting.

Hairdressers plan workshop
Murray Affiliate of National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists will have
&
a special workshop on Sunday. March 12, from 210 4 p.m. at Debbie
is
This
artist.
guest
the
be
will
BHFC,
of
member
Barrett,
Jim
Carol's.
For
students.
to
$5
and
s
free to NHCA members, SIO to non-member
more information call Brenda Lawson, 753-6263.

Ham breakfast will be Saturday
a
The Women of Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church will sponsor
be
will
This
a.m.
10:30
to
7
from
1.
I
March
Saturday.
on
ham breakfast
served with donations to be accepted. The public is invited to attend,
according to Jean Fry, UMW president. The UMW will meet Thursday.
March 9, at 7 p.m. at the church for the regular meeting.

•
•

Kaeleigh Michelle Jones born

Singing at New Mt. Carmel

Dexter Homemakers will meet

Group IV of CWF will meet_
Group IV of Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church
ill meet Thursday, March 9, at 12 noon in the Fellowship Hall of the
church. Hostesses will be Emily Gore and Anita Poy-ner.

Class plans social on Friday
The Young Adult Sunday School Class of First Assembly of God will
have a night of fun and games on Friday. March 10. at 7 p.m. at the
church. located on Highway 94 East. Each one should bring refreshments.
There Ill be a video for the ch:!dren to watch.

A Gospel Singing will be Saturday, March II, at 7 p.m. at New Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church, Highway 121 South past New Concord. This is
sponsored by Western Kentucky Gospel Music Association. Featured
groos will b The Psalms of Praise, Little Cypress Boys, and The King's
Sons. The public is invited to attend, a WKGN1A spokesman said.

Mission study on Saturday
A Mission Study, sponsored by Paris District United Methodist
Women, will be Saturday, March 11, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church, Fulton. The study will be on "Faces of Poverty in Our
N1idst" to be led by the Rev. Dennis Nennan who is with the Golden
Cross Ministry of the Memphis Conference, located at Memphis, Tenn.
Nennan led this study at the UMW School of Missions held at Lambuth
College. Jackson, Tenn., last summer. This will be a 6-hour session beginning at 9 a.m. and ending at 4 p.m. with time out for a sack lunch at 12
noon. All women are urged to attend, according to Mrs. Edward Benedict,
South Fulton, Tenn., public relations officer.

Luncheon and show Saturday
The annual spring luncheon and fashion show, sponsored by Women's
at 11
Guild of St. Leo's Catholic Church, will be Saturday, March 11,
each
$3
at
Tickets
Streets.
12th
North
and
Payne
Center,
a.m. at Parish
Kurz,
Rita
calling
by
or
can be obtained from any member of the guild
753-0712, Joyce Tidwell, 435-4328,- or Kathy Johnson, 753-2558:

Preschool taking applications
The Murray Preschool Coop, located at First Presbyterian Church, 16th
and Main Streets, is now accepting applications for the 1989 school year.
The program is under the direct supervision of Sara Hussung, teacher.
Parents serve on the board to make a cooperative effort for those who
choose to be involved in their child's preschool experiences. To apply for
an application or obtain more information call Joan King, membership
chairman, 753-4002.

Spring Layaway.f

20% Off
Beautiful assortment of Spring
Dresses in the best
new styles. Junior
Misses, Petites
& lialfsizes.

19.99

Reg. 49.00

Great looks in Denim Jackets. Acid &
stone- washed styles in 100% cotton denim

Nationally advertised
Fashion Jeans in
100% cotton
denim.Great styles
in Junior &
Misses
sizes.

Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Jones, Rt. 3, Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Kaeleigh Michelle, weighing seven pounds six ounces, measuring 20
inches, born on Sunday, Feb. 5, at 12:14 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother, the former Kim Vance, is on leave from Memories.
The father is self-employed with his father. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. William Vance, Murray, Ms. Regina Reynolds, Paris, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. Ned Jones, Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Coffield Vance, Mr. and Mrs. Johnny McCage, Mrs. Dora Graziani and Mrs.
Peggy Downey, all of Murray, and Mrs. Mary Roberts, Hollywood, Fla. A
great-great-grandmother is Mrs. Pearl Allison of Murray.

Cartner passes CPA examination
Michael 0. Canner, a member of the staff with the West Kentucky
Small Business Development Center at Murray State University, has successfully completed the certified public accountant (CPA) examination.
He serves as director/manager consultant for the SBDC service center in
Hopkinsville, a position he has held since 1984. A former small busines
owner, he co-wrote small business legislation in Missouri, HB 256, in
1981. He is a member of Beta Alpha Psi honorary accounting fraternity
and Phi Beta Lambda honorary business fraternity, has served on the
Southeast Missouri Council of Boy Scouts of America and is active in his
church. Cartner earned the B.S. and M.S. degrees at Wichita State University and the B.S. degree at Murray State.

Market will be on Sunday
Antiques and Collectables Market will be Sunday, March 12, from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Arena Blding, Cape Girardeau, Mo. Exhibitors from
four states will be selling antique furniture, glassware, toys, comics, baseball cards, jewelry and primitives. For more information contact Mike
Newell, 2113 Nottingham, Cape Girardeau, Mo. 63701, or call
1-314-334-5153.

Methodist laity banquet
will feature The Miracles
The Miracles of Baddour
Memorial Center at Senatobia,
Miss., will provide a musical program at the Laity Banquet of the
Paris District United Methodist
Church on Friday, March 10, at
6:30 p.m. at Curris Center, Murray
State University.
Members of this singing group
of retarded adults are residents of
Baddour Center, a non-profit corporation and an agency of the
North Mississippi Conference of
the United Methodist Church.
They have performed in 23 states
and in Mexico and Canada. Some
of their performances include programs at The White House, in the
Rotunda of the Senate Building of
the nation's capital, Oral Roberts
University. Marble Collegiate
Church in New York City where
Dr. Norman Vincent Peal is minister, Crystal Cathedral in California,
Foundation for Christian Living in
Mexico City and for International
Kiwanis convention in Toronto,
Canada.

Christian Women's Club
hears Beam at luncheon
Rhonda Beam was the featured
speaker at the "Home Sweet
Home" luncheon of Murray Christian Women's Club on Tuesday,
Feb. 21, at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Mrs. Beam is a native of Southern Illinois. She and her husband,
Richard, have been in Murray less
than one year. He is on the staff of
Eastwood Baptist Church.
A former model, the speaker
'writes jingles for television and
radio and is a singer and
songwriter.
Mrs. Beam was introduced by
Martha Yezerski, chairman of the
Murray club.
Special music in song was pre-

Novelty Shirts in plaids, stripes &
solids with crest. Junior & Misses sizes

MOVIES

Denim Shorts

17.99 Reg. To 26,99
or

Choose from exciting new
styles of Fashion
Jumpsuits in all your
favorite fashion
colors.Casual
and Dressy
styles. Junior &
Misses
sizes.

new looks in 1007c cotton denim shorts
in many styles including pleats
& cuffed styles.

•4. -

1-Pocket T-Shirts

5.88
Reg. 8.99
Assortment
Fashion
Shorts

of
fashion colors
in SM.L.

7.88Reg.10.9

Assorted colors in stripes,
solids & plaids.

TheafreS.

1008 Chestnut • 753-3314

f4.

Camp Shirts
Cotton Sweaters
Novelty Knit Tops
Your
Choice:

9.88

The group has been featured on
the "700 Club" and in several
national magazines. They have
released • two recordings, available
in album, cassette or 8-track.
"This choir presents tangible evidence to their audiences of the
capabilities and potentials of the
mentally retarded if only given the
challenges and opportunities," said
Dr. Joseph Earp Jr., executive
director at Baddour.
This annual banquet for lay people from all of the 97 United
Methodist Churches in West Tennessee and West Kentucky is alternated each year from Martin,
Tenn., to Murray.
Recognition will be given to the
church having the-largest percentage of its membership present, the
church having the largest number
present, and the churches which
have met their quotas.
Cost of the dinner will be $8.50.
Approximately,four to five hundred
Methodist Laity and Clergy are
expected to be present.

r)

Movicss At The Moviit)
O p..n 11 et m 10 p m

sented by Mrs. Beam who sang and
played her own compositions.
Decorations were provided by
Mrs. Yezerski; prayer favors by Jill

Rhonda Beam
Courtney; and name tags by Sherry
Edwards.
Christian Women's Club is an
interchurch group of women who
meet once a month for a luncheon
program and inspirational speaker.
There are no formal memberships
or dues and there is no affiliation
with any particular religious
denominations.
The women will have a prayer
coffee on Tuesday, March 14, at
9:30 a.m. at the home of Yetive
Brown, 1718 Holiday Dr., Murray.
The next luncheon will be Tuesday. March 21, at 12 noon at Seven
Seas.
All interested women are invited
to attend. For more information
call Mrs. Edwards, 753-8034.

SANTA'S ATTIC
Easter Display
** OPEN 'THURSDAY **
West Side Court Square -- 753-0435
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McGuire-Kimmel wedding is planned

Rainey's
Day

By Rainey Apperson
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Baseball Great Red Schoendist
rrtade the news recently when he
was named to baseball's Hall of
Fame. This event triggered a flood
gate of memories from Cook Sanders, retired car dialer.
In the early 50s, the late Willie
Foster, president of the Merit Clothing Co. of Mayfield and the
father of our mayor, Chuck Foster,
invited several baseball celebrities
from the St. Louis Cardinals to
come to West Kentucky to quail
hunt.
L.G. Cook from Mayfield called
Cook and said "Mr. Foster wants
you to help guide some of the players." Cook had just recently moved
to Murray, and he didn't really
want to take off from work, so he
said, "I don't even have a dog."
That proved to be no problem
because old Mr. Bert Weatherford
loaned him his dog.
Cook's group consisted of Marty
Marion, Ray Coleman and the dog.
Some of the other Cardinal players who came for the hunt included
Red Schoendist, Stan Musical, his
restaurant buddic known as "Biggie," Fred Sigh and some Mayfield
hunters.
The day dawned cold and clear,
and they hunted quail all morning
until noon on a private farm north
of Mayfield and not a quail did
they see.
Finally Cook said "I'm taking
my group to my old hunting spot."
This was a place east of Tr -City in
Gravos* County called Guthrie
Ditch Bottom.
Success at last, they bagged 38
quail with the dog getting two of
them.
When they arrived back at the
old Hall Hotel, the rest of the
group had the sum total of four. As
a joke they had the four little birds
up in their hotel room on the bed
covered up with just their heads
showing.
They all had a big laugh over the
day's outing.
A few years ago, Marty Marion
was back in the area, and he called
Cook to go quail hunting again. He
wanted a man who knew where to
find the birds. ••
• • •
Ellen Uddberg, 11 -year-old
daughter of Ann and Jack Uddberg,
had painted about 70 score cards
for the card party by the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

Michael McGuire and Shirley
Swieter of San Diego, Calif.,
announce the approaching marriage
of their daughter, Mitzi Gayle
McGuire, to James Kimmel, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kimmel of
Ithaca, Mich.
Miss McGuire is the granddaughter of Mrs. Virginia Stroud
and the late James (Dood) Stroud
of Murray and of Graham McGuire
of Prestonburg and the late Mrs.
Velva McGuire of Benton.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday, March 18,
at 4 p.m. at Walnut Street Baptist
Church, Benton.
A reception will immediately
follow at the Benton Country Club.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Pictured is one of Ellen's crea- will offer a tea room and gift shop.
tions. As you can see, she has a
Visitors to the Show House may
creative gift. She is a fifth grade attend lectures and seminars
on
student of Mrs. Patsy Oakley at subjects related to interior design.
Murray Middle School.
Show House organizers have
• • •
planned a series of seven lectures
Life enhancing and life dimin- and seminars to be led
by interior
ishing are two phrases that Art His- design,experts. Organizat
ions, cortorian Bernard Bercnson often porations and individuals
may also
used.
reserve the Show House in the
If you stop and think about it, evenings for private parties.
these phrases apply to almost
• • •
everything in life from people, to
Feeling stress, health experts
thoughts, to books, to films, to from Helsinki, Finland, urge
mareveryday experiences.
ried couples to try. the joys of sex
Ic mitt instances, we have the to relieve their stress. They
ask
wonderfAil freedom to choose them to do away with the negative
between enhancing or diminishing things in set, such as lewdness
and
our lives.
sexually-transmitted diseases.
• • •
This panel suggested that adults
Once again, the Junior League of should consider taking
"sex holiNashville, Tenn., together with the days" and concentra
te on the joys
American Society of Interior of sex and the sense
of well-being
Designers will turn a Nashville it brings.
home into "A Touch of Magic"
during the Fourth Annual Designers' Show House, whose proceeds
are donated to area agencies in
MEMPHIS, Tenn.(AP) — Memneed.
bers of a Shelby County women's
The featured home is located at club say they can help reduce the
115 Jackson Blvd., and is owned national debt, and they've got $83
by Nancy Fleming. It was built in to prove it.
1927 and is designed in the French
"Shelby County is going to
Mediterranean style. The Show challenge all the little white-haired
House will be open April 22 ladies across the country to help
through May 7, 1989, for tours and out, all the Republican clubs," said
Dana McKelvy, publicity chairwoman for the group.
Ms. McKelvy's club, the Shelby
County Republican Women, began
186B, Murray;
a fund drive at its monthly meeting
Mrs. Shannon McCampbell and
baby girl, 433 Langford Dr., Paris, Monday with plans to help reduce
Tenn.; Miss Lori Dunn, 1710 West the nation's $2.6 trillion debt. The
opening collection drew $83.
Olive St., Murray;
While club members realize their
Fred Allen, Rt. 6, Box 296A,
Paris, Term.; Miss Wendy Gay, initial contribution is somewhat
1837 Pleasant Hill, Loveland, small, they hope it is the start of
bigger things.
Ohio;
"You don't become a millionPaul Kaler, Rt. 2, Box 259, Benaire
until you save your first nickton; David Collins, 739 Nash Dr.,
Murray; Mrs. Clara Rand, B10 el," said club president Dot
Wieters.
Mur-Cal Apts., Murray;
Mrs. Ruby Seaford, 1010 Story
Ave., Murray; Robert L. Crawford,
1105 Larkspur; Murray; Glyco
Wells, 402 North 12th St., Murray;
Mrs. Lavada Garland (expired)
Wed. & Thur.
406 Sycamore St., Murray.

Women helping debt

Babies and dismissals released
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
March 7, have been released as
follows:
•
Newborn admissions
Robbins baby boy, parents,
Cynthia and Daniel, P.O. Box
3152, Paris, Tenn.;
Oliver baby girl, .parents, Dorothy and Garyt, Rt. 3, Box 190,
Murray;
Mazurek baby boy, parents, Lisa
and Edward, HC Box 169R, New
Concord.
Dismissals
Mrs. Janet Myers and baby boy,
Rt. 8i Box 423, Benton; Mrs. Patty
Howard and baby girl, Rt. 6, Box

'A$470,2`;74x0.e.z.. i4txiol.k44

Mitzi Gayle McGuire and
James Kimmel will be married

Community events are listed
Wednesday, March 8
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at church.

ive a prayer
,larch 14, at
le of YeOve
Dr., Murray.
will be Tuesoon at Seven

Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club at 4:50
p.m.; Super Dinner at 5:30 p.m.;
Dr. Buchanan's Class at 6:20 p.m.;

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at church.

Bowling banquet or First Baptist
Church will be at 6:30 p.m. at Mr.
Gatti's
Aging Committee of Purchase
Area Development District will
meet at 8 a.m. at PADD office.
Mayfield.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter

7 BIG DAYS!
March 8-18
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LINEN-LOOK SUITING

A Buffet Of
Seven Seas
Favorites

Home
Auto
Business
Life &
Health

For All the Commitments

Evenhts at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers Day. Out and
WMU Week of Prayer program at
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45

FABRIC
SALE

$
6
95

Salad Bar
Fried Gulf Shrimp
Clam Strips
Baked Cajun Fish
Catfish Fillets
B-B-Q Chicken
Ocean Whitefish
Shrimp Creole
Boiled Shrimp
Onion Rings
Cajun Fries
Hushpuppies

T3

(Cont'd on page 6,4)

*TIN IRIS COL.00N

Doren Claiborne

Events at Memorilil Bati
Church will he •Week of Pra,:r
program at 2 p.m. and Visitation a:
6:45 p.m.

.
G SPRING PRINTS

Meeting Your Insurance Needs

sn are invited
information
.53-8034.

Lenten meditation will be at 8
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church.

Thursday, March 9
Events at First United Mettio,.:•,
Church will include Bible Study a:
9:30 a.m., Bell Choir at 6 p.m. and
Chancel Choir at 7 p.m.

.DE POLTES ER COTTON A 100 COTTON
FLOR•LS GEOMETR,CS ABSTRACTS AND TROPIC•LS

MG Insurance of Murray

-

Special program, "John Wayne
Standing Tall," will he seen at 8
p.m. on KET.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45 'Parenting Class will be at 7 p.m.
in education unit of Murraya.m.: Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Calloway
County Hospital.
Prayer meeting, Children's Choirs
and Klaymata Fellowship at 5:30
Thursday, March 9
p.m.; Beginners' Sign Language
Dexter Homemakers Club will
Class at 7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir
meet at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Comat 7:45 p.m.
munity Center.

served
5:00 to 8:00 p.m.

Club is an
women who
- a luncheon
nal speaker.
-nemberships
lo affiliation
r religious

Eastwood Baptist Church will
observe Stewardship Month at 7
p.m. service.

Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include Choir Practice
at 6:30 p.m. and Activities and
Recreation for Kids at 4:45 p.m.

SEAFOOD
FEAST

s by Sherry

4

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs
and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m.;
Drama Practice at 8:30 p.m.

New

Ara
INC

Wednesday. March 8
Bazaar Workshop it 6:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir practice at 7:30 p.m.

•.
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v
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Community...
Thursday, March 9
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet for supper at 6:30 p.m.,
followed by an inspection and
school of instruction at Masonic
Temple, Murray.
Irrigation meeting for area far-mers wbe at 7 p.m. at Murray
Area Vocational Center.

Hello
Stranger!

Cont'd from page SA
Friday, March 10
12 midnight. For inforto
5 p.m.
mation call 753-TEEN.
Dinner Theater: "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the For
urn" will be presented by Community Theater at Curris Center ballroom, Murray State University. For
information call 759-1752.

Murray -Calloway County La
Leche League wilyTheet at 6 p.m.
to eat with meeting to follow at
Mr. Gatti's restaurant. For information call 436-2227.

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
or members only.

The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will go skating from
7:30 to 10 p.m. at Circus Skating
of Murray. For information call
Pamela, 753-7638 or Paul,
753-7351.

Friday, March 10
Laryngcctomee Support Group
will meet at 4 p.m. in private
dining room of Murray -Calloway
County Hospital.
Nominations for vacant director
positions on W.A.T.C.H. will be
accepted through today at
WATCH.,702 Main St., Murray.
For information call 759-1965.
Board of Directors of MurrayCalloway County United Way will
meet at 12 noon at Pagliai's.

Friday, March 10
"Linda Ronstadt with Nelson
Riddle and His Orchestra" will be
seen at 8 p.m. on KET.

Friday, March 10
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Mass at 12:15
p.m. and Communion Service at 7
p.m.

Events at First United Methodist
Chur,ch will include Senior Adult
Fellowship at 11:45 a.m. and
Junior High Retreat at 4:30 p.m.
Annual Laity Banquet of Paris
Distric of United Methodist Church
will be at 6:30 p.m. at Curris Center, Murray State University.

Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Searchwig tor answers to all
those who'whatiwherre questions
about your new city'
WAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative. its my lob to heip
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

.. 901t.
. 11Ar
CW:erC07
Hostas' Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Most•ss Ingebotg Kalil 492 8348

PE'
moi
froi
whi
ho:
Fri

NO COUPON REQUIRED
NO STAMPS NECESSARY

Program on "Accessories - the
Finishing Touches" will be presented by Jean Cloar, county extension agent in home economics, at 7
p.m. at Calloway Public Library.

BEL- AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY.

Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom, 'Educational Building,--First
United Methodist Church. For
information call Carol, 753-2596,
Brenda, 753-2513, or Jim.
492-8733.
Murray Seventh -day Adventist
Church will sponsor a Daniel
Seminar at 7 p.m. at Boston Tea'
Party, Holiday Inn.
Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital will be
at Post Office at Buchanan. Tenn..
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Community Center at Puryear. Tenn.. from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Blood pressure,
pulse. vision and glaucoma screenings and Occult Blood Screening
kits will be otfered.
Prepared Childbirth Class. Session I, will meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of Murray-Callol.vay
Count} Hospital.
Front Porch Swing i scheduled
to rehearse at 7 p.m. in 'library of
First Christian Church.

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $1 5 00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

FLAV-O-RICH

SPRITE, TAB, MELLO YELLO
DIET COKE, CAFFEINE FREE

OR COCA COLA

Life House will base prayer time
at 12 noon at Crisis Pregnancy
Center, 1506 Chestnut St.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at Si. John's Episcopal
Church, Main and—Broach Streets.
For information call 753-8136.
489-2628 or 762-6297.
AA and Al-Anon will have
Josed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 751-7663.

%N.

OS(

FR

SPRITE, TAB. MEU.0 YELLO
DIET COKE, CAFFEINE FREE

P01

COCA COLA

OR

PA

YAP

PA

Events al Si. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Legion of May
at 9:45 a.m. and First Communion
meeting for parents at 7 p.m.
Samantha Meinke will present
her senior voice recital at 6:45 p.m.
in Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission is free.
"El Cochecito,- a 1960 Spanish Italian back humor flirn. will be
shown free at 7-"z0 p m. in Curtis
Center Theater.. Murra State
University.

ve.

Group IV of CAI; of First
Christian Church wil meet at 12
noon in Fellowship Pail of church.
Senior citizens activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at EI:is Center.
Friday, March 10
Mathematics/Science. Alliance
Conference will be from 8 a.m. to
3 p.m. in Curris Center, Murray
State University. Admission is free.
NCAA Rifle Championship
Competition will be from 8 a.m. to
8 p.m. in Rooms 228 and 230.
Stewart Stadium, Murray State
University. Admission is free.

\.CHEESE

7 OZ.

4/9

OR CURLS

99'

1802. $ "

HUNTS

KETCHUP

DETERGENT

16

YES LIQUID PRE PRICED

BEANS

16 OZ.

3/$1

"
32 OZ $ 1

DETERGENT
VESS

BUSH S CHILI

JIF PEANUT

BUUER

BEANS
BUSH S GREAT NORTHERN

PLANTERS

CHEESE BALLS

RINSO LAUNDRY

BUSH S PINTO

RONCO MACARONI &

HOT BEANS

15 OZ.

3/$1

SOFT DRINKS

BUSH S SHOWBOAT

PURINA

PORK & BEANS. 14 oz. 3/$1

DOG CHOW

25

PHILADELPHIA BRAND
•
11-atrily.

CREAM0CHEESE

riMpt/I/ 7tIN/41

Murray State University 'Breds
will play a baseball game with Illinois at the new Reagan Field.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University, will closed today at
4:30 p.m. and reopen on March 20.
Single Adult Retreat of Blood
River Baptist Association is scheduled at 6 p.m. at Jonathan Creed
Baptist Assembly.

COUNTRY CROCK

HAP

KRAFT VELVETTA

PEPP

(8 01 MEXICAN VEIVETTA FRED.. 2 LB

CHI

CHI(
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.'
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth Si will be open from

SAL
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Italian fashions for next winter shown
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PETS OF THE WEEK - These three animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street oil South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are,
from left, "Bitsy," a female five-months old Jack Russell terrier; "Ghost," a male three-months old DMH
white kitten; and "Cled," a female four-months old Malamute/Chow mix pup. Animals who do not find
homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. For information call 759-4141.

601t,
4

ulland 753 1079
.borg king 492 834$

Gone are the padded shoulders,
frilly blouses, and short hiphugging skirts, to be replaced by
dropped sleeves, sporty sweaters,
and. lots and lots of pants.
There are skirts as well, but
except for Gianni Versace, who
shocked the fashion crowd with a
miniskirt so short it barely covered
the derriere, designers opted for a
classic knee length, or a comfortable mid-calf hemline.
Milan will always favor black,
but the winter wear was also full of

MILAN, Italy (AP) - The
1989-1990 winter look - Italian
style - is a cozy combination of
soft fabrics and casual styles.
Italy's top ready-to-wear designers, including Armani Versace,
Ferre, Krizia, Fendi, Moschino
Missoni and Biagiotti, are showing
their winter wears during the five
days of shows here.
As the second day unfolded
Monday, it became apparent that
Milan designers are not going to
sacrifice wearability for creativity.

'HY10AllMORE

1 YOUR LOCALLY
11
• OWNED AND
OPERATED
SUPERMARKET

PRICES GOOD WED., MARCH 8th
THRU TUES., MARCH 14th

'4G CENTER
12TH STREET
r, KY.

LIMIT RIGHTS
RESERVED

OPEN 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M. DAILY

ARMOUR

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVT
FOOD STAMPS

PARKAY

FROZEN
TROPICANA

VISTA

MARGARINE

'
A SAUSAGE
ISALTINE CRACKERS r ORANGE JUICE
50Z.

9c

ZEE!

1 LB.
BOX

12 OZ.

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

ONE FILLED
'PERS CASH CARD

i
SLAB BACON
FAMILY790
PACK
LB.

OSCAR MAYER

FRANK

CHEER

Y DETERGENT
$ 1 99
,z I

••••ak

LisicE;sitE
SHOULDER
ROAST

f:41 r.1

SLICED

4- 18

9'1

tEei
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

,

IDEAL

'ICH BREAD

•

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

''th•PN

oev,

69c

1 LB.
QTRS.

1

1 LB $ 1 59

POTATO

PATTIES

4

1BONUS
PAK

STEAK

1 LB

:9

T

CHOICE
BONELESS

STEW MEAT

$239

69

TIP
ROAST
$229

LB.

B

1 99 j

HAPPY HOME CORN

GULF MAID

MRS.rPAUL CRUNCHY FISH

DOGS

ORANGE RUFFY...

PKG. $ 1 49 STICKS. 11.5 OZ. PKG. $249
MRS. PAUL CRUNCHY FISH
BONUS PAK
MAMA ROSA

OZ. PKG. $399
99' STICKS.27.5
DELTA PRIDE CATFISH
FILLETS
La. $399
PKG '1 19
LB

YAM

PATTIES

• r ' U.S.D.A.
1. 1'1%;
CHOICE
t4 1 SIRLOIN
.d. '
TIP
4.4titt.
1'

SWISS STEAK

PIZZA

30 OZ 2/$599
BONUS PAK
FLOUNDER
MAID
GULF

FILLET

LB $389

LB. $689
LB. $

NO° •••••.*

TENDERBEST
WHOLE
HOG

RMOUR
WITH

BEANS

SAUSAGE

BONUS
PAK

GRADE
A
LEG

QUARTER
el

F(
SMALL

_38 OZ. 99e
..64 OZ. $279

59'
$799
LB. BAG

..2 LITER

69'
45'

:,, 0T
1 Ci;k„,;,!-IK WII)
$400"

49C %/7

FIELD
1 LB PAK.
WILSON
CORN KING

BACON

BACON

89'

$ 1 29

11Ksz
FRESH PRODUCE
_‘
I

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

• "Vir,„''

CELERY i

LAST WEEK'S NAME
CHERYL PENNER
CARD NOT PUNCHED

49C
49'.

1 LB. BAG

KIWI FRUIT
CALIFORNIA NAVEL

ORANGES
IMPORTED BARTLETT
K79
eq

Va°

4414

$ 1 19
LB.

r

,
".".*‘•
e

PEARS

1 69

CHUCK STEAK.. LB. $ 1 59
ammUllIM

. '"tese
t"

bright colors and prints for both
day and night.
Its a big season for message
prints as well, with such slogans as
"very expensive" appearing on a
Moschino jacket, and the word
"fog" written on the back of a
gray cashmere dress by Biagiotti.
Then there are the usual floral
prints, this time inspired by rich
velvet, geometric figures and letters, and the animal prints championed by Krizia. This year she
dedicatesler collection to the ferocious tigrr, putting his stripes as
well as his face and tail on sweaters and dresses alike.
Speaking of animals, there is a
runway battle going on between the
conservationist designers, who are
showing only fake furs this season,
and those who cannot abandon the
luxurious feel of the real thing.
Thus Giorgio Armani at his
Emporio collection opened with a
group of stuffed animals ranging
from teddy bears to sables to introduce his new line of synthetic fun
furs. The look-alikes were fashioned into elegant stoles and capes,
full length coats, and sporty
jackets.
At the other end of the spectrum
are the Fendis, who show their new
fur collection today:* but who are
showing off their original ultralight workmanship of humble
skunks and squirrels as well as lofty sable and mink, throughout the
week at their downtown Milan
showrooms.
In the accessory department, the
big item is the long strand of beads
in shiny stones or gold, somewhere
• between a designer jewelry rip-off
and 1920's flapper beads. These
beads can be worn casually by day,
or decorate an otherwise simple
black evening gown. Krizia even
had strands twined around the collar of a lavish fur coat.
Shoes this season are generally
flat to go with the comfortable look
of the clothes, with a rare spiked
heel for more sophisticated evening
wear.
After a number of seasons of
cropped boyish haircuts, designers.
arc proposing women with manes
of wild curly hair. If all hair growing lotions fail to produce the
required length by October, chief
Italian fashion pranster Franco
Moschino offers a solution - a
curly blond wig, the same one the
balding black mustachioed designer
wears in his present ad campaign.

CARROTS

2/89

TV ratings
for the week
are released
NEW YORK (AP) - Here are
the p e- ime television ratings as
ed by the A.C. Nielsen Co.
the week of Feb. 27-March 5.
Top listings include the week's
ranking, with full season-to-date
ranking in parentheses, rating for
the week, and total homes.
An AC in parentheses denotes
one-time-only presentation. A rating measures the percentage of the
nation's 90.4 million TV homes.
1. (1) "The Cosby Show,"
26.2 rating, 23.7 million
ho
NBC,
2. (2) "A Different World,"
NBC, 25.0, 22.6 million homes.
• • 3. (2) "Roseanne," ABC, 24.8,
22.4 million homes.
4. (4) "Cheers," NBC, 24.3,
22.0 million homes.
5. (6) "Golden Girls," NBC,
23.2, 21.0 million homes.
6. (5) "60 Minutes," CBS, 23.0,
20.8 million homes.
7. (7)"Who's the Boss?", ABC,
21.6, 19.5 million homes.
• 8. (32) "Wonder Years" ABC,
20.6, 18.6 million homes.
9. (9) "Empty Nest," NBC,
19.8, 17.9 million homes.
10. (10) "Dear John," NBC,
19.5, 17.6 million homes.
11. (X) "Coach Special," ABC,
19,1, 17.3 million homes.
12. (12) "Matlock," NBC, 19.0,
17.2 million homes.
13. (17) "Unsolved Mysteries,"
NBC, 18.5, 16.7 million homes.
13. (20) "Night Court," NBC,
18.5, 16.7 million homes.
15. (23) "Amen," NBC, 17.9,
16.2 million homes.
16. (11) "Growing Pains,"
ABC, 17.6, 15.9 million homes.
16. (14) "ALF," NBC, 17.6,
15.9 million homes.
18. (21) "Columbo" - "ABC
Mystery Movie," 17.5, 15.8 million homes.
19. (17) "Head of the Class,"
ABC, 17.3, 15.6 million homes.
19. (25) "The Hogan Family,"
NBC, 17.3, 15.6 rillion homes.
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Music City is ready
for the OVC picker

This one got away
—X

By DAVID RAMEY
%Surrey Lodger & Times Sporis WrItor

The Muncipal Auditorium
is a 3-pointer away from th
State Capitol, and Tuesday's%
practice sessions for the tour-'
nament teams brought out
one politician, hfrohville
Mayor Bill Boner.

NASHVILLE, Tn. - The marquee at Nashville's Municipal
Auditorium includes WWF Wrestling and a Jehovah's Witnesses
meeting this week. However,
before the people who knock each
other down and the people who
knock on doors gather, the Ohio dead spots, it lacks a good pai
Valley Conference will hold its job, and it is hard to see the lin
annual four-team shootout known sometimes. A 3-point line w
as the OVC basketball tournament. painted on recently.
2
The goals needed some mord
The fun begins tonight when
Murray State battles Austin Peay at padding around the support, an4
7 p.m., followed by Middle Ten- the old rims were replaced will
nessee and Eastern Kentucky. The breakaways. Extla lighting w
championship game will take place added for televisitin.
And then there 4 the matter of
tomorrow night at 6:30 p.m., and
the scoreboard..
will be televised live on ESPN.
There were some questions about
_ Municipal Auditorium has not
seen a college basketball game in the scoreboard, but the 'huge (INAthe last 21 years, since the OVC head machine was brought down to
Mid-Season Tournament was last the floor and some repairs wax
held there. The.hqilding has needed made by the Cummings Sign Comsome dressing -up for the pany. A couple of auXilary scoreboards were supplied by Middle
tournament.
The floor, although it hasn't Tennessee just in case. The score.been used that often, is the same board is operated in part by an old
floor that the 1967 tournament was rotary-type plone dial.
played on. Along with numerous (Cont'd on Page 9A)

Creighton tops Southern
for Missouri Valley title

Tennessee Tech Melinda Clayton loses the ball during Tuesday
night's championship game of the Ohio N'ailey Conference Tournament in Murfreesboro, Tenn. Clayton is surrounded by Lady Rac-

ers Karen Johnson (23), Sheila Smith (24), and Tassnya Pierce (30),
as teammate Angela Brown (41) looks on. Staff phut() by David Ramey

Lady Racers lose title despite 'special' play
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Lodger & Times Sports WrIt•r

NASHVILLE, Tn. — The Cindere4s.la story, ime was all prepared
Tuesday night after the Murray State 1.ady Raccrs rallied from a
I4-point deficit with 3:13 remaining in the game to trail Tennessee
Tech by one with 18 seconds left in the championship contest of the
1989 OVC Women's Tournament.
A shot by Michelle Wenning wouldn't go down. however. but, after
a MR; foul, a missed free throw by Melinda Clayton gave the Lady
Racers nev. life with three seconds left. A long inbounds pass was then
deflected out of bounds by TeFessee Tech's Cccila Ramsey, giving
the Lady Racers the ball in their own frontcourt.
Lady Racer coach Bud Childers had MSL. run a play called "speclal". which had worked to perfection earlier in the year against Western Kentucky when Sheila Smith hit a bucket to win the game. This
time however. Smith was shut off, and the ball went to seldom-used
reserve guard Cinch Brazec, who fired a jumper from 10 feet. The ball
hit the rim, bounced up, came back down and trickled off, giving Tennessee Tech the 1989 OVC Women's Tournament Championship
80-79.
"I thought A e had won the game.- Childers said afterwards. "We
had two really good shots but they didn't go n. If fate would have
been on 0.,,r side. that shot would have went in."

The bitter loss spoiled two nights of emotion, which hit its peak the
night before when MSU had stunncd host Middle Tennessee to
advance to the championship game.
Brame, who saw just one minute of action in both tournament
games. had hit an almost-identical shot with 23 seconds to go to cap a
10-point run that cut the Tech lead to one. With 1:16 remaining, Clayton's two free throws had given Tech an 11 -point edge.'
Julie Pinson buried a 3-pointer from the right wing with 1:07 remining, and Tech's Shawn Monday missed the front end of a one-and-one.
Smith hit the first of two free throws, missed the second, but Wenning
claimed the rebound and stuck it back in to cut the lead to five with 52
seconds left.
After Tech inbounded against the Lady Racer pressure, Karen Johnson drew a charging foul on Ametta Peterson with 42 seconds left.
Pinson missed a shot, but Smith picked up her miss and was fouled.
She hit both fret throws with 25 seconds left to make it 80-77.
Brazee stole the inbounds pass and scored and Tech coach Bill Worrell called tirneout. After a shoving altercation between Monday and
Braze,e, Tech inbounded to Clayton, who, with pressure from Wenning
and Pinson, dropped the ball out of bounds with 18 seconds left to set
up the last-second attempts.
Before the sterling comeback, the Lady Racers seemed tired and had
suffered from a lack of offensive execution while watching Tech pick
(Coned on Page 9A)

By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Creighton's James Farr wasn't
going to play this season. Southern
Illinois wishes he didn't change his
mind.
"I had an option to redshirt
when I thought we were on probation, but I decided to play and let
things happen," said Farr, the only
senior on the Creighton team.
Creighton was on restricted status and not allowed to play in the
NCAA postseason tournament. But
the restrictions were lifted at January's NCAA convention, and Farr
made sure the Bluejays' season
didn't end in the Missouri Valley
Conference tournament,.
"I thought it would be up to me
at the end of -the game to either
take us into the NCAAs or out of
them," Farr said. "If you are a
college player, it's -everybody's
dream to get into the NCAA."
Farr hit a 10-foot jumper with
three seconds left to give Creighton
a 79-77 victory over Southern Illinois in the MVC tournament title
game and an automatic NCAA
tournament berth for the first time
since 1981.
Also going to the' tournament
will be Bucknell, a 71-65 winner
over Lafayette in the East Coast
Conference championship game.
For Farr, late-game heroics

against Southern Illinois are
nothing new. His last-second shot
in overtime gave visiting Creighton
a 102-100 victory over the Salukis
on Jan. 23.
This time, however, Farr wasn't
the only hero for Creighton. After
he hit his jumper, the Salukis took
two timeouts, then _hurled the ball
downcourt to Jerry Jones.
But his layup attempt with one
second left was blocked by
6-foot-10 Chad Gallagher.
''He got a piece of my arm when
I went up for the shot," Jones said.
"I guess the ref didn't see it or
maybe hc ,itzg_ilidn't want to Male
a call like that at the end of the
game."
SIU coach Rich Herrin also
thought Jones had been fouled.
"I have to congratulate Creighton," Herrin said. ''But if you're
going to officiate for 39 minutes
and 58 seconds of a game, you
have to officiate the last two seconds of the -ballg-ame."
Matt Roggenburk scored 20
points, including six 3-pointers, for
Creighton, while Bob Harstad had
18 points and Farr II.
Kai Nurnberger scored 28 points
for Southern Illinois, setting a tour-4
nament record with eight 3-pointers, including 6-of-7 in the first
half.

First Region Tournament

Perfection not enough for Lakers
By DANIEL T. PARIER
Murray Ledger & Times Spoks Ecloor

Count
arnc plan --aseli as the shutting of Beni!
Ke and Cliff Cad --- worked to
..-Icrfc,.1.,n in the first nal` of Tuestay nignt's 1st Region Tournament
„onfrontation witn Ine Graves
' County Eagles at Murray State
CrilY ersity.
Eagle-eyed shooting in the second half, however. allowed Graves
•Dpull away from the upset-minded
Lakers. and the Eagles powered
tc:way into the regional semifi..‘:
A llh a 54-46 victory over

.

A ... meet Hickman
County. a
winner over Lone
Oak in 1:„,eay's first game, in
scrnifma c::on Friday night fol'owing the Paducah TilghmanMarshall County matchup.
"Every one of them came ready
to play tonight." Calloway coach
Craig Morns said oft his Lakers.
who finished at 10-17 on the year.
-We weren't expected to be here.
h ut .‘‘e rose to the challenge and
gave them everything they
A anted."
"Everything" for the Lakers in
the first half consisted of Benji
Kelly and Cliff-Curd on the offensive end and a team-wide defensive
stance that clipped the Eagles'
wings in the first two quarters.
Kelly and Curd played insideoutside for the Lakers. with Kelly
sinking all six of his shots in the
first half while Curd shot five, hit
five. The duo accounted for all of
Calloway's scoring in the first half,
and no other Laker reached the
scorcbook columns until senior

lirn Armsvng banged in a
Curd, who had scored the Lak;'.,:nack from the lane with 6:58 ers' first basket, added his second,
third and fourth shots for his secft in the fourth quarter.
The offensive reliance on the ond, third and fourth buckets, cuto Lakers may have hurt Callo- ting the Graves lead to 10-8 before
way in the third quarter. Morris David Wadlington scored from outsaid. "You can't expect a kid to go side for a 12-8 edge.
a wholc bangame without missKelly then got into the act, hiting." he noted.
ting a 3-point shot that cut the
But equally as damaging was a Eagle edge to one before Dick
slight lull in the Lakers' game plan. scored with three seconds left in
"Maybe we got a little tired, I don't the quarter for a 14-11 lead.
know," Moms said. "It's easy to.
Kelly scored at the start of the
make excuses."
second quarter and, after a Todd
What wasn't easy was stopping Thurston putback for Graves, Kelthe Eagle offense that had powered ly's corner shot brought the Lakers
Graves County to a 74 points-per- to within one again. 16-15.
game average ,in their 24-5 season.
Curd then shoved the Lakers into
"We tried to extend our defense to therlead, scoring from the lane with
half-court to slow them down," 5:42 in the half for Calloway's first
Morris said. "We really took it lead.
away from them in the first half."
Thurston scored for Graves but
Trailing by one at the halfway Kelly answered for Calloway:
Calloway was staying within Jason Bell scored for the Eagles
four points of the Eagles in the but Kelly again responded, putting
third quarter until Eagle-eyed (Coned on Page 9A)
sharpshooters Matt Mills and Craig
Dick buried back-to-back 3-poinFirst Ragson Tournaanamf
ters and Chris Wilson followed a
LONE OAK
13 27 42 55
HICKIAAN CO.
stolen pass with a baseline basket
24 43 59 73
Lena Oak (SS) — Baker 18. Ganes 11.
to shove the Eagles out to a 43-31
Stoneupner 8, Kinsey 6. Walla 6, Harper 2
Brown 2, Gibson 2, Adams Rudolph, Barkwy
lead with less than two minutes left
Barrett FG 23/48 3-PT 4/9 FT 5/8. 26
in the period.
rebounds 19 turnovers
Hickman (73) — Barnett 19. Soder 17, Ale
Calloway recovered its compoxandef
Palm 8, Ellen 6, Pottentiarpor 6.
sure but could not recover from the
Davis 2, Greer 1. Hunter, Robertson, Swindler
FG 3056 3-PT 45 FT 9/14 25 rebound". 10
eight-point blitz. The quarter ended
tut'novert
with _the 12-point Eagle advantage
R•cords — Lone Oak 6-18, Kaman 22.7
intact, and Calloway could only
CALLOWAY CO.
11 23 31 49
briefly cut the lead to nine points
GRAVES CO.
14 24 43 69
Calloway (41) — Curd 18, Keily 17, /Armsbefore Graves pulled away for the
trong 7, Rum° 2. Demme 2, H.f4wtort. Car13-point final advantage.
penter. Han. Turner, Chapman. ..1 Itainsion. Barren FG 22/48 3-PT 2r12 FT 0/3. 23 rikbounde,
Graves appeared ready to make a
15 turnovers
runaway of the game early on, as
G
(59)— Mdls 19. Dyck 14, Wilson 12,
Thurston 6. Wadlington 4, BM/ 4, Butler FG
the Eagles moved out to an 8-2
2640, 3-PT 411, FT 314; 19 rebounds, 13
lead in the first three minutes of turnovers
Meow& — Catioviey 10-17, Groves 25-5
play.
14.

Calloway County's Cliff Curd 'right) keeps the ball safe from the clutches of Eagle players Chris Wilson
(42) and Todd Thurston (54) while Calloway's Mike Ruccio gets into position during First Region Tournament play Tuesday night.
SOOT pkole by Dewitt T. Porker
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SCOREBOARD

First Region Girls' Basketball Tournament
at Murray State University (Racer Arena)
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Fulton County (15-7)
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Regional Tournament Scores
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TUESDAY'S GAMES
SOYS
let Region
Hickman Co 73, Lone Oak 55 (2nd)
Graves Co 59, Calloway Co. 42 (2nd)
2nd Region
Hopkinsville 72. Henderson Co 69 (2nd+
S Hopkins 82, Lyon Co 61 (2nd)
4th Region
Warren Cent 88, Barren Co. 54 (2nd)
Russellville 64. Metcalfe Co. 63 (2nd)
5th Region
Marion Co 72, Bardstown Bethlehem 61
list)
Hart Co. 62, N Hardin 60 (1
8th Region
Henry Co 68. Build! East 62 (2nd)
Carroll Co 63, Williamstown 43 (2nd)
9th Region
Coy Holy Cross 89, Campbell Co 80 (1st)
Coy Holmes 83, Erlanger Lloyd 81 (1st)
12th Region
Pulaski Co 92, Lincoln Co 60 (2nOl
Wayne Co 87, Garrard Co 78 (2nd)
1391 Region
Bell Co. 83, Jackson Co 49 (2nd)
Barbourville 58, Cumberland 33 (2nd)

Calloway County (14-11)
CHAMPIONSHIP
Tue., March 14 — 7:30

Marshall County (25-3)

a good -pai

Thur., March 9 — 6:30

Hickman County (12-13)
Ballard Memorial (16-8)

Mon., March 13 —
second game

Thur., March 9 — second game

Lone Oak (13-12)
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(Cont'd from Page 8A)
Calloway back on top 21-20.
Dick then hit another baseline
bomb for the Eagles, but Kelly
scored his 13th points of the half
with 1:33 left for a 23-22 Laker
lead.
Mills hit from outside to restore
the one-point Eagle lead, however.
Leading by one, the Eagles stole
the ball with 55 seconds left in the
half. Calloway rebounded a missed
Graves shot, but the Lakers missed
with three seconds left in the half
to allow Graves to go into the
intermission with the slender lead.
Mills hit a 3-pointer to start

(Cont'd from Page 8A)
Throw in a couple of shot
clocks, four basketball teams, and
let the frolic begin.
Racer coach Steve Newton is
taking the move off-campus in
stride.
"We shoot better indoors than
outside," Newton said after the
Racers practiced in the facility
Tuesday afternoon.
The Muncipal Auditorium is a
3-pointer away from the State
Capitol, and Tuesday's practice
sessions for the tournament teams
brought out one politician, Nashville Mayor Bill Boner.
"We feel like this will be a confidence builder for the Auditorium," Boner said. The Auditorium
was the site of the tragic deaths of
two teenagers in Dec. of 1987 at a
rap concert. Public confidence in
the buidling has waned since then.
Amain Peay practiced before the
Racers, and Peay coach Lake Kelly
sort of liked the "new" place.
"It's not too bad," Kelly said.
"The floor's got a few dead spots.
The tonger we were out there, the
more we got used to ii"
A Peay-Murray matchup is a
rivalry matching Hulk HoganAndre the Giant in intensity, and
both coaches are expecting a war
tonight. The teams split in the regular season.
"I think it will be an intense
battle," Newton said. "We know
each other well."
Peay is led by Keith Rawls,
averaging 19.3 points a contest,
and LaMonte Ware, who averages
12.9 points a game. Rawls was a
first team All-OVC pick.
In the second game, Middle will
face an Eastern team which is 9-17
and was an upset winner over
Morehead on Saturday.

..•

-,1
•

40..

4,]•-

Exhibition Baseball
Another possibility for post season
MTSU's Tawanya Mucker.
action is the women's NIT.
The win puts Tech into the
If the Lady Racers do not comNCAA Women's Tournament via
pete
in post season action, it will
berth.
the OVC's automatic
mean the end of a era with the gra"I hope the NCAA has the sense
to let us host a first round game," duation of Smith.
The scores from Monday night's
Worrell said. "Then I'd like to go
women's OVC tournament games
to California."
were inceffectly reported in TuesMurray State and Middle TenNCAA
story. Murray State defeated
day's
the
hoping
both
nessee are
picks more than one OVC school. Middle Tennessee 73-66 and Tennessee Tech defeated Morehead
"That's three outstanding basketball teams," Childers said. "Those State 86-63.
teams have shown all year an ability to play with anybody. I believe
Murray State (79)
Johnson 8-15 3-5 19, Pierce 2-3 2-26. Wenthe OVC this year has been compesing 4-8 2-3 10, Smith 8-26 7-8 24, Pinson 2-8
titive with anyone.
0-1 6, Waldon 1-1 4-56. Poe 1-3 2-4 4, Camp
coaches
1-2 0-0 2, Hultman 0-0 0-0 0, Eddy 0-0 0-0 0.
the
Childers ,its on
1-2 0-0 2 Totals 28-68 20-28 79
advisory committee for the NCAA Brazes
Tennessee Tech (80),
Brown 10-19 5-6 25, Ramsey 5-7 4-6 15,
selection committee.
4-7 6-7 14, Peterson 4-12 5-6 13, MonClayton
"In our region, Middle, Tech and day 1-4 3-5 5, Scott 0-2 4-4 4, Adams 2-4 0-2
26-55 27-37 80.
ourselves have been in the top 16 rtAwitooth 0-0 0-0 0. Totals 38,
Murray Stale
Halftime—Tennessee Tech
in our region," Childers said. "I 32. 3-point goals—Murray St. 3-14 (Johnson
0-1, Smtth 1-6, Pinson 2-6, Poe 0-1), Tennesfeel good about our chances."
Tech 1-3 (Ramsey 1-3). Fouled out—
If the NCAA does pick two OVC see
Pierce, Pinson, Brown. Rebounds—Murray St.
(Brown, Clayteams, they will have a tough 47(Smith 9), Tennessee Tech 35
ton 7). Assists—Murray St 7 (Smith, Pinson,
and
State
Murray
between
choice
Poe 2), Tennessee Tech 23 (Monday 8). Total
Tech 20.
Middle Tennessee. MSU is 21-8 fouls—Murray SL 28, Tennessee
St. bench A-850.
overall, while MTSU is 21-6. Technicals—Murray

AMERICAN LEAGUE
5
Seattle
4
Kansas City
Cleveland
3
3
Minnesota
5
Chicago
Detroit
3
3
Milwaukee
Toronto
3
2
Baltimore
California
2
New York
2
Texas
Boston
Oakland
NATIONAL LEAGUE

Graves off in the second half
before Kelly hit his seventh
straight shot to cut the gap to
27-25. Mills added a layup off a
steal b.ut Curd took a pass from
Harv Newton and scored for
Calloway.
Wilson then scored for Graves
and Kelly was hit with his first
miss of the tournament — only to
have Curd rebound the ball and put
it back in to cut the Eagle lead to
31-29 with 5:10 left.
Mills, who led all scorers with
19 points off the bench, scored
again for the Eagles, but Kelly
arched in a shot from the baseline
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1
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400
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3
200
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4
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1
2
2
3
3
3
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3
2
3
3
2
2
2

San Diego
New York
Atlanta
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Chicago
Cinonnati
Los Angeles

Pct.
800
750
667
600
600
400
400
400

1
333
2
Montreal
250
3
Houston
167
1
5
San Francisco
000
4
0
Pheladelphia
NOTE Split-squad games count in
standings, ties do not
Tuesday's Games
Houston vs Boston at Winter Haven.
Fla, ccd , rain
N Y Mets vs Atlanta at West Palm
Beach, Fla , cc.4 , rain
Detroit 2, Pittsburgh 1
Texas vs Cincinnati at Plant City. Fla ,
rain
on 3
8, Toronto
i
c:Sni Louis
Montreal vs Baltimore at Miami, cod ,

•

'Y'•

" I;
1
,

.1.

Philadelphia vs. Minnesota at Orlando.
Fla . cut., rain
Kansas City 8, Chicago White Sox 3
California 9, Oakland 4
Cleveland 5, Chicago Cubs 0
Milwaukee 3, San Diego 1
Seattle 10, San Francisco 5
Los Angeles 7, N.Y Yankees 0
Chicago White Sox (ss) 6, Cincinnati (ss)
5

College Basketball
Southland Conference
Semifinals
MJ.e.ese St. BO, NE Loulslana 65
North Texas 100, NW Louisiana 77

TOURNAMENTS
Association of
Mid-Continent Universities
Semifinals
IIL-Chicago 91, E. Illinois 75
SW Missouri St. 82, Valparaiso 53
East Coast Conference
Championship
Bucknell 71, Lafayette 65
Missouri Valley Conference
Championship
Creighton 79, S Illinois 77

Perfection not enough ...

Nashville ...

hris Wilson
on Tournatie T. Porker

in three minutes to push Tech out
to a 50-42 lead. Tech slowly upped
their lead until they led by 14 with
3:13.
Interestingly enough, the Lady
Racers had rallied from a 17-point
deficit against the Golden Eaglettes
earlier in the year at Cookeville,
only to lose by four.
"This team has the greatest ability to come back of any team I've
ever seen," Childers said.
Brown's 25 was followed by
Ramsey with 15, Clayton with 14,
and Peterson with 13.
Smith, in possibly her last college game, had 24 to lead Murray
State, followed by 19 from Johnson
and 10 from Wenning.
MSU shot 41 percent from the
floor while Tech hit 47 percentAof
their shots. MSU outrebounred
Tech 47-35, marking the first time
all season MSU lost after outrehounding an opponent by more
than nine.
Brown was joined on the alltournament team by Smith, teammates Ramsey and Clayton, and

141h Region
Buckhorn 93. Jenkins SO (2nd)
Owsiey Co 38. Knott Co Cent 36 12nd)
GIRLS
3rd Region
Oho Co 60 Hughes-Kirk 36 (2nd)
Owensboro 52, Whilesville-Trinny 47 OT
I250)
6th Region
Lou Southern 85, Lou Butler 35 (1st)
Lou Doss 44, Presentation Acad 40 (1 st)
Lou Holy Cross 68. Lou Holy Rosary 46
ii")
Lou Fairdale 68, Lou Central 25 (1st)
7th Region
Lou Ballard 64, Lou Mercy 53 (1st)
Lou Manual 80, Ky. Country Day 41 (1S1)
Jeller5OnlOwn 54, Lou Seneca 38 (1st)
Assumption 62. Lou Moore 39 (1s1)
10th Region
Clark Co 74, Pendleton Co 34 (2nd)
Mason Co 48, Pans 36 (2nd)
15th Region
Sheldon Clark 48, Virgie 32 (2nd)
Elkhorn C,ty 71, McDowell 38 (2ndl
16th Region
Rwan Co 77, Lewis Co 52 (2nd)
Russell 62 Boyd Co 38 (2nd)

1

Lady Racers lose titre ...
(Cont'd from Page 8A)
apart its zone defense.
"I think for 35 minutes we were
sluggish," Childers said. "We
weren't aggressive offensively and
Tech was just killing us. I give
hem the credit."
The sluggishness prevented the
Lady Racers from getting into their
up-tempo offense. Fast break buckets that had pinned Middle to the
wall the night before did not come
until late in the game.
MSU trailed almost the entire
contest. Tawnya Pierce scored to
give the Lady Racers a 2-0 lead,
but Tech, paced by Angela Brown,
scored nine straight to take a
seven-point lead. Brown scored 25
points and was named Tournament
MVP after the win. MSU got as
close as two at 13-11 before Tech
once again climbed out to an eightpoint edge. The Lady Racers stayed
within striking range, as Tech led
at halftime by six, 38-32.
Scores by Pierce and Smith cut
the lead to two early in the second
half, but Brown scored eight points

os•••
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Mon., March 13 — 6:30
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Trans America
Athletic Conference
First Round
•
Ark -Little Rock 82, Texas-Sah Artono 79
Centenary 76, Mercer 74
Houston Baptist 78, Georgia Southern 72
Stetson 106, Georgia St. 63

Sports In Brief
that again left the lead at two
points, 33-31.
Wilson then hit from underneath
for a 35-31 lead, but the Lakers
missed on their end. Graves County
turned the ball back over to Calloway on a travelling violation, but
the Lakers again failed to score.
Graves then got the back-to-back
3-pointers from Mills and Dick and
the Wilson baseline shot to end the
third quarter scoring with a 43-31
Graves gap which Calloway could
never threaten.
Morris praised the Eagles, who
chalked up their ninth straight win
following a one-point, double-

Getting there
If following the Racers to the OVC tournament, just follow these
directions:
Nashville's Municipal Auditorium is located downtown just east of
the State Capitol building and is the domed building visible from Interstate 24.
To get to the Auditorium, exit 1-24 on James Robertson Parkway,
cross the bridge, and the Auditorium is on the left. The box office is
located on Fourth Avenue. Parking is available on the street and in
parking garages around the facility.
Tickets are S25 for both sessions, except for university students with
proper identification, who can buy single-session tickets for S12.50
and SIO.

gyertime loss at Marshall County
on Jan. 7.
"You have to give them credit,"
Morris said. "They don't have any
weak spots on their team."
Hickman 73
Lone Oak 55
The Falcons, seeking a return
trip to the regional championship
game, scored 24 first-quarter points
against the 6-17 Purple Flash and
were never threatened.
Brent Barnett led the Falcons
with 19 points while Michael Suiter added 17 and Eugene Alexander
14 for Hickman County, which
improved to 22-7 with the victory'.
Lone Oak received a sterling
effort from Nathan Baker, who
scored 18 points on 7-of-10 shooting from the floor, including 3-of-4
3-point tries. Baker also led the
Lone Oak rebounding effort with
nine retrievals.
Hickman County will face
Graves County in Friday night's
second game. The Falcons lost last
year's regional championship game
to Marshall County and have not
faced the Marshals since.
Hickman defeated Graves County 61-56 in their only meeting this
season. Graves County has gone
17-2 since that loss in Hickman.

BASEBALL
Major league baseball, a money-loser when Pater Ueborroth became commissioner, made
$209 million during his tour-year term and is on the verge of becoming a bison-dollar industry
The 26 clubs posted their third consecutive profitable year in 1988, making a combined $100
million, according to a report prepared by the commissioner's race The clubs grossed a record
$977 million dunng 1988, according to the figures, an increase of 74 percent from 1987 They
had $877 million in operating expenses, an 8.7 percent increase A record $322 million was
spent On player salaries, according to a management study done last autumn
CBS Radio has signed a tour-year, $50 million contract to continue its maior league Daseba
coverage through 1993, the network announced. CBS Radio will continue to broaocast a game
of the week, the All-Star Game, playoffs and World Series The new contract also acids 20
Sunday night games, four holiday broadcasts and special coverage of ,inportant late-season
games. The current live-year, $32 million radio contract expires alter this season

Jane Rogers Insurance
753-9627

201 South 6th Street

SNAPPER
VALUE SENSATION

•

Stay In Florida On Us!
With the purchase of any
12 h.p. Snapper Rider or Lawn Tractor
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•Dolux• Accommodations •t The Hilton Inn Florida Center, The Hilton Inn Gatew•y or the Altamonte
Springs }Litton for Two Adults •Walcom• Spht of Champagne •Ftrat Morning Continental Breakfast for
Two'Discount Coupons for Shows.Restaurants and Attractions Two All-Day Adult Walt Disney World
Passports •(Choice of NI•rc Kingdom or EF•COT Center)*Children Occupying Same Room aa Parents
Stay Free •Compliman tory Greens Fees w(cart rentk_at Orlando's Rosemont Country Club America's
Vocation Paradise, Orlando. is home of World FamoullWalt Disney World and EPCOT Center as well as
being conveniently located near Sea World. Cypress Gardens Circus World, Silver Spnngs, Cape
Conover.] and of (-our.. F]nrida's shimmering white beaches

LARGE FRIES AND
LARGE DRINK

SAUSAGE
McMUFFIN
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#1 Choice
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Low Monthly Payments."
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753-4563
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Ma Adams III
Making Beet Taste Satter Than Ever
Gltoice
jSSonetess

vr

•-•
Fresh
Chicken

Sitostiet
soast

4-

,.1i.
••7

gSt tUtlIce
soollIess
ssouigiel
Ssitssil

0804 chok.
soneles.

100% Pure
el% Lean

Breast

Ground Beef

-43ast

$129
a.
91"
3 lb. Of more

$S

2

79

any size pkg.

AS
S

*.

si
es
Sv
VIN
SavIncis &
Hillshire Reg. Or Lite

Smoked Sausage

lb.

a

Rillshire Deli Select

Lunchmeat

•

$159

Bacon
Williams

Sausage 6 Biscuits
Field

29

lb.

$149

Boneless Sandwich

.2

Steak

lb$99

Pizza

22 cm 2/$449

lh

lb.

$119

Wieners

ri

Tender Loin

12 oz

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Did Dr. Pepper

Drinks

lb

49

limit 2

9
8

L0039

Drumsticks

g

Wieners

lb.

• qk.

Family Pack
Pork Neck

C

Bones

Crisco

Irregular

Turkey

Bacon

12 pk. cans

tw

10 lb. Box
Sliced Slab

$_11/49
lb. GP

5 lb. Box
Ole Southern

lb.

Jim Adams

lb.$2
59

69 Beef Patty

49

Mama Rosa

$299

Great for Kabobs Pork

Sirloin Tip
Steak

Top Sirloin
Steak (

USDA Choice

Fillet
Cube Steak

USDA Choice
Boneless

USDA Choice
Boneless

Young B Tender
Boneless Breast of

USDA Choice Beef

8.S oz
$159
I lb. pkg. M

Bologna

39

b.

"Grai
fleet17 Pew,

Lean Cut of Meat
for
Lean Diets and Good lk?
r,
aIth

Sirloin Tip
Roast

T-Bone Steak

99°

1 lb. pkg.

USDA Choice
Boneless

USDA Choice

6 oz. RI

Field Chestnut

Eto

Sausage • lb.

$1199

•

II29

Williams

Irregular
Sliced

89

lb.I Bologna

Oil

lb.

10 lb. Box
Frozen Pork

Steak

Allen
ka.

White Cloud
Bathroom

32 oz. btl.
1%—_•

Qikco
1

sac
R.C. B Diet Rite
12 pk. cans
$2"

$1
09
•
4 roll

31$100

Bread

Kraft

Velvetta

Cheese
$349

996

17 oz.

Soup

ID 3/4 me can

Pizza

Cakes
-4:400 $199

Roman Meal

2/79c

Totino

-

2 liters

:
O
ms, am

300 Can

Peppridge Farm
Frozen

Drinks

.5

Tissue

Turnip Greens,
Hominy, Chili Hot
Great Northern
Pintos

TV Special

With $15.00 Purchase
R.0 Colas,
Diet Rite

Vegetables

Campbell's
Chicken Noodle

21b.

10 oz. size

at
16 oz. loaf
1GA
Homogenized

Milk

DOG
1/2 gal.

Fresh Fruits & Vegetables

Freshness Proud Quality

10th
Chestnut

41.

•

ADAMS

clew .;
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•
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•
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Bud

Yellow

Apples

&WWII

Corn

4191.

bunch

•

-A

•b=4"-

',fish. State
Red Delicious

• r"--."1 •

.“

Pda

Beans
•

Or

3/99

Dole
Golden Ripe

Bananas

ab.PIN

162
HOMETOWN PAND
Prices Good March 8-14
W. reserve tho right to limit quontitios end correct printing errors.
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How stock picks fared
Senator's

words

111

A.G. Edwards
& Sons

In percent growth from 1967
A.G. Edwards & Sons Inc

could boost

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, chairman of
the Senate Labor and Human
Resources Committee, said Tuesday he would accept some type of
sub-minimum wage for newly hired
workers along the lines the Bush
administration is proposing.
The comment appeared to boost
chances for a hike in the $3.35
hourly minimum wage.
Kennedy, a Massachusetts
Democrat, said any sub-minimum
wage provision should be accompanied by provisions for training
:Ind education for the affected
workers.
Kennedy's committee is scheduled to meet Wednesday to draft
legislation calling for the first
increase in the minimum wage in
eight years.

-

SUM
INSIM
SUM
SUM
SUM
NM=
0

PaineWebber Inc
22.7
Smith Barn!y, Harris Upham & Co

20.81
Shearson Lehman Hutton Inc

1982 :4 86

20.31

12%

12%

Morrill Lynch

Van Buren

8
4
0
1982 '84 '86

Battered Man's Tragic Story
Is Glimpse of Hidden Problem

Prudential-Bache Securities Inc.
8

17.61

8

Kidder. Peabody & Co

LAI

16.51
Dow Jones Industrial Average

0
1982 '84 '86 '88

16.2
Standard & Poor's 500 Index

4
0
1982 '84 '86

0
1982 '84 '86 '88

18.6
Chicago Tribune Graphic, Sources
Zacks Investment Research Inc
Lipper Analytical Services

UK's response won't go to Governor
Health

299

349

259

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's response to NCAA charges
against its basketball program will
not be going to the governor's desk
for public consumption.
' The school's board of trustees
decided Tuesday to proceed with
its course of letting the courts
determine if the school's text to the
charges should be made public.
In doing so, the trustees did not
Ft on whether a copy of the report
should be given to Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson.
Wilkinson told reporters last
week that the public had a right to
see what is in the response,
prompting UK president David
Roselle to ask the trustees Tuesday
what action the school should take.
The board voted Feb. 5 to pold
the report in strict confidence
unless a court orders otherwise,
and instructed the administration to
exhaust its legal appeals before
releasing the report.
University counsel John Darsie
reiterated the university's position
on the matter Tuesday, noting the
school could incur liability if the
report is made public; there was a
confidential agreement between
investigators and those who gave
testimony; the NCAA's insistence

Roselle said, "I can't discuss the
contents of the report."
- In other action, former Gov.
Albert B. "Happy" Chandler told
the board that he would not resign
as a trustee unless asked to by
Wilkinson. Chandler was later hospitalized after suffering a "neurological episode" at his home.
"Nobody in this lifetime has
made as outstanding and valuable
contributions to black people than
your humble servant," he said.
"That's the truth.
"I give you my word that I never have deliberately or purposely,
even accidentally, said or done a
single dishonorable act with the
University of Kentucky. I dare any
of you to say I have."
There have been calls for Chandler's resignation or removal as trustee because of his alleged use of a
racist epithet two weeks ago in an
interview with the Kentucky Kernel, the school's independent student newspaper.
Chandler, 90, said the remark
was taken out of context. He had
made a similar comment last yeat
at a trustee committee meeting,
which was disclosed in the press.
The board reaffirmed a resolution passed last May to strengthen

that it remain confidential; and
fairness to all individuals involved.
"I know of no case in the United
States where the institutional
response" was ruled a public document by the courts, Darsie told the
lrusteeS.

The Lexington Herald-Leader,
The (Louisville) Courier-Journal
and The Kentucky Post have filed
suit to force the report's release.
Darsie predicted that Fayette
District Judge George Barker will
make a ruling this week "based on
his statements, prior performance
and the ways things have been
moving."
He said he would appeal a ruling
of public disclosure, and that the
newspapers would similarly do the
same if the judgment went against
them.
Roselle said after the meeting
that he had attempted to brief
Wilkinson on the report, but that it
was "washed out" when the governor had to deal with recent floods
that ravaged the state.
He also said that he plans to
meet with basketball coach Eddie
Sutton "at season's end."
When asked if Sutton was implicated in the school's response,

the university's programs for
minorities.
"I really do regret this situation," Roselle said of the Chandler
controversy. "I regret it in all ways
I know how to regret it. It does not
reflect what this administration at
the University of Kentucky wants
to have associated with us."
Chandler was admitted to the
University of Kentucky Medical
Center about 6 p.m. EST, said
spokesman Doug Bruce. Bruce said
the disorder did not appear lifethreatening and the former governor was listed in good condition.
Chandler was hospitalized three
times last year after suffering mild
strokes.
Bruce said hospital officials had
not determined whether Chandler
had suffered another stroke, and
said he would remain hospitalized
for a brief period for testing and
observation.
The trustm_also:
—Elected—Foster Ockeman Sr. as
chairman and William E. Burnett
Jr. as vice chairman of the board.
—Passed new tuition rates, ranging from $690 a semester for instate residents to $2,070 for nonresidents.

Chandler hospitalized after episode

IC
ii

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Former Gov. A.B. "Happy" Chandler
was admitted to the University of
Kentucky Medical Center Tuesday
night after suffering a "neurological episode" at his home, officials
said.
Hospital spokesman Doug Bruce

By Abigail
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not to resign because of an alleged
racial slur he made earlier in the
week.
Chandler was hospitalized three
times last year after suffering mild
strokes.
Bruce said hospital officials had
not determined whether Chandler

said Chandler was admitted about 6
p.m. EST. He said the disorder did
not appear life-threatening and the
former governor was listed in good
condition.
Chandler, 90, earlier in the day
had attended a UK board of trustees meeting, at which he vowed

had suffered another stroke, and
said he would remain hospitalized
for a brief period for testing and
observation.

DEAR IN DANGER: When
DEAR ABBY I am getting tired
of reading all the letters about you are at your friend's home,
"battered women." Yes, I know it keep your distance from her
must be a terrible experience for a husband. If he makes a move
woman, but nobody ever mentions toward you, tell him to please
the battered men. It's even worse for cut it out because he makes you
them because they are so embar- feel uncomfortable. If he perrassed and ashamed,they never tell sists, tell him that you would
hate to stop visiting their home
•
anybody.
I know. I was raised never to hit because you value his wife's
a woman — even in self-defense. friendship, and if she asks you
Many times my ex-wife would throw why, you would be forced to tell
things at me, and come at me with her the truth. That should cool
her fingernails, drawing blood from him down.
the scratches she would inflict on
my face and neck. She even broke
• ••
my arm and ribs when she threw a
heavy chair at me. I always made
up some kind of lie when I had to
DEAR ABBY: I recently married
go to the emergency room of the a young woman who has a 2-yearhospital after she beat me up.
old son from a man she never lived
I stayed in this terrible marriage with, but had a brief encounter
as long as I could for the sake of our with. The man pays child support,
child. When I finally couldn't take but he makes no effort to see his son
it any longer, I divorced her. She or have any kind of relationship
fought the divorce, but I was firm with him. My wife sends this man
and made the break.
gifts for his birthday and ChristShe retaliated by filing charges mas, and says they are not from her
against me, stating that I had — they are from her son. She says
sexually abused our child! I had to she wants her son to know his
endure some humiliating question- father.
ing, and it cost me nearly $10,000 in
I say, she should wait until her
legal fees to prove my innocence. son is old enough to decide whether
It's a long and very ugly story, but he wants a relationship with his
my ex-wife was finally found to be father, then he can send him gifts if
clinically psychotic and paranoid he wants. What do you say?
with multiple personality disorders.
SOMEWHERE IN THE USA
Meanwhile, the accusations were
devastating.
DEAR SOMEWHERE: PerI'll be surprised if you print this haps the boy's father is paying
because you usually favor women. child support because the court
But every word I have written is demanded that he do so, but he
true.
has no real interest in "knowNO NAME OR LOCATION, ing" his son. Time will tell.
PLEASE Meanwhile, if your wife wants
to keep the lines of communicaDEAR NO NAME: Surprise! tion open between her son and
Your case is not unusual, and his fathes,, two gifts a year as
from the mail I receive, I can small reminders that the relaattest to that. Thanks for writ- tionship exists can do no harm.
ing.
And it may do some good. Don't

'

discourage it.

•• *

as.

DEAR ABBY: I have a big problem that is getting worse with time.
I have a friend I've known for four
years. Within the last year, her
husband has been making advances toward me. This is not just
my imagination. I know when a
man is coming on to me. (I am not
married.)
If I stay away, my friend is going
to ask me why I don't some over
anymore. What should I do?
FRIENDSHIP IN DANGER

"How to Write Letters for All Occasions" provides sample letters of
congratulations, "thank you," condolences, resumes and business letters —
even how to write a love letter! It also
includes how to properly address
clergymen, government officials, dignitaries. widows and others. To order,
send your name and address, plus
check or money order for $2.89($3.39
in Canada) to: Abby's Letter Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, 111.61054.
Postage is included.
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Watch for your March 14th
Ledger & Times
and enter to win!
1st Prize

5HP Rear Tine Tiller

$1

0.00

$5.00
2nd Prize
First and second place prizes given in three age groups:
3-4 year olds, 5-6-7 year olds and 8-9-10 year olds.

•Briggs G Stratton engine
•Power reverse
•12" tines/17" till path
•7-position depth stake
• Adjustable handles
•Safety start/stop
tine control
•2-year limited warranty

$64995

Reg.$699's
Prices Good
thru March 31

Overall Winner by drawing:

Plush Easter Rabbit
donated by K-Mart of Murray.
•
•

Isigierray Ledger & Times

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:30
Sat. 7:30-5

Phone
753-2571
753-4110
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Lavada Garland

Mrs. Mattie Lou Riley
The funeral for Airs. Mame Lou
Riley will be Thursday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale will offi?ciate. Jerry Bolls will direct the
isong service.
Burial rites will be Saturday at
Cadillac Memorial Gardens East at
Mt. Clemens, Mich.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Mrs. Riley, 72. Rt. 4. Murray
died Monday at 10 p.m. at Heritage
Manor Health Care Center.
Mayfield.
She was preceded in death by

her husband, Boyd M. Riley in
1968; two sons, Donald Riley in
1978 and Gerald Riley in 1985;
two sisters, Mrs. Estelle Butterworth in 1986 and Mrs. Gertrude
Lamb in 1933; and her parents,
Homer Farmer and Chlora
Farmer.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Gerald (Patricia) Kanachki, Rt. 4,
Murray; two sons, Carl Riley,
Chattanooga, Tenn., and Edward
Riley and wife, Judy, Charlotte,
N.C.; two sisters, Mrs. Hattie Lee
Galloway, Murray, and Mrs. Jo
Tidwell, Rt. 2, Murray; 10 grandchildren; two srtpgrandchildren;
four great-grandchildren.

7
j
Officials seek to have suit dismissed
ASHLAND. Ky.(AP) — SChool
officials in Ashland are trying to
have dismissed a S3.5 million lawsuit that. holds them partly responsible for the death of a Huntington.
Vs'.Va., disc jockey who.erashed his
car after allegedly getting drunk at
a school dance.
Daniel Keith Robinson. 31, who
worked for Huntington radio sitwas killed Feb. 13.
tion
1988. when he lost control of his
van and wrecked on U.S. 23 near
2
/
the Interstate 64 interchange 11
miles south of Catlettsburg.
His widow, Melissa Robinson.
filed the lawsuit Feb. 10 of this
sear against the Ashland Board of
Education and Paul G. Blazer High
School Principal Jay Hutchinson.
The suit. which also names Ashland police officers Terry Clark
and Kenneth Adams and the radio
station as defendants, claims that

school officials stopped Robinson
from playing records at a Valentine
Day's dance at the high school,
ejected him from the premises and
forced him into his vehicle.
Robinson was "grossly, severely
and total]) intoxicated,— the suit
alleges, but the defendants forced
him to drive away. The suit says
the police officers failed to protect
h:m by failing to detain him.
The school hoard and Hutchinson filed their dismissal motion last
Monday claiming sovereign
immunity. The defendants also said
in their motion that they have not
been accused of negligence and•
that the are not accused of giving
Robinson the .alcohol he drank.
Hutchinson told police after the
accident occurred that he did not
see Robinson drinking and (hat the
disc jockey left on his own.

Aquatic Center dedicated

-

Your Individual
Horoscope

• ..med. Lancaster, a top assistant to
LEXINGTON. Ks. (AP) — The
K's legendary basketball coach
Harry C. Lancaster Aquatic Center.
Adolph Rupp. died in 1984 at age
a S5.3 million facility featuring a
25-yard by 50-meter pool inside 71.
prowctron a a wmperaturewith
— Though built primar
ritrolied natatorium, was dediwas
facility
funds,
this
athletic
the
at
ceremonies
in
Tuesday
cated
needs,—
variety
of
a
!)..ilt
fulfill
to
UniYersity of Kentucky. Joseph T7 Burch. acting direcThose in attendance included
of athletics at UK. "The center
:or
C.
Harry
of
daughter
Spain.
Torn
Lancaster. the former UK athleiii,
ill be enjoyed by students, faculty
,t rocky for whom the facility was. and staff.—

more St., Murray, died Tuesday at
Frames Drake
Services for Mrs. Lavada Gar5:10 a.m. at Murray -Calloway
land will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in
County Hospital.
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
THURSDAY, MARCH 9, 1989
Colson
Odell
Rev.
The
of Murray.
Survivors are her husband, Floyd
will officiate.
about a happy solution for all who are
to whom she was married ARIES
Garland,
Wayne
Pallbearers will be Steve
concerned.
. on Nov. 20, 1942; three sons, Floy- (Mar.21 to Apr 19)
SCORPIO
Garland, Mike Edward Garland,
You may have to use a bit of
and wife, Pat.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Gle
Ricky Garland, Steve Lax. Mitchell d Edward Garland
An
today.
connections
and
influence
Garland
Dale
and
as
may
Murray,
much
not
5,
You
Rt.
accomplish
Sammy
and
Moss, Terry Smith
immediate superior is not ready to
and wife, Dorothy, and Carl Gar- listen to you, yet you'll make valuable as you'd like to on the job today.
Todd.
Feelings grow deeper in romance.
wife, Wanda, Murray; progress on a pet project of yours
Burial will follow in the land and
veer closer to a commitment.
Singles
and
Viola
Little
Mrs.
sisters,
three
TAURUS
McCuiston Cemetery.
Happiness comes through children
and
May
Murray,
Nichols,
Mrs.
20)
May
to
20
(Apr.
Fries may call at the funeral
today.
Plato, 111.; one
At times you may feel discouraged
SAGITTARIUS
home after 4 p.m. today Mrs. Vona Regoose,
brother, Coy M. Todd, New Con- today, yet you receive valuable (Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
(Wednesday).
support from a friend. Don't carry
eight grandchildren.
cord;
You will be buying some things for
Mrs. Garland. 64, of 406 Sycayour woes alone. Others will help you

Pet

find the silver lining.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Long range financial security is
your goal now. You may have to say
no to a friend's immediate request for
a loan, yet you'll make progress
toward the realization of your overall
objectives.
CANCER
4€
)
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll have to go along with a
partner's wishes today in order to
insure the success of your
relationship. Some career concerns
will have to take second place for
now.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Don't be so proud as to not to ask
for assistance if you need it. A work
problem may be difficult but with
help it will be surmounted. Turn a
minus into a plus today.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Both you and a partner will have to
work together to find a solution for a
problem in connection with a child.
Two heads are better than one in this
instance.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
A touchy situation could exist
between family members today, yet
you, in the Ate of mediator, will bring

Kemp recommends Schiff foi_ position
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., said
Tuesday that U.S. Housing and
Urban Development Secretary Jack
Kemp has recommended the
appointment of Joseph G. Schiff of
Louisville, Ky., to be assistant secretary. for public housing.
McConnell said the White House
is expected to make the appointment soon. The nomination will
require confirmation by the U.S.
Senate.
Schiff currently serves as manager -of Kentucky's HUD office.
Schiff will serve as chief policy

adviser to the secretary and the
administration for all public housing issues and will oversee policies, funding and administration of
L4 million residential public housing units valued at more than $50
billion.
"The impending appointment of
Joe Schiff to this post is great news
for Kentucky," McConnell said in
a news release. "... Joe Schiff will
be well-positioned to help Kentucky with its assisted housing
problems. in addition to the leadership role he will assume in national
housing policy."
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Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Goodyear
+4.83
Industrial Average
I.B.M.
2290.71
Previous Close
Ingersoll Rand
4
/
44% -3
Air Products
Jerrlco
39%B 40A
A.T.C.-Class A
Kmart
30% unc
AT&T
Kroger
28% +1/8
Briggs & Stratton
JCPenney
26% -%
Chrysler
Penwalt
32% unc
CSX Corp
Quaker Oats
30% unc
Dean Foods
Sears
4A
/
Dollar Gen, Store....98% 93
Texaco
44% unc
Exxon
Time Inc.
51 -%
Ford
U.S.Tobacco
51% +%
GAF Corp
Wal-Mart
4
/
85% -3
General Motors
C.F.F. Yield
17 -%
GenCorp, Inc
53% +1%
Goodrlch

48% +%
4
/
1201/. +3
37'2 unc
4 B 17% A
/
173
391/. +%
10% +%
53% +%
118% +Y.
52% unc
42% +%
53% -Y.
116% -%
23 +%
32% +Y.
8.59

Hog Market
I Mend-Stale Martel Sri,. Se-,r March 5, 19110 Km.
,
tor ky Purchase Arm Hog Nbrket Report Includes 5 Boyne Matwos 11emits. Act 537, Ed. 550 lia crows & (AU
30 Slitter, Sows Andy la 1115 higher.
0.51541.0c
LS 1-2 Z24-251b
53155-40.50
LS 1-2 116-231 Ibt
5411.011-1530
LS 2-3 2244.511 b
00.011411.011
US 3.4 25.270
Saes
5343111-32.11111
IS 1-2 275-3511 Rs53t553131
1-3 355.4011
525.1111-31 AO
US 1-3 NIS* Re
535.55-3130
US 1-3 544 and up
SAAR r1.00
US 2-3 311145/1 Ube
Raul 5300-31.110

COURT SQUARE

BETTY BOSTON
753-3366

PAT GOSSUM

!."URRAY V.V.

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

the home today, but concern about
your
dampen
could
money
enthusiasm for costly entertainments
now. A family member asks for your
help.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'll derive extra pleasure from
music arid cultural pursuits now.
Don't turn a deaf ear to a family
member's need for emotional
reassurance. Be there if needed.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Doing for others and getting
involved helps alleviate a tendency to
feel sorry for yourself now. You may
seem a bit tongue-tied today. Get in
touch with your feelings.
PISCES
NM&
-saw
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Do all you can to help out a friend
in need, but refrain from lending
money at this time. Evening hours
bring social successes and a
strengthening of ties.
YOU BORN TODAY are drawn to
politics and public service. You have
a strong will and dislike being in a
subordinate position. Still, you have a
firm desire for service and are glad to
be of help to those in heed. Usually,
you're good at getting your ideas
across to others. You'll find a sense of
humor helpful to you in paving your
way to success. Birthdate of: Edward
Durrell Stone, architect; Mickey
Spillane, writer; and Yuri Gagarin,
cosmonaut.
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623 South 4th
Across from Murray

Drive In Theater—Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Hormel

Vienna Sausage
$100
Frito-Lay

Frito
Lays 'Potato

Chicken Of The Sea

Lay's

Lucky Leaf Cherry

Tuna

Chips

le Filling

6 1/2 oz. Can

aow
ChiPs
H
LV
w -

8 Pk 16 oz

Dishwashing Detergent
22 oz. Bottle

sac

Ajax

Prego

Spaghetti Sauce
32 oz. Jar
81129
beg°

LiquidFasSweetner
6 oz. Bottle
IN
$

88

Potatoes
10 lb Bag
Green

$169

Lettuce

Leaguer
weet

a

Red

Field

Detergent 12Bacon
oz.
0
'
Field
$278 Pro
t_

13 oz.
Family Size

2 Liter Bottle

Coke, Diet Coke, Minute Maid Orange,
12 Pk. 12 oz. can
Sprite, Mello Yellow

Coke, Diet Coke, and Sprite
Joy

it

97°

l

21 oz Can

Regsr°

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mellow Yello or Minute Maid Orang:-

12 oz.
Field

Large Head

Yellow

Bologna

Onions

1 Lb....—
Field

Lb,

Chill .11 *

age

1 Lb. Roll.......=%4ymilly

lir

5
4

IH

ft
2
a
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Sale Good Thru
March 14

Spellers vie for
First District
championship

3r all who are

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8 ,1989

Spellers from 16 western Kentucky school districts will vie for
the Kentucky Education Association First District championship
Saturday. The 13th annual KEA
bee will be held at the Paducah
office at 10 a.m.
Local winners in grades,,,, four
through eight who will compete are
Greg Taylor of Calloway County
and Thomas Daniels of the Murray
Independent School District.
Winner of the First District bee
will advance to the state champiogship held annually during the KEA
Convention in Lousiville in April.
Roger Melton, KEA First District president-elect from Carlisle
County, is bee coordinator.

EXTRA-STRENGTH

ASSORTED PRINTS

BRECK SHAM

Wooden Frame
With Glass
Large Assortment
Size 16"x20"

TYLENOL
00 CAPLETS
Extra Pain Relief
Contains No Aspirin
Bottle Of 100

Limit

coo
•

IRISH SPR G SOAP
Bath Size

Representative
payees and their
responsibilities
Sometimes a person receiving
Social Security or supplemental
security income (SSI) payments
does not have the mental or
physical ability to manage the
money. When this happens, arrangements can be made to send
the payments to a relative or other person. We call that person a
"representative payee," and this
column
explains
the
responsibilities of a representative payee.
Representative payees must
use the Social Security or SSI
payments received for the sole
benefit of the beneficiary. they
should first be sure that the
beneficiary's day-to-day basic
needs for food and shelter are
met. Then, benefits may be used
for any personal needs the beneficiary has, such as clothing,
medical and dental care, education, recreational items, and
miscellaneous items like
entertainment or grooming aids.
Any money remaining should
be saved or invested for the beneficiary. Preferred investments
include U.S. Savings ponds and
deposits in an insured interest or
dividend paying account in a
bank, trust company, savings
and loan association, or credit
union. Benefits may not be invested in any company,
corporation, or association when
such an investment will involve
the representative payee in a
conflict of interest. And money
may not be kept at home or
mingled with the representative
payee's own money or with
other funds.
Representative payees also are
responsible for reporting certain
events to Social Security, such as
a change in their address or if
they are no longer responsible
for the beneficiary. They also
should report the following:
•Beneficiary changes address
or enters or leaves an institution;
•Beneficiary plans to go outside the U.S. for 30 days or
more;
'A change in income or, resources for someone getting SSI;
•Beneficiary's death, marriage,
or adoption;
-Custody of a child changes;
•A disabled person's condition
improves.
If you have any questions
about being a representative
payee, contact either the Paducah
Social Security office located at
546 Loan Oak Road, telephone
443-7506; or the Mayfield Social
Security office located on U.S.
Highway 45 North, telephone
247-8095. We also have a tollfree. telephone number, 1-8002345-SSA. We are open
Monday through Friday, 9:00
a.m. until 4:30 p.m.

n

ci

PLANTERS NUTS
• Dry Roasted
Salted Or Unsalted
24 Oz. Jar

• Cocktail Peanuts
24 Oz. Can

• Mixed Nuts

M
MnIr

4.6
4.4

N
--t-4 Over mixt
12 mo h

Package Of 300

• Regular
• Extra Body

REESES
PEANUT BUTTER EGGS

(YOUR CHOICE
11 Oz. Bottie

6 Pack

Limit
4 Pair Mose

4,1

2°°)
_ eors,
IMMO

LUNCH BUCKET

5X1N AND MIMI5131

MICROWAVEABLE MEALS
B
By

Armour
• Beef Stew
• Chili With Beans
• Lasagna
• Pasta & Chicken
• Spaghetti & Meat Sauce

Each

SCHICK

PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE

PLUS PLATINUM
DOUBLE EDGE BLADES

ENVELOPES

A

CARPET MATS
Assorted Country Prints
Size 14"x27"

STEREO RANKS
With 2 AdaptoePlugs
3 Sets Of Ear Pads

DUSTER
Poly Bristles
With Lang
Handle

100

00

• Bread Baskets
• 11" Waste Basket
• Mini Baskets
Mix Or Match

PLAYTEX
HAND SAVER
GLOVES

•

Illikin

REVLON
CLEAN & CLEAR
SHAMPOO OR
CONDITIONER

FOLGERS COFFEE 1P--,
0,
-vow-

• Small
• Medium
• Large

5.0

/100

Single Bars

COTTON SWABS

2/5"

Survey of investment
bikers and portfolio
nienagers

4.8

2/100
SNO WHITE

CANDY BARS

12 Ox. Cart

Inflation
expectations

Expected inflation
5.6 -percent increase
Average over
5:4
next 10
years I.
5.2

TURTLES

CASCADE
Automatic Dishwasher
Detergent
SO Oz. Box

SINCE 1934

Pay L.
-oDRUGS

LOW DISCOU T PRE

RIP
Cleans, Disinfects
Deodorizes
Pine Si)!
28 Oz. Bottle

111::=11
E:=111

4,2
4.0
FMAMJJ ASOND
988
When surveyed
Chicago Tnbun• Graphc.
SCUMS Drexol Burnham Lambe/0
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•
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Prairie Farms

Fruit
Drink

Pepsi Cola
Products

Gallon

2 Liter

FRUIT DRINKS
IMMO
/MCP

,/011101
11..11

k IMOD 4 ON

FOOD STORES
Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:004:00, Sun. 1:00-6:00
We Accept Food Stamps
12th St. at Storey Ave.
Prairie Farms

Reelfoot
'

White
Potatoes

Pepsi
Cola

Smoked
Picnics

Cottage
Cheese

10 Lb

12 Pk. Can Products

•

Jimmy Dean Pork Sausage
Turkey Franks

_12 Cl

Country Brand Wieners
Country Brand Bologna ___

16 oL

79'

Carrots- -----------------------._-------------------3/1°°

Imitation Cheese Singles_____12 CL 95'

99'

Florida Oranges__

Corn Oil Margarine

$179

J. Higgs Potato Chips _

596

Bon Ton Cheese Curls..__

694

Corn Chips ___________________18 oz 63`

$119

Pretzels

az

oz 636

$1"

Green Peppers._
White Seedless Grapes.._.. b

$1 19

55'

English Muffins

_12 oz 59'

Cream Cheese

8 oz 69'

Brown Sugar.

_2 lb

\1
Bananas
37
596

Pork Sausage

896

Texas Buttermilk Biscuits_

TAV Sliced

$2"

lb. $1 19
Tub Spread
12 1145
Borden American Cheese Singles_ .
109
Cinnamon Rolls

Savory Bacon

891

16

S1 lg

Country Brand Pickle Loaf

Country Brand Spiced Luncheon is
II
Field Bologna
Hillshire Smoked Sausage__
TAV Sliced Bacon____
Field Pimento Loaf_

s1 19

Field Wieners

"
$1

Kahn's Beef Wieners

__lb $1 99

ei 129
_-so 99c

Mac. and
Cheese
Dinner
7,Oz.
254

Lemons
Golden Del. Apples_

__._

Country Brand Beef Bologna___

$1"
az 99c

_.1662.

16 oz $1 19

'1 19

_7/99'
_3 lh 939

996

Raisins

_15 az 99'

lceburg Lettuce

596

Creamed -S-hortening____

_42 oz

99'

Celery

596

Evaporated Milk

_12

39`

69'

Applesauce

.
.58

Peach Slices

Swift Brown'n Serve Sausage
Country Brand Salami

120z

lb

Crushed Pineapple

15 In

Pear Halves.
Fruit Cocktail

_ _is

$119

59'

Green White Limas_____________ oz_ 45
Aft
-w
9U4
'
6
oz.
_18
Beans
Baked

69`

Tomatoes

.28 oz. 654

Purple Plums __________

OL

Cut Sweet Potatoes_

.16 ca
oz.

45'
45'

-.....•••••••••••••••
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Sunday School
Lesson
H.C. Chiles

;ola

CITIZENS OF A NEW KINGDOM
Colossians 1:1-14
During Paul's imprisonment at
Rome, Eqaphras brought him a
full report of the Lord's work in
Colosse. Upon hearing of the
tendency of some to depart from
the true doctrines, Paul wrote this
great epistle and made it clear

that he was vitally interested in
them and greatly concerned about
the proclamation of the truth in
their midst. His detailed report of
the Coiossian Christians was to
their credit, but Epaphras reminded Paul that these false teachings
would have a disastrous effect
upon the church if they were
allowed to go unchecked.

Directed by the Holy Spirit,
Paul wrote this epistle to
counteract the teachings which
were subversive to the Christian
faith and dishonoring to Christ.
After identifying himself, Paul added that he was an apostle of
Jesus Christ." He associated with
his own name that of Timothy, his
brother in Christ and loyal colleague in the Lord's work. Pouts
designated his readers as -the
saits and faithful brethren in
Christ." He rejoiced that the expression of grace on God's part
had resulted in the enjoyment of
peace on their part.
After commending them for the
progress which they had made in

Christian life, Paul thanked God
for the progress which they had
made in the Christian life, Paul
thanked God for their faith in
Christ, their love for all the saints,
their hope for the future, and their
effectiveness in disseminating the
gospel. Paul paid Epaphras a high
tribute when he called him "a
faithful minister of Christ." Knowing that they could not do God's
will unless they knew what it was,
Paul prayed very definitely that
they might be filled with a
thorough knowledge of God's will
for them, that they might walk
worthily before the preeminent
Christ, and that they might be
strengthened of the Lord to such

WEDNESDAY, MARcH 8, 1989

I IMES

as extent that their lives might be
*Sling to Him and profitable to
others, that they might excell in
patience and joy, and that they
might be grateful to God.
To be "filled with the knowledge
of His will" is a primary need of
every Christian. When we
discover and understand his
precious will, we sorely need His
grace and strength to enable us to
make our lives conform to it. If we
are to overcome our temptations,
to grow in grace and knowledge, to
be fruitful in all good works, and to
be thankful as we should we must
study God's Word, pray, and depend upon the power of the Holy
Spirit.

PAGE 3B

Very few duties are enjoined in
stronger terms than that of
thankfulness.
In verse 12 — 14 Paul mentioned
three things which should cause
Christians to be thankful, namely
the portion which they have inherited, the pain from which they
have been delivered, and the price
at which they have been redeemed. When the blood of Christ was
shed on Calvary's cross, our sins
were taken away or blotted out.
That wonderful forgiveness, which
did not come to us because of our
works, but which was accomplished by the work of Christ for us,
certainly merits our repeated expression of thanks to God.

North's IranContra trial
continues
WASHINGTON (AP) — Prosecutors in Oliver North's trial say
the jury should convict him if it
• finds he engaged in ,a cover-up,
• regardless of whether he was acting
: under orders or was afraid of news
• leaks.
"When an individual is asked a
question by Congress, there are
only two legitimate responses: the
individual may decline to answer
the question, or answer it honestly," the prosecution said Tuesday
in a court filing. "He cannot with
impunity knowingly and willfully
. answer with a falsehood."
Nine of the criminal charges
against North accuse him of lying
to Congress and the attorney general, or obstructing their inquiries
into the Iran-Contra affair by
destroying evidence.
_ In opening statements, North's
lawyers suggested that his conduct
was authorized by his superiors.
The prosecution's motion Tuesday
is an attempt to head off that
defense.
John Keker, head of the prosecution team, asked U.S. District
- Judge Gerhard Gesell to specify —
- when giving final instructions to
the jury — that North's alleged
motivation for lying is irrelevant to
the charges against him.

Save $8 on all
New Bendix
Master Cylinders

New
Bendix Brakes

For most vehicles
Store stock only.
Sale price:
$24.95- $61.95

Save $3 on shoes.
Sale price
S1299- S47.99
Price with exchange
Semi-metallic
pads • $19.99

Valucraft
Master Cylinders
For most vehicles.
Store stock only.

1495

We Turn Drums and Rotors

$300

WITH
EXCH.

Valucraft
Remanufactured
Shoes or Pads
I

EACH
The Best Price EVERYDAY

The Best Price
LAWN & GARET

The Best Price
1

r

1
,,)• re
are
,64
1.

nreirogi

AreroZerre

siOlaRZAW
I. LLIA_LIJ

4W

Lb

_

-.16 OL

•

45'
49'
45'
450

..1 is IOW.1/1•111:7,
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r000

r.d
Armor All
Car Wax

27

8 oz pressure paste

WD-40

5/1.00

14 oz. bonus
pack. #T-222.

Baking Potatoes

39v lb.

Yellow Onions
3 lb.

75v

Flippen's
Hillbilly Barn
408 N. 12th St..

99°

13 oz. spray or
12 oz. liquid.
Limit 2 at Sale Price

85W-140,
80W-85W-90
32 oz

168

Nu Finish
Car Wax
16 oz. liquid.

Mail4n Rebate • $2.00

2 FOR

State

State

,,,erfurod
last-30
%owls °IL

.v..rea•rori
141x:4w-so
Ott

Chevy 350 V•8: Fits most 68-84 cars
Ford 302 V-8: Fits most '79-80 cars.

12 Mo./12,000 Mlle Warranty
Price with
exchange.
In stock at
most stores

9ETER REBATE

$5

The Best Price

StJPI
Factory Tested
Long Blocks In Stock:

483
297

The Best Price
EVERYDAY

AC, Motorcrati
or Purolator
Oil Filters

lie
tares

Rain Dance Car Wax
16 oz. liquid
or 14 oz paste
EVERYDAY • $4.97

PREMIUM,
OIL FILTER

Or S2 84 each Everyday

TUrtle Wax Paste 299

66666

All other

Long
En•Ines
Block

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
753-8971
South 12th St. in Southside Center

753-8214

Al*

JAW
,
.

139

OFF
$10013°

Quaker State
10W-30, 10W-40
30HD • 79C qt.
Limit 1 case

EVERYDAY
r
ow/ow -1

E7KON

040rott

890
QT.

Exxon SuperFlo
High 1:rformance 6da
10W-30, 10W-40,
20W-50, 30HD.
Limit 3 Cases.

Cr

QT.

MAYFIELD OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT.,9-6 SUN.
247-4171
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS
WE ACCEPT

ir
eatLZ r
righ

Valvoline
Gear Oil

Gumout Carb or
Fuel Injector Cleaners

Ruby Red

3 ibs. 991

AC
CCC1/,IL FILTER

rola
'7=7'

6 oz

Bananas

7
1012D

lartiettalows

California
Navels

4/1.00

39,SE

SALE

lb.

Grapefruit

111%......1"sisisessmoir sore.;

GUMOUT

Vine-Ripened

2/1.00
Carrots
3/99°
Cabbage...5 lbs./1.00
Celery
491

15 oz_

"4"1-1111411

Tomatoes

LeUuce

$119

rr
:1111•1011001

69v

#24MD0-3

IIflLfl

79v

#24MS-3

SAVE'5

EXCH.

i

Motmt

I II IL ILI I I 1 I

Marine Deep Cycle Marine Charger

Marine Starting

19!! 398EXCH. 49

Apples
3 lb

Lawn & Garden
Utility

,

•%of. -c;,)/ 7
1111/3M0

illIrriii

Red Delicious

WITH
EXCH.

MARINE en?CYCLE

TrAto

1111
•

99

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

FARM
FRESH

ORGANIC PADS

VISA MASTERCARD
Ind DISCOVER CARDS
Ad wides good ittru More+ 12 19•9 We reserve the rigor 10 iimit duortrirres Ad prices nOt gOOd
00 speciol orders No Dealers 4)/0.9 AuroZone Fuli deloiis 01 vrorronties at Oor•

/11110 one
The Best Parts In Auto Parts
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THRIFTY SAVER

Pepsi
Products

Piggly Wiggly

PEPSI

Quarters

Milk

2 Liter

2/2.
WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

12-Packs

Sandwic
Bread

Blue Bonnet 1 Lb.

Gallon Piggly Wiggly
1111-1L‘
"

WINUP
TO
$1000

VIDEO
Rent 2 Movies,
Get One

$854,490 IN CASH
95,160 PRIZES
PLAY THE

FREE

11111111L:7:1
FORTUNE,.

VCR's
Only

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

4.00
per day

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps

Prices Good Thrtj mi
••••=

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PROU

641 South-Murray
753-9616

From now on, your groceries will be ha ndkorj
Wiggly Food Stores. Each quaiified erNipioy
company through participating in our E .5.0.1
1
.
ship Plan). As owners, well give you 0
desire. Our attitude is positive about the

Bakery

753-0265

Value Priced Groceries
48 oz.

Rosedale 29 oz.

Wesson Oil

Peaches

I

79C

Larsen 16 oz.

Veg-All
Bush 16 oz.

Baked Beans
Franco-American 15 oz.

Spaghetti
12-Pack

Vess Sodas

Pre-Priced $1.29 22 oz.

Dawn Li uid

1.90

99

Nestle 12 oz.

Piggly Wiggly 128 Cl.

Chocolate Chips

Bleach

Pillsbury 21.5 oz.

64 oz.

1.89
Fudge Brownies.................................99°
1.29
Snack Pack
99°
Raisins

2/1.00
69'
2/1.00
1.99

Mardi Gras 120 Ct.

"Yes"
16 oz. Liquid (Save 600)

Hunt 4 oz

Woolite

Haviland 9 oz. Creamy Ivory

Dove 2 Pk.

Bar Soap

Catfish
Smoked Chicken Halves

2.49

lb

Cod

Fillets
Fillets

Tastes Like You Have
Been To A Cookout!

•

Grouper

Fillets................ .....

trg

4.99
lb. 4.99
99

Macaroni
12 Cl. Pre-Priced 1.29

Armour Treet
Kraft Velveeta and

Shells Dinner..............

•

59C

)
•

Large Tasty
Fresh Firm Head

Cabbage
Snow-White 8 oz. Cup

Mushrooms
Large. Garden Fresh Bunch

Broccoli
,

Long Stem Bunch

• • , .•

•-•
- F. .... • - ..,f
.
_.-/;-7r3''tA- .'-.
.-,
-.-•
••
1--4 r
1 4'"••- '
:,•i''4
".
e oi ;
.k
.-;
P -i• w

,•• • ..--- ./...-:

• •
,..'... • - i
,,
:r,

-. .-i.". ;
...t..LiLe....;-X. -;:

Green Onions
Medium Yellow

Onions

19°
99°
. 89°
3/99°
33c
ea

lb.

49C

Paramount 32 ot
ll
'ah,

ce ls
DillPickl
Medallion 16 oz.

Tortilla
Crunch'N Munch

Fiddle Fa lie

1.59

lb.

Minute Maid 64 oz.

9r
-4.49

Orange Juice
Hungry Jack 5 oz.

Oranges

Biscuits

Washington State-Golden Del. 3 Lb. Rag

Apples.......................... ........
Slaw Dressing

Prairie Farms 1/2 Gal.

.....

Marzetti 16 oz.
Cut Flower

3/1.00

•-

American Singles

Red Plums.............. ............... .......

Bush Chili Hot
or
Pork'n Beans

Vegetable

Piggly Wiggty 16 oz.
on•

Seedless Navels • 10 Lb. Bag

Bouquets

.(amptvk

Dairy

Grapefruit
•

ti
Cmpi

2/1.00
99°
......99'

Fresh From The Florida Sunshine Tree

Lettuce

Dog Food

1.49

Fresh Produce
Bud's Finest Jumbo Head

Dog Food
Thrifty Hound 20 Lb.

411•4610,

Ronco 11 oz. Elbow

lb

Red Snapper

lb

Happy Hound 20 Lb.

Spaghetti Sauce

s wit

2.39.

Shrimp

Huggies

Prego Qt.

Fresh Whole

50 to 60 cL Headless

Napkins
Diapers Cony. Pack

Value Priced Groceri!

Seafood

Bar-B-Que Specials

79°
2.49
1.99
99'

starting at

Buttermilk
Jello 24 oz.

2.99
3.99

Pudding Desserts
Kraft 8 oz

Cheez Whiz
Tom's

Potato Chips
16 oz

C
99

1.79
2/89e
99°
1.59
1.39

Prairie Farms 1/2 Gal. Old Recipe

Ice Cream

1.99

12 oz. Trei Sweet

Orange Juice____79
Fisherboy 16 oz.

Fish Sticks

1.59

0
1

Piggly Wiggly
Maxwell House Reg. or
Master Blend Canned

42 oz. Regular or

Andwic
Bread

Unscented With Bleach

2
/
iRIFTY
SAVER CARD

WITH I FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

QUALITY
STAMPS

Prices Good Thr

Shop With Us
For Everyday

March 14

EMPLOYEES ARE PROUD TO SERVE YOU

Store Hours:
7 a.m.-12 Midnight
Seven days a week

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

w on, your groceries will be ha died by a stockholder of Piggly
Food Stores. Each quatified e rNI ployee now owns a part of the
y through participating in our E S.O.P (Employee Stock Ownerin). As owners, we'll give you the personal service that you
Our attitude is positive about the future of our company.

Piggly Wiggly
is Murray's
Complete
Party Center
Call 753-0265

$Low Prices$

Fresh Meats
Limit 3

Boneless Field

Boneless Top
Charmin 4 Roll

Sirloin Steak

Tissue
RC
Mardi Gras 120 Ct.

2.09

79'
9.59
2.99
2.99

Chuck Roast

Happy Hound 20 Lb.

Quarter Loin-Cut Into Chops

Thrifty Hound 20 Lb.

Dog Food

Pork Steak

Ground Beef Patties3•99

Sliced Bacon

Pork Chops
Butterfly or Boneless

Pork Chops

Sausage
Chicken

an Center Piece

/1.19

1.99
Reno's 12 oz. Buy One-Get One Free

99c
99°
79c

Dill Pickle
Medallion 16 oz.
)S

Crunch'N Munch

Fiddle Fa lie Candy

Pepperoni Pizza
Field Shank

Half Ham
Family Pak Legs or

Thighs

Bryan 12 oz.

1.99
89°
79c

Sliced Bologna
Bryan-Reg. or Beef 16 oz.

Corn Dogs

lb.

David's Corned

Beef Roast

lb.

-.

.

Chicken

Burritos
Piggly Wiggly 2 oz. 2 Pan

Pie Shell
Downy Flake 12 oz.

Waffles
North Star 12 Pk.

Ice Milk

Check Out
Our Newest

89'

1.49

Ready When You Are-8 Pieces

Deli Fried Chicken
Snack Time Favorite

Potato Wedges
Just Like Homemade

Chicken Salad
Creamy

Cole Slaw

Piggly Wiggly Is Murray's
Specialty Cake Headquarters.
Call Today For The
Birthday or Wedding Cake
753-0265
4/

Rich 1 Lb.

DOG

Louis Rich Turkey 12 oz.

1.49
1.89
1.99

Variety Pack

•

Louis Rich 1 Lb.

1.59
Breast of Turkey..m. 2.99

Turkey Bologna

Louis Rich-Nuggets All Varieties

Bakery

1.99.

1.49
3/1.00
69'

lb.

Turkey Franks

Deli

1.49

Patio 5 oz.

Video
Selections!

lb

Boiled Ham

Tater Tots

1.39
2/1.00
2.59
69c
lb.

Country Style

Louis

1.29

lb.

Entrees

Ore Ida 2 Lb.

1.99
79°
_1.59

Bits or Patties

Franks

(Save $1.00) All American

/1.0111 /NUM

1X1rerw

Klpe

Wafer Meat
Southern Fried Chicken

Juicy or Beef 1 Lb.

Banquet 28 oz.

16 oz

99°
1.5
1.39

Breakfast Bacon
Carl Buddig-All Varieties 2-112 oz.

Fresh Meats

. Juicy
Jumbos.

Frozen

2/18.79,

lb. 1.39
89°
2.99
59c
lb.

Bryan

Boneless Ham

Soup

Paramount 32 oj 3sher

Singles

61/5/lb.

2 lb.

Cut-Up Frying

Jb.

•

lb.

(1 lb.-1.59) Partin

lb. 1.59
3.99

Pork Loin

lb.

Fresh Meats

(
ampOtdi

Tortilla C

1.99

Hickory Smoked Slab Family Pak

Cailpbell's Vegetable 10.75 oz.

vegetal*

lb.

Whole Sliced Free

Bryan 12 oz. pkg.

Grill Ready Extra Value 5 Lb.

ed Groceri

QioVP!..1

49c

b

Lean & Tender Boneless

Boneless Boston Roll

...._.............._....._ ......
Napkins
Diapers Cony. Pack
Huggies
Dog Food

Whole Fryers,,714„

Golden Light

Glazed Donuts

2.19
Great With Strawberries

3.69
8/1.00
3.99
1.19
lb.

lb.

Angel Food Cakes
Dessert Treat Single

Layer Cakes

doz

1.89
2.29
3199c
ea.

ea.

Kids Love'em

Cup Cakes
Baked Fresh In Our Bakery

•

doz. 1.69

Assorted Cookies
•
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Exhibition highlights personalities of the Founding Fathers
-I he old.schoolroom image of the
Founding Fathers — stern. unsmil.ing, monumental figures uttering
philosophical truths for the ages —
is crumbling under the weight of
riesx scholarship. For the first time.
a new exhibition, drawing upon an
ongoing research project, profiles
the lisely personalities and the
tong-neglected work of the first
Congress that convened in New
York 200 years ago this spring.
Vice President John Adams, who
presided over the Senate, and the
lesser-known first House Speaker
Frederick Augustus Conrad Muhlenberg are among the varied cast
represented in the exhibit, "The
First Federal Congress,
1789-1791.- On view at the Smithsonian's National Portrait Gallery'
in Wastnngton. D.C., through July
23, the show is co-sponsored by
he InIst U.S. Congress.
Adams makes his entrance at the
(;a1ler in a grand portrait painted
- A John Singleton Copley in 1783.
\darns' on words, however, pre,cnt
teljine, entirely human

alternative to the stately canvas
image. As the historical record
shows, Adams was given to
grumble, "My country has in its
wisdom contrived for me the most
insignicant office that ever the
invention of man contrived or his
invention conceived." The Senate
presidency, Adams complained to
his tldest son, "is a kind of duty
which, if I do not flatter myself too
much, is not quite adapted to my
character — I mean it is too inactive and mechanical."
Serving alongside Amams were
95 other outspoken, remarkable
men. Elected from a population of
4 million in 1788. they came from
all walks of life. There were
Harvard-educated ministers and
wealthy financiers, physicians.
Indian fighters and land speculators, Irish-born jurists, members of
state assemblies and future presidents of the nation. Portraits of 50
of the members, along with some
wives and several constitutents
who petitioned the Congress, are
included in the exhibition.

_

More than half the men in the
first Congress had fought in the
Revolution, six had signed the
Declaration of Independence and
20 had a hand in drafting the Constitution. "There are few shining
geniuses," noted Fisher Ames, an
eloquent House member from Massachusetts, "but there are many
who have experience, the virtures
of the heart, and the habits of business." The Senate, he predicted.
"will be a very respectable body."
"Almost all of them had a stong
sense of public service," says Margaret C. Christman, organizer of
the exhibition. And yet there were
ambitious — for the country and
for themeselves. "Sometimes their
ambition is concealed — sometimes naked. Most of the candidates protested that they were run=
ning for office at the solicitation of
their friends." Christman says with
a Smile. •
To serve in the First Congress
was a hardship for many. James
Madison, whose leadership guided
the Constitutional Convention in
1787, found himself in a tough
battle to win a House scat in Virginia, on one occasion suffering
frostbite as he addressed the voters
of District 5. "Most coul4Vafford
to bring their families a&h them,"
Christman says, pointing but that
Adams didn't send for Abigal it
first because he didn't know how
much he would be paid to cover
costs in expen4ve New York City.
A few of the elected, however,
did arrive in style. Equipped with
carriage, staff and patrician attitutes, Senator Ralph hard, a planter from South Carolina, looked
with scorn upon the "republican
plainness" that marked the first
proceedings. The legislative business, he wrote in disgust, was "a
contemptible affectation of Roman
Simplic(it)y, & which in my opinio
.unbo
crd(ers) very much on the
vulgar."
The Portrait Gallery exhibit and

catalog, Christman notes, draws on
the painstaking research under for
the Documentary History of the
First Federal Congress, a project
based at George Washington University. The goal is to compile as
complete a record as possible of
the first Congress -- the most
important and productive "Congress, in our opinion, that ever
met," editor Kenneth R. Bowling
sass.
On the eve of the first sessions
in April, 1789, such a prediction
would have been highly risky if not
downright foolish. As Madison,
who would be elected to the presidency in 1808, commented a few
weeks into the Congress, "We are
in a wilderness without a single
footstep to guide. Our successors
will have an easier task." His
words only hint at the magnitutde
of responsibilities facing the first
Congress.
This historic legislative body had
to work out in practical detail provisions that would implement the
broad policy outlines set forth in
the Constitution. But before final
adjournament on March 3, 1791,
the first Congress — it now seems
incredible — had: organized the
executive branch of government,
implemented the federal judicial
system headed by the Supreme
Court, agreed to a Bill of Rights,
raised revenues through taxation,
established a census, authorized a
national bank, assumed the states
wartime debts and selected the
location of the new nations' capital. Resolution of the last two divisive issues, Bowling believes,
probably savaged the Union from
fast dissolution.
"U.S. history has been written
from the executive branch's point
of view in this country," Bowling
says, explaining why the First Congress' accomplishments are so hazy
to most people. "Legislation has
just not been looked at." That

course was set in the late 19th century when "historians wrote as if
the legislative and executive
branches were finely defined by the
Constitution."
Both Bowling and Christman
seem especially grateful to the legislators from Pennsylvania who, in
1789, elected to the Senate one
Wiiliath Maclay. The Senate sat
behind closed doors, and its official
records are preccdural and dry. But
the acerbic Maclay kept a vivid and
opinionated diary that is catnip to
historians. Maclay was hardly
unbiased; nonetheless, the blunt
outspokenness of the man gives
ftlri a credibility on his own terms,
Christman says. "He does not
always vote right," Maclay noted
of one of his colleagues, "and so I
think of every man who differs
from me."
As strong an advocate of republican simplicity as Izard was a critic, Maclay railed against the
"fooleries fopperies finerries and
pomp'of Royal etiquette" he attributed to John Adams and his ilk.
They, Maclay fumed, "cared for
nothing else but the creation of a
new monarchy in America." Especially upsetting to Maclay was the
first month's debate over such matters of ceremony as how George
Washington should be addressed.
Among the titles lzard's aristocratic set favored was "His Highness
the President of the United States
of America and Protector of the
Rights of Same." The House
insisted .simply on "The President
of the United States."
At last, Congress turned to
bread-and-butter issues that are
likely now to have a familiar ring
In American voters. "No new taxes" always has been a popular
chant. The Senate and House
wrangled over whether or not it
was fair to slap a stiff excise fee on
distilled spirits as an alternative to
direct taxes. Fisher Ames acknow-

laird that "southern people dread
it, and say that the excise...will fall
unequally on them. They are afraid
for their whiskey." But Madison
spoke pragmatically for the majority when he argued: "Considering
the aversion to direct taxes & that
the imports are already loaded (by
tariffs), I see nothing else that can
be done." The "ayes" carried.
To fund the national debt or not
was another debate that sounds
familiar. Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton viewed the
assumption of the states' wartime
debts as essential to the survival of
the republic. And Hamiliton eventually won the creation of a national bank to increase public and private credit — policy that set the
nation on the course to industrial
greatness. Yet the words of the
now-obscure Rep. Aedanus Burke
of South Carolina loom relevant
today. "Funding the debt may, or
may not be, a blessing, or a curse
to the people of America."
Americans then, as now, were
passionate about an issue near and
dear to members of.Congress: its
pay. As the record shows, after
members set their salaries at six
dollars a day, a public clamor was
raised about the "high compensations and Salaries given by the
Congress." But Senator Robert
Morris of Pennsylvania would not
be swayed by the mail from home.
"I have voted for the highest Salaries well knowing that the Public
are best served when they pay
well." And an anonymous member
of Congress wrote a few lines that
might have been scriped in 1989. If
proper wages were not paid, he
asserted, "your government will be
adminstered only by a few aristocratic nabobs. Should this be the
case, then farewell to the liberties
of our country."
Considering its towering record,
the first Congress seems to have.
done things the old-fashioned way
for its pay. They earned it.
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John Adams,the first president of the Senate-a stickler for protocol--was portrayed by John
Singleton ('opley in 1783
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JUST FOR YOU,
WE DO IT ALL!
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Karen L. Radwin, director of development for the American Cancer Society, presents
a special award to Robert G. Burton, president of ABC Publishing, "in recognition
of his continued service in the war against cancer" as chairman of the publishing
Industry Campaign for the ACS. This was Burton's third year as chairman. In those
three campaigns, he has helped raise funds to support the American Cancer Society.
Forty-one other industries participated in this past year's effort. Mr. Burton said that
he is currently putting plans together for "a creative fundraising effort in 1989."
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eing overweight can do more than make you feel
bad about how you look. It can make you sick.
If you have health problems from being overweight
then you should consider Weight Control For Life'
Weight Control For Life' is designed for people who
need to lose 30 or more pounds. Closely monitored by a
board-certified physician. the program stresses
modifications in lifestyle and eating habits that let you
lose weight safely and rapidly — and keep it off
Learn mose about this proven weight loss program by
attending a tree Introductory meeting of Weight
Control For Life!, Monday, March 13 from 7to 8.30 pm in
the Board Room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Registration is limited,
so please call 753-1826 by
noon Monday, March 13 to
pre-register your
attendance.
Don't let your weight
make you sick Ask your
doctor about Weight Control
For Life' or call us today for
more information.

WEIGHT
CONTROL
FOR LIFE!'
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Expires March 31
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"A moment's insight is sometimes
worth a life's experience."
— Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr.
If all finesses work, Sot*It can
make 12 or 13 tricks with today's
North-South cards. That's not
enough reason to go full speed
ahead.
Dummy's heart ace wins, East
playing the deuce, and the trump finesse loses to West's king. West
shifts to diamonds and the defenders get two more tricks. Later South
must take the club finesse, and
when that loses, the potential of 12
or 13 tricks shrinks to nine. It's a result that would not be too uncommon in many circles.
When Esta Van Zandt of Houston
held the South cards, she aimed at
the best chance to ensure 10 tricks,
forgetting about overtricks. At trick
one, she won her king of hearts instead of dummy's ace and banged
down the trump ace. When no king
appeared, she ran the club 10 to
East's king East was now stuck.
Regardless of what he led, Esta was
able to cash two clubs to discard a
diamond. A second low diamond
went on another high club while
West ruffed, but no harm was done.
Esta lost only one spade, one diamond and one club to make the
treacherous game.
Esta's plan was a farsighted one.
Had East held the trump king, the
contract was never in jeopardy
(East could not attack diamonds)
And if West held the trump king, the
game was safe as long as West had
three or more clubs

BOBBY WOLFF

3-11-A
NORTH
•10 8 7 5
•A6
•K 8
•A Q J 9 8
EAST
WEST
•K 4
•9
Q J 842
•10 9 7 3
•10 9 7 4
•A Q J 5
•7 64
4K 3 2
SOUTH
•A Q J 6 32
K5
•6 3 2
4 10 5
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: East
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
1•
14
4
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Heart 10
BID WITH THE ACES
3-la

South holds
9
•Q J 8 42
•A Q J 5
•K 3 2
South
1•
2•

North
1•
2•

ANSWER: Pass North has a decent
six- or seven-card suit and a hand
not worth an invitational bid.
Send brtdge maestions to The Aces. PO Box
IlSal Dallas, Texas 78222. wIth wit-a6&-ed.
stamped envelope for reply
Copyrialet, Ma Unease rasters Sysdinaw

•-••••wew.
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Nutritional diets are the best idea
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT Is there any
medical support for the theory of
combining foods?
DEAR READER: I am not sure exactly what you mean by the "theory of
combining foods" Nutritionists have
known for years that a balanced diet
contains a variety of elements — protein, fats, carbohydrates, vitamins,
minerals and fiber — which sh.Juld be
eaten together. As a general rule, people who follow nutritional diets consume a wide sampling of edibles In
my experience, people are more likely to develop deficiencies when they
omit — by choice or necessity — certain elements, such as protein, rather
than combining or not combining

foods.
I should add that patients should be
cautious about combining medicines
with food. Some drugs, such as the
antibiotic tetracycline, are inactivated by food in the stomach; other drugs
are best taken with meals. Check with
your doctor or pharmacist about specific medications.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've had blurred
vision for about five years. It's getting

worse. My ophthalmologist tells me I
have hardening of the arteries behind
my eyes What can I do?
DEAR READER Hardening of the
arteries really means that you are experiencing an age-related, progressive narrowing of your arteries that is
caused by arteriosclerotic plaque, a
buildup of sludgy material within the
arterial lining This condition can affect all the arteries in the body, leading to heart attack, stroke, leg cramps
and kidney disease, to mention a few
complications
When arteriosclerosis affects the
retinal arteries, the tissues are deprived of adequate oxygen and nutrition. This results in retinal degeneration, an unfortunate consequence of
growing older. Retinal degeneration
can cause blurring of vision, an inability to distinguish detail or — in some
cases — sudden loss of vision in all or
part of one eye.
In general, this ailment is untreatable because it is due to the gradual
wearing-out of tissue Measures to retard the acceleration of arteriosclerosis, such as controlling hypertension
and lowering blood cholesterol, may
help, but there is no specific treatment Sometimes special eyeglasses

and the use of extra-bright lighting
will assist patients in compensating
for their visual loss
Because your ophthalmologist appears to believe that your visual problems are due to arteriosclerosis, I
suggest that you obtain a second opinion, in hopes that he may be incorrect
and other, treatable factors may be
affecting your vision
DEAR DR GOTT My nails look
like a washboard with ridges top and
bottom,side to side What could cause
this'
DEAR READER Transverse nail
ridging of the type you describe can
be the consequence of congenital disease, nutritional deficiency, endocrine (glandular) disorders or certain
diseases characterized by repeated,
cyclic fever See your doctor for an
examination and diagnosis.
NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

PETER
GOTT, M D

Judge denies Eastern's injuction request
MIAMI (AP) — Eastern Airlines
was appealing a judge's refusal to
force its pilots to cross Machinists'
picket lines as the pilots' union
reported a new overture from the
paralyzed carrier, which warned it
was sliding toward bankruptcy.
Pilots' support of the 5-day-old
strike by the 8,500-member
Machinists union has virtually
grounded Eastern, forcing it to lay
off 9,500 employees. But a nationwide job action by pilots at other
airlines failed to jam up airports as
feared.
On Tuesday, U.S. District Judge
Edward B. Davis denied Eastern's
request for a temporary injunction
forcing the airline's 3,600 pilots to
return to work, despite dire warnings from Eastern's attorney that
the company faced imminent bankruptcy proceedings if pilots weren't
forced to cross picket lines.
Eastern, which has only 1,500
employees of a pre-strike work
force of 31,200 still working and
contends it has "no business on the
books," said it planned to file an
appeal today with the 11th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in
Atlanta.
"We're disappointed," Eastern
spokesman Robin Matell said of
the judge's denial. The spokesman
added that the option to file for
protection from creditors under
federal bankruptcy laws would be
"a course of last resort."

"It's a victory for labor in general," Eastern pilots' leader Jack
Bavis told a raucous rally of nearly
3,000 striking employees gathered
downtown Tuesday night for a teleconference beamei by satellite to
11 other groups across the country.
"All of us or none of us!"
chanted the crowd of strikers who
jammed Miami's Knight Center.
Earlier, about 200 non-union
workers, most of them among those
laid off this week, demonstrated on
company property across from
pickets, shouting "We want our
pilots back!"
About 60 percent of the
40,000-member Air Line Pilots
Association on Tuesday followed
its request that rule books be stringently observed, said Capt. Roger
Hall, a union spokesman.
The job action began Tuesday
and could cause major flight delays
around the country, but Hall said,
"the reports we have are that there
has been no effect on operations."
The safety action would continue,
the union said.
President Bush, meanwhile,
refused to budge from his opposition to government intervention to
halt the walkout that the Machinists
union, representing mechanics and
ramp service workers, began
Saturday.
A U.S. House panel, however,
approved a bill that would compel
Bush to appoint an emergency

board to study the 17-month contract dispute and issue a recommendation. The action would
include a cooling-off period of up
to 60 days in which striking
employees would return to work.
Pilot leaders were trying to get
support for the. bill, which is not
expected to reach the House floor
before next week. Lawmakers concede there are not enough votes in
Congress to override an expected
presidential veto.
The pilots union also reported
that Eastern management called -it
negotiators Tuesday evening to try
to set up new talks in the dispute,
but they gave no further details.
Eastern had no immediate
response to the report.
Bush told reporters the strike at
Eastern, the nation's seventhlargest airline, should be settled
through bargaining. And the president said if the Machinists try to
shut down rail service later this
week, he will ask Congress to ban
such,,secondary boycotts.
Secondary boycotts, particularly
in the New York metropolitan area,
could disrupt commutes for hundreds of thousands of people.
Unions representing workers at
three suburban New York rail lines
have appealed a federal judge's
order issued last weekend barring
them from honoring any Machinist
picket lines set up at railways. The
judge has extended his order.
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'Animals' help
children learn
more about the
care of animals
Murray State University mascot
Dunker along with Mr. Bentley the
dog and Miss Prissy the cat have
been visiting in some area classrooms to help provide information
about animal health care.
Sponsored by the Animal Health
Technology Club at Murray State,
the program entertains as well as
educates the young audiences (kindergarden through sixth grade)
about how to care for household
pets, according to Dr. Terry Canerdy, assistant professor in the
Department of Agriculture and
director of the AHT curriculum.
"We have two spokesmen who
accompany the animal characters
and talk about the basic things that
have to be done, like vaccinations,
nutrition, dental care and yearly
physical examinations," said
Canerdy. "We also have a puppy
and kitten that we take with us on
each visit."
He added that Dunker, Mr. Bentley and Miss Prissy answer questions from the youngsters through
the spokesmen.
The idea for the program, which
was begun this summer, grew out
of the presentations Canerdy had
been giving in area schools.
"I know that someone-Standing
up and talking does not always
capture the interest of young audiences, and thought the addition of
some animal characters might be
good," said Canerdy. "I presented
the idea to the AHT Club members,
and after their enthusiastic
response we just went from there."
The program is featured in the
March 1 issue of the American
Veterinary Medicine Journal.
The presentation is offered as a
free service by the AHT Club, and
Canerdy said he hoped to be able
to take the program into schools
throughout the region.
Additional information and scheduling for the program may be
obtained by calling Canerdy at the
A. Carman Animal Health Technology Pavilion, (502) 753-1303.

• ..-Ito

Third grade students at Carter Elementary School in Murray enjoy
the antics of Mr. Bentley the dog and Miss Prissy the cat in a program on animal health care presented by animal health technology students at Murray State University. The program provides information
on how to care for household pets in an interesting format. Other
participants, in the presentation include (from left, standing) Linda
Perry of Puryear, Tenn.; Dunker, the MSU mascot; and Angela Lindner of Steeleville, Ill. Additional information about the program ma)
be obtained by calling the A. Carman Aminal Health Technology
Pavilion at Murray State, (502) 753-1303.

HELPING HAND?
Clean The Attic, HELPING HAND?
Paint The Hall, HELPING HAND?
Put Up Shelves, HELPING HAND?
Weatherstrip Doors, HELPING HAND?
Wash Windows, HELPING HAND?
Reasonable Rates, HELPING. HAND!
Customer Satisfaction, HELPING HAND!
Experienced Personnel, tritiLPING HAND! /

Clean The Carpet,
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Prices Good Noon March 8-Noon March 15
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753-8866

Brawny

Kraft

Merrit Saltine

Mayonnaise
Chase and
"1

.

With Eachiii Purchase Excluding
Davy. Tobacco lk Drinks On Special

1.9

Lucky Leaf Cherry

Pie Filling

Rosedale Yellow
Cling Sliced

11.5 oz.

Potatoes

32 oz.

Kraft 8.7 oz. Bonus Pack
Hunts 28 oz.

Spaghetti Sauce

13 oz. 79°
Rosedale Whole

.32

29 oz.

2

Prairie Farm French

Welch Grape

Jelly
Mac. and Cheese

2e1 Park.
Hyd
z. Instant

Peaches

J842
QJ5

s
Cracker
1 Lb. Box

49
2.88 1.59 1.49

5-11-A

;T

Merrit Saltine

anbom

Coffee
Brick

12 pk. cans

Y WOLFF

We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities
Listen to WSJP for our daily specials.
We Accept Food Stamps and WIC Vouchers

PARKER'S ITER MKT.
Coca Cola
Products,
Coke, Sprite,
Tab, Mello Yello

Wa

Weeping

7
Downtown Murray 753-5825
Store Hours: Open 7 a.m.; Close 8 p.m.
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16 oz.

2/8W

Paramount Hamburger

itial

Dill Slices

1.
\444,1,

32 oz.

Onion Dip

8 oz. 59°
Hyde Park Pep., Comb., Hamb., Saus.

79v

Pizza

Pet Ritz Blackberry, Cherry, Peach, strawberry, Apple

Cobblers....

26 oz.

1.89_

grAte

Tomatoes
IM

1.39
59v
89v

1/4 Sliced Into Pork Chops

Pork Loin

89

North
4•
rt 10
lb

,CES
Hormel 95% Fat Free

1-11-13

1.19
Hash Brown

Lean and Meaty Boston Butt
Fresh Crisp

Lettuce
Fresh Florida

as a decent
ind a hand
I bid
Was PO Bo:
self-addressed,

5.59
2.99
1.89
99'
ea

Pork Roast

lb

Fresh Chicken

Livers

lb

99'
59'

Potato Patties
Country Style

Pork Ribs

lb

79
1.29
lb

Boneless Chicken

Breast Filletsib. 3.59
Center Cut

Pork Chops...th. 1.69

a
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1989

WEDNESDAY, MARCH a

CLASSIFIEDS
1-4941
Notice

Nodes

Murray State University Is receiving sealed
bids for the purchase of Items on Invitation
numbers, times and dates indicated below:
MUR-162T-89; FROZEN FOOD; OPEN 3/241
89, 2:00 PIA.
Bids will be opened In the Purchasing
Department, General Services Building, Murray State University, Murray, KY,42071. Information and forms may be obtained by calling

A wonderful family expenince Australian, European. Scandinavian high
school exchange students
arriving in August Become
a host family for American
intercultural Student Es.
change
Call
1-800 SIBLING

GLIDDEN Latex waN paint
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Blacks Decorating Center
701 S 4th St Murray

SUCCESSFUL Diet You
bet for me now for you
Easy paced Lifetime re
sults $5 Tom Miles Box
6698 Las Cruces NM
88006

(502) 762-2703.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of
hospital expenses
For free information
call.
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times

Fish Ihiy
Ii s I tun 1..r
(.11ASSF1 CATFISH, HMI!)
BLLI-. GLL, hawed Mumma
LItF Mouth Si., Mack Crappie
Tnplooul, and Gram Carp (Ica Peed
Weed Control; Ttac Hybrid aloe gill
rdl react a relit of 2 patens

Si
TLLSDAY. MARCH 21
Delivery Will

At Tbe Following Location.

Southern States Co-op
Murray, KY
,9112) 1511423
Ti.:IRM141:11111 AM
Call your local Mori is plus
?our order or call rfaS410
Toll Fret ISM-443-M3
1104-431
J;;.,11. Inc
I hh
it"ut,
Harrisburg, %Huns., '2412

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
•Medicare pays less than 2%
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
• In our area, costs average over S18,000
per year.
• Medicaid, the government program for
the "pOor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy Of "The Consumer Guide TO
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

COUNTRY Peddler Show
Hurstborne Hotel & Corder
ence Center March 10
LOST Female spotted
5p m 9p m , March 11,
Feist, 1/, years old, an9a m 5p m., March 12
swers to 'Pebbles Lost in
11a m -4p m Eighty quakty
the Cherry Corner, Potter
folk art exhibits For more
town area 436-5642
information contact (616)
423 8367
LOST Large cardboard
box
during moving on
GLASS Work for autos
in Johnny
homes businesses Auto Thursday
Robertson Rd or 121 By
glass plate glass, store
pass areas Reward for re
fronts and entrances inturn 753 2615
stalled Window glass. insulated glass clear tinted
and safety glass Plus
glass table tops mirrors
plain edge beveled
PHYSICIAN'S office now
framed Also storm doors accepting resumes for the
and windows and patio position of transcriptionist/
door glass replaced Store billing clerk Experience
fixtures display cases All preferred Send resume to
at M & G Complete Glass P 0 Box 1040-T, Murray
Dixieland Center,
Co
MECHANIC Experience
Phone 502 753 0180
necessary Apply in person Toyota of Murray 515
Get ready or
South 12th St

Spring Break
& Summer
Weather at

DID Christmas get you behind') SeH Avon products'
Be your own bass Work
your own hours, full or parttime Earn up to 50%1 Cad
today 753-0171

sunntanning
Unlimited

HOME ASSEMBLY INCOME Assemble products
at home Part-time Experience unnecessary Details
Call 813-327-0896 Ext
0188

in Stella
'New Wolff
beds
300 Minutes
for $25
'Flexible hours.
Phone

$6000 PER HUNDRED remating letters from home'
Details send selfaddressed, stamped envelope Associates, Box
309-T, Colonia, NJ 07067

753-9274
to make an
appointment
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video tape
$350 per 50 tt reel, tape
included Also slides, negatives and photographs
Free pick up and delivery
Call Donna Darnell, Video
Production Specialties
759-9246
WOLFF tan at The Hair
World 900 Coldwater Rd
753 0511

753-4199

ACT in TV commercials No
experience All ages Children teens young adults,
families etc High pay TV
advertising Call for casting
information Charm Studios (313) 542-8400 Ext
2614
ATTENTION- Kong' Government lobs- your area
Many immediate openings
without waiting list Of test
$17 840-$69 485 Call
1 602 838-8885 Ext R684

LONG Haul trucking Get
into a high demand career
as an owner, operator with
northArnencan Van Lineal
Operate your own tractor_ If
you don't have one, we
otter a tractor purchase
program that is one of the
beet in the industry No
experience necessary if
you need training, we will
train you You must be 21,
in good physical condition
and have a good driving
record Call nontiAmencan
for a compiete information
package 1-800-348-2147
ask for operator 194

r"

Kelp
Warowl

Help
Wanted

NEED help with spinal cord
injury patient dressing
cleaning house and wash
trig Call 10a m -4p m
7534532

$300 A DAY' Taking phone
orders People call you
703-980-8545 Ext 1.3

OTR Drivers Hornady
Truck Line requires 1 year
experience, 23 years of
age Start 234- 26s/ mile
based on experience Ex
benefits
c•Ilent
Convent°oaks/ Cabovers
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 3 3 - 1 31 3,
812-288-5700.

KENMORE dryer $30
489 2622
WASHER and dryer $18
per week, rent to own Mo
vie World 753-4663

090

Walton
Wanted

• Alin Nit
•CRUISf 1.INFS

WILL babysit in my home
Friday Call
Monday
759-9733
WILL care for sick or elderly
and do light housework
day or night 759 4171 or
753-0785 Call anytime

PROFESSIONAL Drivers WILL sit with the elderly or
Wanted Sam Tanksley sock Experienced and reis now hiring ex- ferences 753 4590 Call
trucking
BONUS INCOME Earn
perienced 01 R drivers
$200-$500 weekly Marling We need 1st, 2nd and team for more information
1989 travel brochures For drivers Excellent benefits
inn
more information send including rider policy. insurBusiness
stamped envelope to INC , ance tree after 90 days, fuel
C9PortunlY
P0 Box 2139, Miami, FL and safety incentive bonus,
33261
and keep same truck Call DEALERSHIP Log Homes
Make 606-525-4144
INSURANCE
or Your complete log home
Money- Have Fun' Tired of 1 -800-527-TEAM Drug manufacturing company
has all of America's finest
coliecting servicing claims Screen. EOE
lines, starting at $9.199
and chasing people? Are
Reporter for far Great earning potential, wit
you making less than SPORTS
West Kentucky small daily
not interfere with present
$50,000 per yew? Do you
includes employment Investment
want management? We Assignment
high
of three local
100% secured by model
have excellent fringe bene- coverage
colleges
home Call Mr Lamont. toll
fits lead program and train- schools and two
resume to William free 1-800-321-5647 The
ing program 103% up front Send
Original Old-Time Log
commission on an easy pay Mitchell, Publisher/Editor
Daffy Leader, P 0 Homes and Supply Inc ,
plan with 25% renewals No Fulton
Route 6- 346 Logue Road,
claim work, all systems Box 327, Fulton, KY 42041
automatic Success with us SUBSTITUTE Carrier Mr Juliet, TN 37122
is making money and hav- wanted for motor route Call METAL Building Dealer
ing fun Liberal underwrit- 759-1138 or 759-9229 be- Opportunity open for local
ing,approved in the field fore lie m or after 5p m
dealer Great second inSell today, commissions
come for home or commeryou
Do
Hunt
Onl
Is
THE
charge
no
paid tomorrow,
cial builder We offer sharp
backs Call Collect Harold have the ambition and aptitude to become a profes- pricing complete training
Casette (502)843-3266
sional cross-country truck Low investment required
PLUMBER B/GENERAL driver? Bowling Green Vo- Serious inquiries
MAINTENANCE ME- Tech in Bowling Green, 1-800-635-4141
CHANIC Two years of ex- Kentucky can teach you in
OWNER- Operators Join
perience in industrial lust three weeks, on the
Schneider National Carplumbing work required same type of equipment
riers Lease-on your tracMust be able to perform any J B Hunt uses Tuition is tor,
or take advantage of
type of work required in $850 Financial assistance
our New Tractor Purchase
connection with renovation is available And J B Hunt Program We offer excelmaintenance and repairs to regularly hires graduates
lent revenue, top miles, displumbing and related sys- Must be 23 or older
counts on insurance, fuel,
for
terns and equipment
1-800-643-3331
tires and maintenance
University facilities Should
4348-1894
1
1-800/
have industrial mechanical
maintenance experience in
RADON testing and mitigathe installation maintetion distributorships High
nance and repair of a variincome potential Complete
ety of rotating equipment
training and marketing supPay Less Drugs is now
and the associated parts
port Ground floor opporaccepting applications
Must assist other trades
tunity. For information
for Pharmacists for our
and perform duties as asphone 800-537-5066
Murray, Kentucky store
signed by supervision
WORK AT HOME I Earn up
Competitive starting
Must have a valid drivers
to $300 a day' People call
salary, excellent fringe
license Salary $625 per
you' 1-615-859-6315 Ext
benefits No phone
hour Apply at Personnel
L-11 or 1-615-851-6439
calls Send resume to
Service, Fourth Floor,
Ext. L-11 No calls after
Paducah, KY 42001,
Sparks Hal, Murray State
8p.m.
Attn. Lonnie Griffin
University, Murray, KY
42071 EOE/M-F
110

Pay LOOS
DRUGS

Matsui:6w
TRUCK driver trainees
needed now G-E-T Truck
Training
Driver
1-800-627-3384.

Pi6PEN,
SENIOR"!

a0

Appliance*

Instruction

•SECRETARY
-EXECUTIVE SEC.
-WORD PROCESSOR

•THAVit. AC,F14(.

,

HOME STUDY/RES. RAINING
•NNAPIOAL AO AVAIL
•XIIIIIIACMAINT AMMO.

1-800-3277728
PAVEt. SCHOCH
s Porooario Bcr

PUT in your order for a
handsome custom made
TRUCK Driver Training- 15 butcher block table From
years experience, Place- basic to excuisite, any size
ment Dept. financial aid height or shape to fit your
available Commercial need or fancy Genuine oak
Driver Institute, Murfrees- tops Call today 435 4142
boro,
Tennessee
165
1-800-242-7364 or KY
1-800-248 7364
Antiques
•

T R UL T ION

t.ft•

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER

MOSSO
tf,-)
•DOT Cl•linutton
•Full of po,1 ,
•44,4
tregnong
•Plwomerin Dep,
•FlnanCte. ANO
Arelaba

ALUANCS
TRACTOR-171AX.e A
TAA/111103[EWERS
LEAMAN! TA
GM TAB Fn..

JIM
1-800-334-1203

ACROSS

Ti-cAT GIRL

IT
A
BE 7/

GOES q'T rik/E
0,4E SINGLE

1 Lid
4 Soft drink
8 Eye
amorously
12 Exist
13 Oblect of
affection
14 Burden
15 Conflict
17 Goal
19 Note of scabs
20 irritate
21 In favor of
22 Dernp
23 Municipality
25 He was Ed
Norton
28 Exist
27 Native metal
28 Inlet
29 Walks in
water
32 As far as
33 Mate
35 "— Law"
36 Pry

HEY, OUXLEY f
00 YOU HAVE A
TrVitl 515TERT

FLAW

sorearaiNG
To MACE vou

LI
mir i4useAr4o
/4A5 STARTED) LET rT <
ttEEP 10t.
l'AL.Kireal ;el
AwAg
WS SLEEP

TAKE

ARE ADu
K I°SWAG ?

14#* TAKING souirn-tireta
To KEEP ME A/MAKE

SLET).--

r
a• a

.• •
•

•
*-".•
4

„yr. .

,

•;'

5ier Toe 7i4 irourts
ma I
GLAD
RD SEE

-;• • .

-7

.•

ARE ALMOST UP.
itESPOn&E 50
GAR TO CUR
C1441.LEN6E
FOR A DUEL,

sneakingly
38 Even score
39 Cat's foot
40 Neer
41 Priest's
vestment
42 Studies
43 Distant
45 Beverage
46 Container
47 Ourdo's low
note
48 Be Ill
49 Row slowly
52 Auction word
54 Above
56 Lamprey
57 Pintail duck
56 Care for
59 Mae. sheep
DOWN
1 Hunter of
filmdom
2 Anglo-Saxon
money
3 Small and
trim

Answer to Previous Puzzle
SAP
ALIBI
AL
ANA
T
LIM
LEI
PLASTIC
CRINAL
ELL
ETON
YARDS
OENEWED
MEAT
SODER
OR
EMU
DOLES
BET
LAVES
ECHO
OD
YELP IDG
STECIE
LED
UV A
CREAD
BOLL IDE
ARA
CCICIA T
BE
LED
TRAMS
PIG

Kind of
fabric
5 Poem
6 Note of scale
7 WIdeawake
8 Ancient
9 Proceed
10 Crl
4

11 Prepa e for
print
16 Attempt
18 Negative
21 Babble
22 Marry
23 Temporary
beds
24 Press
25 Ventilate
26 Prohibit
28 Knock
29 Tiny
30 Spirit
31 Proverbs
33 Vessel
34 Pinpoint
37 Paddle
39 Meditate
41 Apportion
42 Uncouth
person
43 Bother
44 Tiny
particle
45 Three-toed
sloth
46 Pasteboard
48 Summer
cooler
49 Writing
implement
50 Meadow
51 Shade tree
53 French
&nide
55 Brother of
Odin

13th semi-annual ANTI
QUE SHOW & SALE by
McGuire Promotions
March 11th & 12th @ Padu
cah's Executive Inn Convention Center Saturday
10-8, Sunday 11-5 Admis
sion $3 00 good both days
50c off with this ad One
discount/ person
SMALL working antique
safe for sale, $175 Call Bill
Kopperud 753-1222 .

140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5p m
BUYING aluminum cans
50c & 55c lb , battery,
scrap metal copper and
junk cars KGA Rycycling
492-8183 days, 498-8785
nights
CAMPER top for short bed
Chevy S 10 pick-up
435-4597

170

Vacuum
Cleaners
FILTER Queen vacuum
cleaner with power head
$100 435 4597

SINGER Sewing Machine
fully guaranteed, full cash
price $49 50 Call Martha
Hopper 354-6075

DELTA/ Rockwett contractors 10 inch saw, shaper
436-2556
FARM tractor, 50 60HP
489-2642
REASONABLY priced,
older black and white Polaroid camera Call Bill Kopperud, 753-1222
WE buy scrap aluminum,
copper, brass and alumi
num cans Call Bal Can
Recycling @ 753 0338

1953 RED belly Ford tractor, grader blade, post hole
digger, heavy duty bush
hog, plows, cultivators, 2
row John Deere corn
planter 360 Honda, new
tires, good condition
436-5695
210
Miscellaneous

150
Articles
For Sale
1000 WOLFF Sunbeds,
toning tables, commercial,
home tanning beds Save
to 50% prices from $249
Body wraps, lamps, lotions
Call today Free color catalog 1 800 228-6292
1988 OPEN arm sewing
machine like new, less
than 3 months old Sold
new foy $350 Pay balance
of $7f 40 or $14 per month
Phone credit manager
753-3315
3 BEDROOM brick house
Also antique drop-leaf table
and 1963 Ford Fairlane
Call after 6 30p m
753-7846

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

KING SIZE WATERBED
All the extras 753-8102
after 5p m

BEAUTY Shop equipment
and suntan bed, 4 years
old 753 0658 after 5p m
FORMALS Tea length
white and lilac Full-length
peach and white Call
762-6504 or 762-2512
FOR Sale 3 storage sheds
like houses, complete
electric in every way 3 lots
for sale with complete
hook-ups for mobile
homes 2 mobile homes
You have to see to believe'
Call for an appointment
492-8806
KAYAK Swimming Pool
prices reduced on Kayak
award winning pools Make
us an offer on reconditioned pools Be ready for
hot weather- buy now Call
1-800843-7665
LOG Homes Over 40 standard models Free Brochure Honest Abe ts8I
Homes Route 1 Box 84CK
Moss, Tennessee 38575
(800)231-3695
MARTIN Houses 6 rooms
$2699, 12 rooms $3999,
18 rooms $5799, 24
$69 99 Pre sectioned telescoing pole extends to 15,
$2999 Wallin Hardware,
Downtown Paris, Tn
PROM Dresses 1 pink tea
length 1 aqua full floor
length sizes 9.11 Price
negotiable 753 8548
PROM Dress royal blue.
tea length size 3 access°
ries 753-4390 after 4p m
SEAT Mt chair If your are a
medicare recipient with a
qualifying condition such as
arthritis, call toll free num
be( for more information
Call 1.800-445-4174.

$75 CASH For each of
your old windows when you
purchase our thermally
sealed vinyl replacement
windows. We will finance
with no downpayment and
write you a check for your
Call
old windows
1-800-422-9872
ATTENTION Homeowners Leading swimming
pool manufacturer seeking
17 qualified homeowners
for immediate 1988 pool
installations Financing
available Other pool prices
as low as $1,177 Call
1 800-422 9872
COINS Bought/ Sold Pack
#1, $4 95 Indian-head
penny, Buffalo nickel, Mercury dime, illustrated histor
ical brochure discussing 31
popular U S coins Information on additional packs
Monthly lists 10-day return
privilege Estates appraised Christopher's
Coins, Box 602-A, Murray
753-4161
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD for Sale Tree
removal Free estimate
436-2562, 436-2758
FURNACE filters, $1 each
Electric range elements, all
makes ROWLAND RE
FRIGERATION, 12th &
Poplar Sts 753-2825
GO carts go carts, go carts'
5 HP single and double
seats Keith's Lawn & Trac
to( Center, Industrial Road
Call 759-9831
GULF Shores Plantation
and Gatlinburg Summit
Beach and Mountain condos with beautiful views
Indoor pool, --equipped
kitchens Free Brochure
1-800-242-4853
HOFFCO Lit Hoe Garden
Tiller only 25Ibs , $229 95
Keith's Lawn & Tractor, InMurray,
dustrial Rd
753-9831
LARGE, large, large selection of storage buildings in
stock for immediate deltaery Acree Portable Buildings, Mayfield, Ky
502-247-7831
POLE buildings 24 x32a9'
eave entrance door and
12x8 end slider $4,195
Completely erected Other
sizes available Blitz Bud
ders. Inc 1-800-425.4009
SEASONED oak firewood
753-5476, Charles Barnett

TILLERS SHP chain drive WE service all brands of
with Briggs & Stratton en- kerosene heaters arid carry
gine,$32999 Wallin Hard- a full line of parts Keith's
ware, Downtown Pans, Tn Lawn & Tractor Industrial
Open all day Saturday
Road, 759 9831

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1989

times

CLASSIFIEDS
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280

Inc..
dryer $30

cl dryer $18
it to own Mo
13-4663

ma
ihIngs

WATERBED
is 753 8102

order for a
ustom made
c table From
site, any size,
ipe to fit your
Genuine oak
lay 435 4142

quell, •
innual ANTI
& SALE by
Promotions
12th @ Padu
five Inn Conter Saturday
, 11-5 Admis
iod both days
this ad One
rson

19- ZENITH table model,
non-remote control, $150
753-9395

270
Mobile
Homes For Salo
10x55 MOBILE home to
sale, $1,500 Call afte
5p'm 753-9227
1974 MOBILE home
14x70, partly restored,
makes great 1st hornel Call
for price, 489-2604

een vacuum
power head
597

HOUSE Trailer 1989 Buccaneer 14x80,3 bedrooms
2 baths 753-7181

sing Machine
eed, full cash
Call Martha
6075

arm
pment

Deily Ford trac
;lade, post hole
vy duty bush
cultivators, 2
Deere corn
) Honda, new
id condition ,

1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment close to university and hospital some utilities paid 753-8756 or
753-4012

FOR Rent Or Sale 2 bedroom, 1 bath mobile home,
furnished, near Hazel area
$200 deposit, $175
monthly Call for appoint
ment 492-8806

1 BEDROOM apartment
near downtown Murray
753 4109

105,000 BTU Lennox natural gas furnace, 3 ton flat
coil, GE 4 ton condensing
unit, GE 2Vi ton condens1988 14x70, 2 BEDROOM, ing unit, GE 4 ton condens2 bath, all electric, CA & ing unit, GE 21
2 ton heat
/
CH, wall to wall carpet, pump (outdoor section),
blinds and curtains, GE Trane 21
2 ton condensing
/
stove/ refrigerator, D/W, unit All equipment is used
winterunderpinned and
and in working order $500
ized, 9x12 deck By ap- buys everything listed Call
pointment. 753-2922, ask 753-8181 from 8a m.-4p m
for Tom, after 6p m
or come by 802 Chestnut
753-7124.
St.

:uum
Inert

wing
hines

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209

1979 MOBILE home
14x65, 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
refrigerator, new stove,
central heat and air, washer
& dryer, new carpet Must
see to appreciate
492-8298

DOUBLE wide and lot
24x70, 1978 Vogo, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, fully furnished including dishwasher, washer & dryer
Lot size is 100x200. Located in Stella 489-2855

king antique
$175 Call Bill
53-1222 .

Apariments
For Rant

TRAILER For Rent Call
Brandon Dill, Dill Trailer
court 759-1577

ITS Tax Time' Bring us
your tax return check as a
down payment and receive
a free VCR Check out
these bargains! 14x70 3
bedroom $11,995 or $140
per month 28x44 doublewide 3 bedroom and 2 bath,
only $18,995 Or $221 per
month No down payment
for qualified land owners
Easy financing available
Drive a little and save a lot!
Volunteer Homes, Paris
Tn 901-642-4466

EXCELLENT commercia
shop or office space, 1,800
square feet and parking,
Call
adjoining MSU
753-4012 or 753-8756

Creekview
Storage

For each of
dows when you
our thermally
el replacement
e will finance
rnpayment and
check for your
Call
Jows
1872

)N Homeowling swimming
acturer seeking
homeowners
ate 1988 pool
is Financing
ther pool prices
$1,177 Cali
1872
ght/ Sold Pack
Indian-head
alo nickel, Merlustrated histore discussing 31
coins !Moo
dditional packs
s 10-day return
Estates apChristopher's
602-A, Murray.

)D for sale

)for Sale Tree
'me estimate
436-2758

filters, $1 each
ge elements, all
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'ION, 12th &
753-2825
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Industrial Road
131
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iburg Summit
Mountain con
teautiful views
iol, -liquipped
Free Brochure
4853
JI Hoe Garden
25Ibs $229 95
& Tractor, InMurray.
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31
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erected Other
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:harles Barnett
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NEW 1 bedroom apartment partially furnished,
well insulated, carpet, $200
plus deposit, no pets Days
753-1953, nights
753-0870
NICE duplex, 2 bedroom,
appliances furnished Also
2 bedroom apartment at
1515 Sycamore Coleman
Real Estate, 753-9898
NICELY furnished 1 or 2
bedroom apartments located near campus
753-0606 nights. 753-6111
days

3 BEDROOM, shade, offstreet parking, couples prefered, no pets, $325/
month 753 6931
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
Lakeway 'Shores subdivision, waterfront, 2 levels,
large wood deck Coleman
Real Estate, 753-9898

Center Dr.
Off 641 N.

NICE 4 bedroom house for
rent in the Kirksey area with
a garden spot Barn for rent
with hay loft and 2 sheds
Call 8p m -10p m or
7a m -9a m 489-2534

Private Bays
A size for
every need

NICE brick home 1 mile SE
of Murray Must give references and deposit.
753-8164 after 5 30p m

753-6734

360
For Rent
Or Lease

CITY OF MURRAY, KY.
JOBS AVAILABLE
POLICE OFFICER RECRUITS

illaneous

2 BEDROOM,2 bath apart
rnent washer/ dryer hookup cergral heat and air,
appliances and water furnished No pets 753-3949

300

Bushes'
Rentals

Perform entry-level law enforcement
work.
Salary plus fringe benefits (incentive
pay upon qualifying) including hazardous duty 20 year retirement program.
Completion of high school education,
must be at least 21 years of age. Must
have valid KY driver's license. Copies of
original birth certificate and driver's
license must be submitted with application. Application may be obtained at
City of Murray Police Dept.,407 Poplar
Street, Murray, KY. 42071.
DEADLINE DATE:4:30 p.m.Friday,
March 17, 1989.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

3,000 SQ FT retail/ office
space for lease. Available
June 1. Phone 753-1851
9a.m.-5p.m or 753-3862
after 5p.m.
FOR Lease Business
space, office or retail, good
location, price negotiable
489-2633

370

Livestock
& Supplies
5 TWO month old pigs, $35
each 435-4397

Pets
& Supplies
AKC Black Scottish Terne
females, $150 cash
489-2246
AKC Registered Golden
Retriever puppies Call
901-644-1850 after 5p m

Saturday, March 11, 10 a.m.
Midway Auto Auction
Paris, Tennessee
79-E.
H.
Mr. and Mrs. Zelma Watters from Camden. Tenn- have commissioned Kennon Auction Company to sell the following personal
property at absolute auction. Due to the possibility of inclement
weather and limited space at the Wafters home, all items will be
moved to Midway Auto Auction.
— PARTIAL LISTING —
Fine walnut sugar chest; nice antique yarn winder; antique flax wheel; 5
drawer oak sewing cabinet (nice); Singer treadle sewing machine; folding
sewing rocker;old rockers;large oak dresser w/serpentine front and beveled
mirror; wash stand;large oak chest with claw feet; cedar gun case; nice oak
knock-down wardrobe with full length beveled mirror; kitchen cabinets;
hutch; wood dining table and chairs; Bentwood chairs; parlor chairs; piano
stool with ball and claw feet;coffee and end tables;trunks;lamps;2 wooden
high chairs; wood cradle and baby bed and more...
CAST IR04.1 - Little Buddy small cast iron stove; cookstove; tea kettle;
gypsy pot, skillets and pots; flat, irons; miniature flat irons; shoe lasts;
trivets.
STONEWARE - Lots of mixing bowls; jar with bale and lid; canning jars;
churns; miniature advertising whiskey jugs;.blue and white pickle crock
(Dodson's & Braun's, Fine Pickles, St. Louis).
GLASSWARE -Pressed and cut glass;iris dinner plates and vase;toothpick
holders; Mason jar, Atlas, Pepsi and Double Cola shakers; old glasses.
COLLECTIBLES - Cookbooks and song books;3old Blue Back spellers; old
books; dolls; pictures and frames; pitcher and bowl set; Jim Beam bottles;
1932 Tenn. dealer tag; old license plates; Upton's ice tea tin; wooden butter
mold; kraut kutters; coffee grinder; old cedar buckets; sugar bucket; dough
tray; ice tongs; sausage mill; corn sheller; glass seed measure; old milk
bottles;blue fruitjars;coal oil lamps,cotton cards; walking sticks;cow bells;
horse collar with brass harries; cross cut saws, froes, and more...
COINES - Over 75 Indian head pennies; 2 cent pieces; over 750 wheat
pennies; over 50 buffalo nickels and V nickels; 1858 Flying Eagle penny;
1856 CC seated Liberty dime; large cents; 100's foreign coins.
MISCELLANEOUS - Over 40 old pocketknives;(Case, John Primble and
many others); Over 20 old straight razors(many with fancy handles and
several with cases); old pocket watches; 10 cent bank; razor strap; trade
tokens; clay marbles; several Indian points and tools.
Notice: There are dozens of boxes and other items not listed here as it was
impossible to do a physical inventory due to the fullness ofthe outbuildings.
Auctioneer's Note: An excellent selection ofcollectibles and furniture fro-in 2
very well known collectors. Come and join us!
Announcements made day of sale take precedence over all previously
printed material.

AUCTION
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Pets
& Supplies

For Sale

at 1611 TaBEAUTIFUL 6 week old NEW House
Martin Heights
Dr.
bard
Lab and German Shepard
3 bedrooms, 2
puppies some solid black subdivision.
morning sunroom,
black and tan and 1 white baths,
deck, gas heat. apGood with children $10 wood
2,400 sq ft
proximately
each 753-8506
plus 1,100 sq ft of storage
NOW have Boston Terrier Pick your own floor cover
puppies and Pomeranian ing Priced in the $90s
puppies Ready to go! Also 527-9192
some adult dogs
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath home
901-642-7067
in town Shown by appointREGISTERED Blue ment only Call before
Healer, 8 months old 8p m 753-8950 Low $40s
(901)247-3316

430

Real
Estate

Motorcycles
1981 YAMAHA XT 250
trail or street, $400
753-8061

Sentices
Clawed

Used
Pa!'
1978 CHEVROLET Work
Van excellent condition
V 8 automatic transmis
sion. Rally wheels. $1,000
753-6769 after 4p m

* NOTICE *
Need a car?
Bad credit?
Weak credit?
Bankrupt?
Call Sammy

sr n
Used
Trucks
1967 CHEVROLET pickup new engine, real sharp
753-4832, ask for Nick

Toyota
753-4961

1979 TOYOTA pick-up:
automatic transmission,
$1,000 753-8061

1977 TORANADO 72,000
actual miles, loaded with
extras, good running condition Asking $1,300.
437-4875 after 5-30p.m ,
437-4232 before 5p m.

1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck new rubber on
the rear, fair on the front,
works 40' pole, excellent
condition 345-2561

470

SHELTIES (Toy Collies)
sable and white 354-8211

530

A90

Used
Cars

LICENSED electriaan, residential and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
service Gas installation
and repair for natural and
Fred's Repair
LP
753-7203
MAID TO ORDER Cleaning Service Commercial,
residential Weeknights
and Saturdays Dependable, reasonable rates, references Call after 6p m
759-1963

SEi.Pc1 Machine Repair
All
es and models,
home and industry. Call
Kenneth Barnhill,
753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
Stella, Ky
SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474 2366
or 437-4113

SUREWAY Tree Service
Topping, pruning, tree re
moval Aerial bucket truck
MOBILE HOME Specialist- Fully insured for your prorepair, leveling, underpin- tection Stump removal
ning, set-ups, tear-downs, with no lawn damage Free
roofs floors, plumbing, wir- estimates No obligations
ing washing, hurricane 753-5484
straps 759 4850
TELEPHONE wiring jacks
MOODY Mower Repair installed phones moved
Pick-up and delivery, all residence and business
work guaranteed
experienced Call Bobby
753-5668
Wade 753-2220.
ORDERS now being taken WILL do plumbing installa
to have your lawn mowed lion 8 repairs All guaran
Spring/ summer in the teed Free estimates
Murray- Hazel area Free Phone 492-8899 or
estimates Place order now 753-1308
to insure top quality, professional service Call YARD Work, mowing,
cleaning, hauling, raking,
(901)247-3311
mulching, fertilizing.
753-2555 or 492-8650.

1985 CHEVY S-10 short
1980 RIVIERA all power, bed, low miles, extras,
gray hardtop, excellent sharp
753-7925 or
tires, good condition, 753-8988
ATV parts accessories, 73,000 miles 435-4273.
1985 SWB red Chevy
tires & service for all
1979 Monzas 4 cylin- Silvered° pick-up 1 owner,
brands! Keith's Lawn & TWO
cylinder loaded, very sharp
KOPPERUD Realty offers Tractor, Industrial Rd , Mur- der and 6
436-2879 after 5p m or 492-8858
a complete range of Real ray 759-9831
leave message on
Estate services with a wide
1987 JIMMY S-15 fully
see the world's machine
selection of quality homes, COME
loaded. 26,000 miles, 1
Poof
line
innovative
most
all prices 753-1222, toll
ATVs! Keith's Lawn & 1982 REGAL Summerset owner, extra sharp
free 1-800-251-HOME Ext. laris
Industrial Rd , Mur- fully loaded, t-tops 1 759-1543 or 753-0509
Tractor,
711L for courteous,compeowner, 759-1543 or
759-9831
ray.
tent Real Estate service
Let Barry
753-0509
520
We make buying & selling
Boats
repair
your
SRO
1983 CUTLASS Supreme
Real Estate easy for you
& Motors
factory stereos.
Auto
T-tops, $3,800 437-4582
Servka
WORLD
after 5p m
14 FIBERGLASS, 65HP
CERTIFIED Essex scud
437-4582
$600
Mercury,
OF
SOUND
1983 MONTE Carlo V-8,
beans 435-4597
MPORT Auto Salvage
m
5p
after
Specializingin foreign cars tilt, cruise, locks, new tires
or 16' ALUMICRAFT Bass
Open Monday through Sa- Best offer 753-1442
PLUMBING repairman with
Boat 50HP Evinrude, 2
turday; 8a.m to 5p m , 759-4137 days
same day service Cell
60
474-2325.
1983 TOYOTA CELICA Humming Bird Super
759-4850
operated
GT dark blue, tilt, power depth finders, foot
construction, reQUALITY
fuel
extra
motor,
485
steering electric sun roof, trolling
pairs and alteration Free
Moody
wells.
2-live
tank,
Auto
cruise 753-8836
Custom Trailer, $5,500, estimates Call G & A,
Parts
436-2617
1984 BUICK Century Lim- 759-1233
4 6 LUG gray spoke wheels ited 4 door, fully loaded,
with 4 Bridgestone white moon roof, luggage rack, 1980 MANTRA 21' bo- ROCKY COLSON Home
siding,
Hal Nance
letter 205 14/75 radial tires, new tires, excellent condi- wrider jet boat: enclosed Repair Roofing,
painting, plumbing, con454 Indmar marine engine
"We Need Listings"
$140. Also Want To Buy tion, $5,000 527-0850
Rides and drives excellent. crete Free estimates. Call
250 gallon or larger propPut Number 1
GL, 2 502-227-7042 days. 474-2307 or 753-6973
ane gas tank. 759-1512 or 1984 FORD Escort
to work for you
Neale Road
door hatchback 753-4014 502-227-8015 after 5p.m
753-0905
SHEETROCK finishing,
after 5p m
753-5522
EVINRUDE Outboards . new or repair 436-2811
RUNNING Engines For
Reliant
PLYMOUTH
1984
outboards
Evinrude
New
Sale: 350, 292, 307 Chevy.
Stationwagon automatic, and trolling motors- in box Loretta Jobs Realtors
V-6 231 GM. 390 Ford 345
air, nice little car, $2,450
1988 & 1989 modles
303 N. 12th 753-1492
International. V-8 Buick
759-9698
dealer invoice- 100% fi318 & 400 Dodge Automanancing available- GBM
tic transmissions for most 1985 BUICK LeSabre Lim
MULTI-UNIT rental prop- vehicles. 3-speed &
ited 4 door, loaded, 82,000 Sales- 1-800-544-2850
CUSTOM KITCHEN calms
erty for sale Adjoins Mur- 4-speed truck transmismiles, extra nice car. Was days 8a.m -5p.m CST
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
ray State campus. Present sions. 8 lug truck rear ends
$6,000, now reduced to
All Types 01
income $1,450/ month
530
for Ford, Dodge & Chevy. $5,250 759-9698
Asking price $75,000
Services
Custom Woodworking
Chevy 12 bolt positrack.'73
Phone Kopperud Realty, Caprice Coupe body. '79 1986 OLDS Cutlass Ciera
Offered
753-1222.
Malibu Coupe body. The LS. 4 door, fully loaded. V-6 A-1 TREE Service and
engine, 33 MPG on the
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
RESIDENTIAL, commer- Chevy Shop, 641 North,
road, extra sharp, triple stump removal Your pro'Drop by & see our showroom
cial and waterfront prop- next to PetRo gas.
charcoal gray, wire wheels, fessional tree service All
erty. Call Lite Real Estate 753-4184 or evenings
luggage rack, vinyl roof. types, removal, topping,
(502)354-6338 or 759-1654.
feeding. Free estimates
753-6244
(502)474-8891
50' bucket truck and chipson
1986 PONTIAC Bonneville
per Call 753-0906
-•••••
WANT To Buy this summer
Used
4 door, automatic, air, tilt,
maintained
well
split
now or
We
REPAIR
APPLIANCE
Cars
good
cruise, 68,000 miles,
Did You Know That We Rent
level or two story house in
condition, $4,450. Service, dishwashers, disMurray designed with two
reovens,
ranges,
posals,
759-9698
separate living areas to acfrigerators, washers &
Now it's
Jobs come in different sizes
comodate growing child1987 CAPRICE Classic dryers. Service on most
and so do our ladders
ren Would prefer 4 or 5
V-8, new tires, $6,700, ex- makes and models. G.E.
bedrooms, living, dining,
or
437-4422
nice.
tra
Our Sizes:
ApThe
trained.
factory
800 325 3229
e
TO
and family room, eat-in
437-4723
pliance Works, Dr Rob Ma6 fl. step ladders to 40'
kitchen and minimum 2 car
Rd., Hwy 783,
extension ladders. Daily 8.
1987 GMC solid red with son
garage 2500 sq. ft or lar753-2455.
weekly rates avail.
$7,500
miles,
20,000
ger brick homes with patio
753-7387
APPLIANCE SERVICE
or screened in porch most
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
desireable. Respond to
1982 BUICK REGAL Turbo
New (4 Used
29 years experiWhirlpool
Ken Havens, Box 37,
Sports Coupe new turbo,
GM Executives &
ence. Parts and service.
USREP/JECOR, APO New
windows,
power
200 E. Main St. Murray 753-8201
tires,
new
Program Vehicles
Used Appliances. Bobby
York, 09038-7001.
T-tops, power steering,
or
753-4872
Hopper,
901.642-3900
power brakes, AM-FM ste436-5848
4140
Hwy. 79 W. — Paris
reo, cruise control Call
Lots
753-5535 or 753-8200.
AURORA LAI1NDROMAT
For Sale
Located next to Sue &
Car
xtra
An
Need
1981 FIREBIRD good conCharlie's. Heavy duty May1 ACRE lot southwest o dition, blue, best offer.
For A Few Days?
washers, 75c per load,
tag
Murray New well and sep- 759-1084
qent From Gene At
1 Big Boy washer. Cable
tic tank Excellent building
TV while you wait! All
DWAIN TAYLOR
435-4484 or 1981 OLDS Cutlass. sharp,
site
washers and dryers are in
CHEVROLET, INC.
2 door. V-6, PS, PB, tilt,
437-4392.
A-1 condition Open 7a.m.,
cruise, air, white with blue
502 753 2617
2 plus acres vinyl roof 759-1765
1
FOR Sale: 13/
close 9p.m. 502-474-8015.
with stock barn, good pond,
Attendant on duty
195
tobacco barn, 2 storage 1982 CUTLASS Supreme
block and
CONCRETE
houses, workshop, 32x50 79,000 miles, 2 door, twoVans
foundabasements,
brick,
condition
good
Approxipaint,
tone
concrete block.
mately 100 yards off black- Best offer Must sell imme- 1975 DODGE Van V-8, tions, driveways, sidewper month
alks, patios. Free estitop road. Nice quiet loca diately! Need cash! Call PS, PB, tilt, runs good
42 mos 10% down
mates. Charles Barnett.
759-1765
bon for trailer or building 759-1660 evenings
Sale Price $698700
753-5476.
Also good location for sal'86 Chrysler LeBaron
vage yard. Owner will fi23 XXX ,r.irA air stereo cruse
CONTRACTOR- Portable
Murray Fire Extinguisher
nance. For more informastorage buildings, pole
tion call Leroy Oakley
barns, general home imSales & Service
437-4931
provement. Quality work for
759-1999
225 N. 2nd St.
less Free estimates 8'x12'
2
/
MOBILE home lot, 21
per month
-24 Hour Answering Service
'a Mr
for $585 489-2663
miles east of town
42 mos 10% down
-Free Pick-Up & Delivery
759-9313 after 5p.m
Sale Price $5987.00
DAVE Williams Auto Re-We Service Any_Types
'66 Chevy 5-10 Pill
Good
Ky
Coldwater,
pair,
RESIDENTIAL lots for sale
16 XXX miles vied vends
service for less! 489-2279
chrome whites
on Sunset Blvd., Loch LoDUNAWAY'S Painting- inmond and Broach St
'VW terior, exterior, residential,
753-4782. No call after
ON THE SPOT FINANCING
commercial. 753-6951, if
8p.m.
Bring Your Title, Finance Representative On Duty
no answer, 753-2332 Ask
for Mike
460
Homes
FENCE sales at Sears
For Sale
now Call Sears 753-2310

JUST Listed! Beautiful 24
acre tract of land, only 3
miles from town Ideal
building sites for 1 or more
homes Phone Kopperud
Realty 753-1222

350 WARRIOR 4-wheeler
excellent condition, $1,800
492-8824

The sign of
the hometown
advantage.

Red Clover
Timothy
Jap Seed

Carraway
Farms
121 South

LADDERS

Dan Taylor

380

PUBLIC AUCTION

K E_N_N_ ON co.

Miirray Ledger & Times

380

Mobil*
Homes For Rent
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Firm No. 1082
Phone 642-3750
Auctioneers & liquidators

Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Catlike, Ix, oi
Pon's, IN

MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES CENTER

1

Toyotas
Cost Less in
Murray
*197°

*17044

Wiggins Furniture
Shoppers Mall

3 BEDROOM,2 bath cedar
home in town 753-0659
3 BEDROOM brick house
on lake for sale 436-5663
3 BEDROOM brick 2
baths, approximately 1,700
sq ft and double garage.
large wood deck, gas heat
Circle Drive in Benton. low
$60s 527-9192
BY Contractor New 3 bed,,
room houses, designed for
convenient family living
Call 753-3903 after
4.30p m.
3 BEDROOM home in
country 2 extra sleeping
rooms upstairs, large living
room and dining room
Central gas heat and air 12
miles east of Murray
$50,000 CaN 753-1203

for free estimate for your
needs

2 ml. No. of Murray Hwy. 641

NOW OPEN Everyday
Mon. thru Sat. 9 to 5
Sun. 1 to 5
including Berkline Recliners, Key-Keline, Bedding, Housewares,
Gifts, Silk Trees, Plants, Ceramics, Woodcrafts, Brass, Copper. Thousands of items
on display.
Quality furniture

No Sale Gimmicks -Just Every Day Low Prices!

.41

FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763

*ItJJ"

per month

48 mos 10% down
Sale Price $698700
'87 Chevy Ceiebrtty
szxxx mdaat verge cruse

GENERAL repair Carpentry, plumbing, roofing, yard
and tree work, wood- $25 a
rick Call 436-2642
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

Owners: Robert & Nell Wiggins

HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd 753-9400

753-4566
%E..E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.11E.E.E.E.E.E.

LICENSED Electrician
Doug Jones Electric
759-4751

*13225,11111

month

24 mos. 10% down
Sale Price $296700
'62 Toyoti Tercel
molt at Hamlet
'AI Nyman% quelled et 149 APR

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY, INC.
515 S 12th
Muray. KY

1.1.A
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Students observe newspaper operations

Limo driver Bob Panucci, of Woodbridge, N.J., takes a look to see %Witt is causing
the delay that kept him in stalled traffic for over an hour at Newark Airport.
Supporters of a Machinists union threatening to strike Eastern Airlines drove a
motorcade of 30 to 40 cars around the thoroughfare surrounding the airport, slowing
traffic to a crawl. (AP Laser Photo).

Two Calloway County High
School students, Vicky Herndon
and Heidi Heiss, are currently
spending two hours per week at the
Murray Ledger & Times observing
the operations of the newspapers as
a part of a recently created Calloway County High School Mentorship Program.
A mentor is a person of trust
who serves as an encourager and
guide to a student in his or her personal career and education growth
and development. Unlike a role
.model, the mentor does not wish
for the student to imitate him or
her, but rather, the mentor encourages the student to become all that
he or she can aspire to be.
The Mentorship Program is
desiged to bridge the school and
community into a learning environment for students. The program
will provide personal career and
educational growth for the students
outside the school -building. The
program will provide students with
opportunities to learn through
"hands-on" experience with personnel from area businesses and
professions.
The purposes of the program are
to increase business and commuity

involvment in related school curriculum and instructional matters;
motivate and challenge students to
excel in their studies and to prepare
for their futures; to foster a better
understanding of the free enterprise
system; and to develop a better
understanding of public agencies,
community organizations, institutions and the services they provide.
The Mentorship Program is open

to all seniors at Calloway County
High School during the second
semester. The scheduled time and
locations for the mentorship experience will be determined on an individual basis. This program is voluntary and will require parental
permission and involvement.
Vicky and Heidi will be observing the Ledger & Times operations
throughout the month of March.

Dwain Taylor C evro et, Inc.
M.".

041 South
Murray
753-2617

COOM40.1.010

Keep The k:reeL GM I. rtlini•

ar, Gen:at. (..%1 .

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

1985 Ford Ranger,
59,xxx miles, AM-FM
cassette, auto., p.s., air.
Waelet1

,V,/,4491,0
00

ries
CENTER
1969 K marl Ccepcooton

-fife 5444#19Pkee

SPONSORS OF
Johnson Reels

6.9
so,.

USA.
TWO LAKES

Price.
combo. 201Spincasting
reel with 70 rod-In-reel
mono line and
yds of -1b,
solid
test
fiberglas 21/2'
8s
rod.

BOTH MARCH 11 THRU MAY 9
ON LAKE KENTUCKY/BARKLEY, KY
1-DAY TOURNAMENT,APRIL 8
•1 215 tagged crappie worth a total of
S314 160 in prize money
AND

ON LAKE SOUTH KENTUCKY,TN
1-DAY TOURNAMENT, APRIL 15
•1 663 togged crappie worth a total of

Sale
Price. Crappie
reel combo.
Pro
spincost
yds. of6-lb. Tangle-proof 230
S30 000
l
test
line
Bonus
and 3- pc 51:2ree' with 90
Comb()
rod.

$307 625 in prize money
•License fee necessary - $5 each 60-day tournament details and bounty hunter's bodge
available at participating K mart stores

24
11
Sale Price.
CA16 Country
combo.
Mlle rod-'n
Spincasfing reel
-reel
retrieve, 6
with
-lb
SO, 000
test line and
Boni-a
Coribo
3-pchigh-speed
5 1.'2' rod

WANTED!
I -honer Member
Tangle Fre* Tom
$15,000 Pius Bonuses

tp. FishAmerica
It Foundation

K mart 1041
$10,000*

Johnson Reels

Johnson Reels

ZA-Zon Reels

10.79

13.97

13.44

Sale Price. Century tanglefree spincast reel with 10-lb
test Stren line in spool Save

Sale Price. Crappie pro
spincast reel; no-backlash
no twist 90 yds 6-lb test line

Sale Price. CM6 Country
Mile rest 6-lb test line
15.88
CMIO Spincast Reel,
Doc 6ry-,4s Pee.

U

0101, Ikr,s Pee.

/ 9.97ESale Price. 10'

/

little Jewel
Bream Poles;
telescopic
12' Little Jewel
Poles . 11.97

6.88
Sale Price. 2-

1•117
sr7V1c,

ct:-r0(g

97C

Ea

sign 455 kHz sensor Fish
identified in red Save

4.96 iqloo

p

The
Sole Price
perfect
model Of outdoor cooler! Igloo
25-quart
rugged.
molded handles high -impact
chest
plastic.
and close
-tight hingedIncludes
lid, Save

Pkg

Sale Price.
Beetle Spins;
2 extra tails
Choose from
many colors
1160, 1 3: ot

Sale Price.
Crappie Candy Pantish Bolt.
Choice of colors 1/50-oz

&Woo*
Sow!
0.0
,
4413 bepts

Bass Buster

3.88

1.07

Eo
Sale Price.
Glitter Grubs
or Scali Jigs in
fish-attracting
colors 1/32 oz

44k6m-m
4c,
i-4 14•01 Sale Price. 10-

tray tackle
box with 15
compartments
Wormproof

Sole
*279
Price *ilummiatR
Depth tinder with new-de-

pc. panfisti or
75-pc. crappie
kits. Selection
of popular lures

Sale Price. Trolling motor; 28-lbs
of thrust, built-in
maximizer control Weedless prop
7651AX Powerdrive Motor,
Remote*,$297
,55m)K15219,
0$0,1

Vefar-;
4163r

Everyday Low

4.48,,
Sale Price. XT
clear or XL
h-4sibiPity
line.6 8-lb
test Save
10-1b. Test, 4.97

Berkley
ON SALE WEDNESDAY, MAR. 8th
THRU TUESDAY, MAR. 14th

Sale

8.88

Palr
-flip-Up" Polarized
Songhai's.
Black or gold color
metal frame green or
brown lens With lanyard

Our Reg Low
Prices
Marine replacement
spark plugs.
oc..
morn.

Price

49.93
Voyager marine

cranking battery
with 620
OP27D•ep
MCA s
oP24Do•pCyc;;;Saft•ry,620MCA
s
Cycle
lverv00,4
lottery,
&ref So,7
720 MCA'5. ......... 64.93'
Auto (3e1D'
........ . 69.93'

AVAILABLE AT ALL PARTICIPATING K MART STORES
3433

